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MOTTOS 
 
“Do benefaction intensely and gain more benefaction.” 
(Holy Qur’an, Asy-Syura: 23) 
 
“Being patient and giving apologize are one of the prominent.” 
(Asy-Syura: 43) 
 
And take a provision (with you) for the journey, but the best provision is Al-Taqwa 
(piety, righteousness) 
 (Al-Baqarah 2:197) 
 
“Although the future is a little bit frightening, it’s the book of your life that you’re 
writing” 
“Yesterday is a history, tomorrow is a mystery, but today is a gift” 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The objectives of this study are: (1) to identify the needs of reading materials 
for grade VIII students of junior high schools and (2) to design appropriate reading 
materials for the eighth grade students of junior high schools.  
The type of this study is research and development (R & D). It was conducted 
through the following steps: needs analysis, writing course grid, materials design, 
expert judgment, materials revision, and writing the final draft. The collecting data 
was conducted through observation and interviews.The instruments used in collecting 
the data were a tape recorder, observation sheets, interview guidelines, video 
recordings and a photo camera.The qualitative data were analyzed qualitatively.  
In conclusion, the reading materials could be designed through the process of 
identification, exploration, contextual realization, pedagogical realization and 
physical production. The materials designed consist of three units. Each unit were 
designed through four stages. Those are Building the Context, Modelling and 
Deconstructing the Text, Joint Construction of the Text and Independent 
Construction of the Text. This study indicated that appropriate reading materials for 
grade VIII students of junior high schools has the following features. The materials 
designed cover the students of grade VIII of junior high schools’ needs, kinds and 
suitable texts, appropriate exercises and activities in tasks, appropriate instructions for 
use and suitable appearance that involves layout, size, visuals, reproduction, and tape 
length. The skills in reading as the indicators were taught in the units. The vocabulary 
list, the characteristics of texts, the tasks, and the grammar zone were designed too. 
The result of the designed materials was appropriate to grade VIII students of junior 
high schools after passing all of the process mentioned.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A.  Background of the Study 
Mastering English as a foreign language in schools is very crucial in this era. 
It is due to the demand in this globalization era that English will be used to interact at 
many countries. Moreover, sophisticated technology that has been developing uses 
the foreign language in giving instructions and directions. In addition the developed 
technology has spread widely and fast. Therefore, students, as the main part of this 
country, as young generations, should master English in order to be able to survive in 
the world.   
Students are expected to be able to take part in struggle to progress this 
country in order to achieve prosperity. Therefore, junior high school students as 
young generations of Indonesia are also prepared to understand and be able to use 
English as a foreign language. As young generations, the students have to be more 
familiar with English as one of the international languages and expected there will be 
not many mistakes in applying it. 
 In the program of learning English as the foreign language in the country, the 
Indonesian government focuses to develop learning for texts more than functions 
and grammar. However functions and grammar are still taught through the genres. It 
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tends to help students in order to be able to use and apply English for 
communication better and better. 
In addition, students will also enrich and enlarge their understanding about 
the language itself through some kinds of texts, especially for communication 
appropriately. Completely, the texts contain grammar arrangements and vocabulary 
that can be understood by explanations and discussions in each teaching-learning 
process. Through texts, reading aloud and reading comprehension can also be 
learned continuously.  
Continuously, as a teacher of English learning, it is a must to always concern 
to develop students’ ability in English. Teachers can create some models of 
learning’s strategies to motivate students in the learning process. It aims to 
encourage English learning of students inside or outside their schools. Moreover, 
students are expected to increase their ability in English through joining the learning 
process. Teachers should also help them to solve their problem of learning English. 
Therefore, when students have difficulties in their English lesson, teachers could 
assist them well. 
In every junior high school, students learn English based on the curriculum 
and syllabus that are represented by various materials delivered by teachers based on 
the lesson plans. Students are expected to master four skills of the English subject. 
They are listening, speaking, reading and writing. The curriculum of the Indonesian 
government now is to give students standard learning of texts. Therefore, teachers 
should apply texts in the teaching-learning process. Besides those, students will have 
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some tests to examine them so the result of their teaching-learning process can be 
made responsible.  
Reading is one of four English skills that are needed for students to improve 
the skills well. If the skill is mastered well, students can realize how to understand 
the texts. They can also learn vocabulary, structure, pronunciation in reading aloud 
and reading comprehension through texts. These activities actually can cover their 
learning of the other skills, listening, speaking and writing. Moreover, they will 
graduate if they can pass the final test that is conducted nationally by the 
government. Reading is the target for scoring because the final test consists of 
reading tests.  
In addition, reading can enlarge the students’ knowledge. Through reading 
various kinds of texts, students are expected to be able to encourage themselves in 
having desire for being more curious of something new or information. Therefore, it 
is expected that they can know everything through the reading activity. Good and 
appropriate texts should be given to students so the aims of character building can be 
achieved. 
Reading can be an interesting activity and an effective learning of English. 
Students can enjoy it in their spare time, not merely in their schools or without their 
teachers’ instruction if the reading activity can be like reading for pleasure, such as 
reading magazines, novels, or interesting information for the students. If the students 
can conduct learning English like those activities, they can improve their reading 
skill independently.  
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Based on the students’ needs, teachers should prepare good reading materials 
to encourage the teaching-learning process. Especially, for teachers, creating 
creative and interesting reading materials is really important demand as a 
requirement in delivering their materials. Therefore, the materials should be 
arranged carefully and systematically so the teaching-learning process can be 
conducted effectively and well. 
As good teachers, English teachers have to be able to design good materials 
that represent students’ condition. Most students sometimes feel bored because of 
studying continuously. Generally, students have been tired for doing the learning 
process in the school in almost the whole day. Of course, it is possible for them to be 
stressed if after school, they still must study again.  
Therefore as a good teacher for encouraging the students’ learning of English, 
a teacher should be able to find effective ways to solve the problem. Some policies 
are stated to encourage and succeed the program. One of them is giving good 
materials to students. It is intended to motivate them to practice more in reading 
regularly and continuously in order to be good for the skill. 
Based on the descriptions above, this research was conducted to know how to 
design good reading materials for junior high schools students, especially for grade 
VIII students of junior high schools in the academic year 2015/2016. It is due to the 
preparation of the eighth grade students of junior high schools to continue the final 
grade in the junior high schools that will be expected succeeded in the final 
examination of the ninth grade. 
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 Designing reading materials for the students will help the writer to be able to 
develop the ability required to be a good teacher that should be able to encourage the 
students to improve the reading skill, especially for the preparation of passing the 
final examination besides gaining other benefits. In addition, it is based on the 
progress of each school to succeed their students in learning English and passing the 
examination with good marks, the writer will design reading materials that can 
encourage students to do more reading practices so they can improve their reading 
skill.  
B.  Identification of the Problem 
In teaching, teachers have to prepare materials by themselves. Therefore 
designing materials becomes one of the important things which the teachers have to 
provide in the teaching-learning process. With the materials, the needs of students 
can be expected available. The materials are also expected can help the students not 
only to understand more to their English lesson from their school but also to improve 
their ability in English.   
Although there is a responsibility for preparing materials, teachers should 
design them based on some conditions. They are related to appropriate materials for 
students so the teaching-learning process can be conducted well. By the materials, 
students can be encouraged in the learning English. However, designing good and 
appropriate materials is not an easy thing, especially for reading materials. It is 
needed creativity, experiences and good knowledge of some approaches. Moreover, 
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the materials should also be matched to the time of the school’s schedule, and the 
students’ condition. 
Students should be given materials which can motivate them for learning 
because in the teaching-learning process, the students sometimes just want to release 
their boredom of their crowded activity in their school. Hence, by the materials, 
teachers are expected will be able to create different atmosphere in the learning that 
can encourage the students to be comfort, interested and motivated. However the 
main purpose is to help the students to more understand about the English lesson and 
be more familiar with reading.  
It should also be remembered that reading consists of various vocabulary and 
some questions of implicit and explicit information that usually make the students 
confused. Hence, the reading materials should be able to give more practices so the 
students can be really ready to face the reading tests. In addition, the final 
examination that usually just makes them worried will be felt relaxed.  
Learning languages cannot be separated from culture. Without understanding 
culture, the whole meaning of the language will not be comprehended in the real 
interaction. Learning second language, students must really understand and be 
familiar with the related culture in which the language they studied. It means that the 
students should be able to use the language according to the context situation and 
cultural background. 
The language teacher must be able to introduce the culture as well as teaching 
the language itself. It is necessary for students to understand the using of the 
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language based on context situation. Teachers must guide the students to reduce 
culture shock of them. To reach this purpose, the language teacher should know how 
to change learners’ perception in target language culture. To accept, respect and 
appreciate one different culture can be fundamental in learning the language itself.  
Based on the understanding above, the writer should be able not to only 
design materials that are interesting or appropriate but also design materials that are 
related to the culture understanding. Through the materials, the students are expected 
to be able to comprehend the language and apply it correctly. Moreover, it is a must 
to be creative in exploring appropriate sources for designing the materials so the 
designed reading materials can represent the needs to comprehend the culture itself. 
It is usually difficult for students in understanding passages because they do 
not know more vocabulary. It can be the main point in designing reading materials in 
order to encourage students to enrich vocabulary. It will also be difficult for 
memorizing vocabulary. Therefore, learning vocabulary can also be asserted in the 
reading materials through various texts within different topics interestingly. It means 
that the designing materials should involve drilling vocabulary through various 
passages. For these reasons, the writer will also focus on designing reading materials 
that is intended to drill vocabulary through passages or texts.  
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C. Delimitation of the Problem 
Based on the description related to designing reading materials for the eighth 
grade students of junior high schools, there are some problems that will be faced by 
the writer in creating creativity for designing the suitable materials. They are about 
needs of the final examination, the students’ interest, and the students’ ability. Hence, 
the writer will focus on how to design reading materials based on them. 
According to the aim for enriching vocabulary, the problem is how to create 
the materials that give students motivation in learning and understanding vocabulary. 
It is necessary for considering the kinds of the suitable text and tasks in the designing 
the reading materials. The next problems is how and what texts and topics for reading 
should be presented in the reading materials in order to be able to persuade or 
encourage grade VIII students of junior high schools for reading and learning well.   
Additionally, the next problem is how to create reading materials which 
contain creativity idea to be presented in each unit of the reading materials. 
According to the needs, the writer will also focus on preparing reading materials 
which are related to the final examination preparation, so the students can be ready in 
reading tests since in the eighth grade of the junior high school.  
The last is how to design good and suitable tasks that give and encourage 
students in learning about grammar that will be correlated to the texts, and the 
strategy for reading comprehension. The grade VIII students should be given such 
tasks that will practice them for reading so there are no problems in doing tests or 
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examination. The tasks should be designed with good and clear instructions so 
additionally the problem is to know about it. 
D. Formulation of the Problem  
The problem can be formulated as follows: 
1. What are the needs of reading materials for grade VIII students of junior 
high schools? 
2. How to design good and appropriate reading materials for the grade VIII 
students of junior high schools? 
E. Research Objectives 
The writer formulates the objectives of this research as follows: 
1. To know how to design good reading materials for the eighth grade 
students of junior high schools.  
3. To find out suitable texts for designing English reading materials for the 
eighth grade students of junior high schools well.  
4. To determine suitable exercises to enrich vocabulary and giving enough 
experiences to understand some texts in the reading materials for the 
eighth grade students of junior high schools well.  
5. To explore ideas in designing appropriate reading materials. 
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F. Significance of the Study 
1. This research will be useful for English teachers, to provide a pilot in 
designing reading materials for the eighth grade students of junior high 
schools 
2. It is expected to be able to present suitable reading materials that are really 
specific based on the students and the school needs related to the expectation 
of examination. 
3. Schools can also gain good input from the description of designing the 
reading materials. The materials also become good model for the form of the 
reading materials, especially for the eighth grade students of junior high 
schools.  
4. This research is expected to be able to give good knowledge that can enrich 
and enlarge other researchers’ understanding about designing good reading 
materials for the eighth grade students of junior high schools.  
5. It is also intended to add readers’ understanding about designing reading 
materials for the eighth grade students of junior high schools. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
A. Literature Review 
1. What to Teach in Reading 
It is important for students to do more reading practices. Students can 
learn many things through the activity to develop their English. In addition, a 
habit can help students to be familiar with reading. It can help them to do their 
tests easily. It is duo to students’ difficulty in English test of their school. 
 Reading texts in Junior High Schools are taught to encourage the 
students learning so English can be mastered well. Teachers must teach the 
good way to read in English. Students usually read in first language easily but 
it will be different from reading in English. Therefore, it is necessary to teach 
the component involved in reading process.   
Broadman et al (2007: 8) explain that Reading comprehension 
involves much more than readers’ responses to text. Reading comprehension 
is a multicomponent, highly complex process that involves many interactions 
between readers and what they bring to the text (previous knowledge, strategy 
use) as well as variables related to the text itself (interest in text, 
understanding of text types). It can be understood that reading involves some 
activities related to the learning of the language. The activities are including 
the understanding of texts or passages, memorizing vocabularies, realizing the 
11 
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structure or grammar and the effort of using the mind and eyes movements in 
catching the meaning. Hence, some components involved in the reading 
activities such as vocabulary, grammar, texts, pronunciation, translation and 
strategies in reading faster must be taught in teaching-learning process. 
Students can be guided in reading based on the learning of the components. It 
is a must to understand how to read well and faster so it is expected, students 
can pass their examination well.  
What teachers should teach to students in reading is also explained by 
Harmer (2001: 68), reading texts also provide opportunities to study language: 
vocabulary, grammar, punctuation, and the way we construct sentences, 
paragraphs and texts. Lastly, good reading texts can introduce interesting 
topics, stimulates discussion, excite imaginative response and be the 
springboard for well-rounded, fascinating lessons.  
Through texts, students can learn how to arrange sentences 
grammatically, how to understand some phrases, the meaning of vocabulary 
and enriching the vocabulary. Additionally, students can also learn how to 
discuss the text in groups. It also means that through reading texts, listening, 
speaking and writing skill are automatically learned by students. Hence, 
teachers should be able to vary in teaching so all of the learning can be 
achieved well.  
English teachers in teaching the second language to students should 
concern in delivering English lesson based on the students’ needs. Teaching 
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English means teaching the students about components of the language. The 
importance of the components is based on the statements of Spratt, et al 
(2005: 5-35) that there are four major skills (reading, writing, listening and 
speaking) and four language aspects of learning (grammar, lexis, phonology, 
and functions). It means that in teaching, the teachers should teach them to the 
students. The teachers can teach the students how to make sentences, enrich 
vocabularies, understand functional texts and differentiate the kinds of genres 
or texts.  
Spratt, et al (2005: 5) also added that grammar describes how to 
combine, organize, and change words and parts of words to make meaning. It 
can be concluded that the language teachers should teach the students in order 
to be able to produce sentences beside understand the rule of the grammar. 
The sentences can be organized through arranging some words related to the 
rules of grammar. It is supported by other Spratt, et al statement (2005: 5), 
that grammar can describe parts of speech, grammatical structures and how 
words are formed. Based on the theory, the understanding of the grammar can 
be varied in some forms. All of these parts will be taught by the English 
teacher in teaching the second language to the students.  
Additionally, vocabulary items will be what to teach in the English 
learning. Spratt, et al (2005: 11) said, “Teachers need to introduce vocabulary 
items again and again to learners, expanding gradually on their meaning and 
their forms. This also increases the chances of learners remembering the 
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items.” According to the statements, in enriching the vocabulary items, 
teachers can drill the vocabulary through some different sentences or texts 
continuously so the students can memorize them well. For example; there are 
same words or vocabulary items in different texts. Because the students read 
and know the meaning after finding them more than once, the students 
become understood the words well. 
Students usually become confused in understand the meaning of 
English texts. Of course, the context of the language is different from 
Indonesian language. Therefore, it is also necessary to teach how to use and 
understand the language based on the context. It can be taught through reading 
texts. It is encouraged by Carrel (1988: 22) statements; 
”Reading is a receptive language process. It is psycholinguistic process 
in that it starts with a linguistics surface representation encoded by a writer 
and ends with meaning which the reader constructs. There is thus an essential 
interaction between languages thought in reading. The writer encodes thought 
as language decodes language to thought.” From those statements, reading can 
be understood as thinking process in understanding texts. The process happens 
when a reader understand the language of texts. It can also be concluded that 
students should be taught how to understand and specify the meaning of the 
texts that covers a writer’s aim. Teachers should teach how to understand 
language based on the context. Through texts, students can be taught the 
model of using English as a foreign language.  
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When students do reading, it can be said that through this activities, 
there are some learning process of language can happen. The students can be 
taught how sentences are formed, what the meaning of some new vocabulary 
and how understand some questions related to texts. The teaching-learning 
process will become complex activities within creative implementation. Of 
course, it can be encouraged by suitable materials.  
”Skilled reading is a highly complex capability involving many 
component process and extensive knowledge.” (Gagne, Yekovich & 
Yekovich, 1983: 269). 
The background knowledge and past experiences are very important in 
reading. It is needed to recall the concept and relates them to be written 
materials and get new meaning. Faaziaty (2002: 139) states;”Reading is an 
interactive and interpretative process. The reader processes his background 
knowledge and the printed text using specific skill and strategies to form the 
expectation about the text, selecting and using the most productive cues to 
confirm or reject their prediction.” 
It means that reading is an active process to give interpretation and to 
be printed text based on their knowledge to confirm or reject prediction. It 
needs knowledge of sound, symbol relationship, syntax, grammar, and 
semantics to predict the meaning. The readers used their background 
knowledge to understand the topic and the structure. Arends (1997: 246) states 
that prior knowledge is the sum of an individual’s knowledge and experiences 
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gained during the course for their lives and what he or she brings to a new 
learning experience. 
Reading is an activity with a purpose. A person may read in order to 
get information or verify existing knowledge, or in order to criticize a writer’s 
ideas or writing style. A person may also read for enjoyment, or to enhance 
knowledge of the language being read. The purpose of reading guides the 
reader selection of texts. The purpose of reading also determines the 
appropriate approach to reading comprehension. A person, who needs to know 
whether she/he can afford to eat at a particular restaurant, needs to 
comprehend the information provided on the menu, but does not need to 
recognize the every appetizer listed. A person reading poetry for enjoyment 
needs to recognize the words that poet uses and the ways they are put 
together, but does not need to identify the main idea and supporting details. 
However, a person using a scientific article to support an opinion needs to 
know the vocabulary that is used, the facts and cause-effect sequences that are 
presented, and recognize ideas that are presented as hypotheses.  
The research from recent decades has provided a general outline of 
how to teach students to comprehension effectively. Reading is an interactive 
process that goes on between the reader and text, resulting in comprehension. 
The text present letters, words, sentence, and paragraphs that encode meaning. 
The reader uses knowledge, skills and strategies to determine what that 
meaning is.  
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Carrel (1996: 6) says that there are five processes employed in reading. 
They are; 
1. Recognition-initiation 
The brain must recognize a graphic display in the visual field as 
written language and it’s possible for reading to interrupted by others 
activities, examining pictures for example and then to be reinitiated. 
2. Prediction 
The brain is always anticipating and predicting as it seeks order and 
significance in sensory inputs.  
3. Confirmation 
If the brain predicts, it must also be to verify its predictions. So, it 
always monitors subsequent input to confirm or disconfirm it.  
4. Correction 
The brain reprocesses when it finds inconsistencies or its predictions 
are disconfirmed.  
5. Termination 
The brain terminates the reading when the reading tasks are 
completed, but termination may occur for other reasons; little meaning 
is being constructed, or the meaning is already known, or the story is 
uninteresting or the reader finds it inappropriate for the particular 
purpose. At any rate, termination in reading is usually open opinion at 
any point. 
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In conclusion, in reading process, readers do not only translate each 
word by looking up dictionary but also know the meaning of the message in 
the text. 
According to Nunan (1995: 61-63), there are three models of reading 
process, they are; 
1. Bottom-up Model 
It refers to decoding individual units on the printed page, working one 
way up from smaller to the large units to obtain meaning and to modify one’s 
prior knowledge. This model assumes that a reader proceeds by moving his 
eyes from left to the right across the page, first taking letters, combining them 
to form words, the combining the words to form the phrases, clauses, and 
sentence of the texts. 
2. Top-down Model 
It brings with the reader’s hypothesis and prediction about the text and his 
or her attempts to confirm them by working down to the smallest units of 
printed text. The process of top-down model, the process of comprehension 
deals with the background knowledge to predict the meaning of the text. It 
means that a reader will read the sentences, and tries to find the information 
by guessing the meaning. 
3. Interactive Model 
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It deals with a particular type of cognitive behavior, which is based on 
certain knowledge which form a part of the reader’s cognitive structure. It 
views that reading is interaction between the reader and the text.  
In Klingner et al’s opinion, Meaning, learning, and pleasure are the 
ultimate goals of learning to read. Although fundamental skills such as 
phonics and fluency are important building blocks of reading, reading 
comprehension is the “sine qua non of reading” (Beck &McKeown, 1998). 
Knowing how to read words has ultimately little value if the student is unable 
to construct meaning from text. Ultimately, reading comprehension is the 
process of constructing meaning by coordinating a number of complex 
processes that include word reading, word and world knowledge, and fluency 
(Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985; Jenkins, Larson, & Fleischer, 
1983;O’Shea, Sindelar, & O’Shea, 1987).  
Klingner et al said that Schema theory suggests that what we know 
about a topic or construct influences how much we can or will learn by 
reading a passage that addresses that topic (Anderson & Pearson, 1984). Thus 
our knowledge and experiences related to key ideas in the text we read 
influence what we learn and remember about what we read. World knowledge 
and word meaning can influence our understanding. The more we read and 
learn about the topic, the easier the next passage on that topic will be for us to 
understand. (2007: 3). 
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 All of the needs of the eight grade students of Junior High Schools 
have been managed and stated systematically by the Indonesian Government 
in the form of curriculum or KTSP. Related to the needs, the students should 
be taught in learning English continuously in the form of development 
materials based on the standard of competence and basis competence of the 
eight grade students of Junior High Schools. 
According to Ministry of Education in Indonesia, the syllabus can be 
presented as follows; 
Membaca     
Memahami makna 
teks tulis fungsional  
dan esei pendek 
sederhana  
berbentuk 
descriptive dan 
recount  yang 
berkaitan dengan 
lingkungan sekitar 
5.1. Membaca nyaring bermakna teks tulis fungsional dan  esei 
berbentuk descriptive dan recount  pendek dan sederhana 
dengan ucapan, tekanan dan intonasi yang berterima yang 
berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar 
5.2. Merespon makna dalam teks tulis fungsional pendek 
sederhana  secara akurat, lancar dan berterima yang 
berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar 
5.3. Merespon makna dan langkah retorika dalam esei pendek 
sederhana secara akurat, lancar dan berterima  yang 
berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar dalam teks berbentuk 
descriptive dan recount 
 
Membaca     
Memahami makna 
dalam esei pendek 
sederhana 
berbentuk recount, 
dan narrative untuk 
berinteraksi dengan 
lingkungan sekitar 
11.1. 1Membaca nyaring bermakna teks fungsional dan esei 
pendek sederhana berbentuk recount dan narrative  dengan 
ucapan, tekanan dan intonasi yang berterima yang 
berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar 
11.2. Merespon makna dalam teks tulis fungsional pendek 
sederhana secara akurat, lancar dan berterima yang 
berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar 
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11.3 Merespon makna dan langkah retorika dalam esei pendek 
sederhana secara akurat, lancar dan berterima  yang 
berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar dalam teks berbentuk 
recount  dan narrative 
Figure A. Syllabus of grade VIII of junior high schools, with reading skill. 
The syllabus explains about what the students of grade VIII should 
learn and master. From the syllabus, it can be concluded that there are three 
kinds of genres or texts that teachers must teach to the students. The texts are 
Descriptive, Recount, and Narrative text. Through the teaching-learning 
process within the syllabus using, the students are expected will be able to 
understand and identify the texts well.  
2. How to teach Reading 
It is important for students to do more reading practices. Students can 
learn many things through the activity to develop their English. In addition, a 
habit can help students to be familiar with reading. It can help them to do their 
tests easily. It is duo to students’ difficulty in English test of their school. 
Therefore teachers should be able to persuade and ask students to do more 
reading. 
Teaching reading should be creative. Teachers should be able to 
encourage students to be familiar and enjoy with reading. Students sometimes 
feel bored in doing imitating about how to pronounce words or how to read 
aloud a whole text, but teachers can teach them through vary activities, such 
as asking students to watching interesting and appropriate movies or listening 
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the kinds of reading texts in a video. It is due to the important of students to 
know and understand how to read well.    
Spratt, et al, (2005: 15) “learners of English need to be able to 
understand a wide variety of accents in English, as English becomes more and 
more a global language.” Related to the statements, it can be explained that it 
is important to teach students how to pronounce the words or say sentences 
well. The teachers should be able to teach good reading or speaking based on 
the English accents and intonations.  
Knapp and Watkins (2015: 17) explain that the genre, text and 
grammar model of language recognises that while language is produced by 
individuals, the shape and structure of the language is to a large degree 
socially determined. The implications of this for teachers are enormous. An 
extreme individualistic/creative view eliminates teaching; an extreme 
social/structuralist view eliminates the individual. The perspective on 
language as social process, however, allows us to explain and analyse 
arrangements of language (texts) as grammatical structures or constructions 
that are formed by individuals in social contexts to serve specific social needs 
and requirements. 
Bernhardt (2011: 14) explains that in any discussion of comparisons 
between first and second-language reading, vocabulary and comprehension 
are the areas of reading that make the distinction between L1 and L2 perhaps 
most vivid. All reading begins with an oral/aural vocabulary; for first-
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language readers, the process one of recognizing words already in the 
oral/aural lexicon and then in enhancing the lexicon by adding more and more 
words. In great part, the placing of new words into that lexicon implies a 
learning of word and concept. In contrast, second-language readers do not 
have necessarily an oral/aural vocabulary that vaguely represents the second-
language or the language of interest.  
Myra, Laticia, and Jorge (2007: 6) provide examples of the difficulties 
that many students with learning disabilities have with reading comprehension 
and illustrate the value of teaching critical foundational skills such as word 
reading (decoding), fluency (accuracy and speed of reading), vocabulary 
(knowing what the words mean in context), and world knowledge (having 
sufficient background knowledge to benefit from reading text). Many students 
with learning disabilities have problems in more than one area that influence 
their text comprehension. Teachers who are aware of the many elements that 
contribute to comprehension are more likely to consider these when assessing 
students’ reading comprehension difficulties and implementing targeted 
instruction.  
The goal is to identify, prior to reading, the key words that students are 
likely to have challenges decoding and teaching them so that students can read 
these words and use them in discussions and written expression. Achieving 
this goal with students with learning disabilities is no easy matter. Teachers 
can provide support by teaching the decoding skills students need initially to 
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read more basic words. After students can read basic words and have the 
fundamental phonics principles to decode words, then teachers need to 
provide instruction in the decoding of more complex and multisyllabic words. 
A few pointers to facilitate decoding in older students include the following: 
 Practice decoding with very complicated, multisyllabic words. Break these 
words into syllables and then treat each syllable as a separate word type 
for decoding. 
 Ask students to locate words that they cannot read. Keep these words in a 
word bank or on a word wall and use them for activities on teaching 
decoding. 
 Teach students common rules for decoding and remind them to use these 
rules when reading multisyllabic words. Review rules using key words 
from the text. For example, in the word reduction, show students that there 
are three word parts: re duc tion. Use the rules students know and the 
words they currently can read to help them decode each word part and 
then read the entire word. 
 Teach students common prefixes, suffixes, and affixes so that reading 
multisyllabic words is easier and more meaningful. 
 Demonstrate that some words are “irregular” and do not meet the typical 
rules of our language. Keep a word wall of irregular words that students 
need to practice. 
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 Indicate that proper nouns, such as the names of people, places, and 
things, are often difficult to read. Learning what these names refer to in 
the chapter before reading and connecting them, so that students know 
who the story is about, where it takes place, and other related issues, 
facilitate word reading and comprehension. 
Bernhardt (2011: 14) explains that in any discussion of comparisons 
between first and second-language reading, vocabulary and comprehension 
are the areas of reading that make the distinction between L1 and L2 perhaps 
most vivid. All reading begins with an oral/aural vocabulary; for first-
language readers, the process is one of recognizing words already in the 
oral/aural lexicon and then in enhancing the lexicon by adding more and more 
words. In great part, the placing of new words into that lexicon implies a 
learning of word and concept. In contrast, second-language readers do not 
have necessarily an oral/aural vocabulary that vaguely represents the second-
language or the language of interest. It can be concluded that reading should 
involve the understanding of the reader’s interest for learning and the 
understanding of the text can also learn about vocabulary. Vocabulary is 
necessary to be understood but the reading comprehension also focus on some 
involved strategies.  
Brown (2004: 188-189) gives strategies for reading comprehension 
which can apply in the classroom, they are: 
1. Identify your purpose in reading a text. 
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2. Apply spelling rules and conventions for bottom-up decoding. 
3. Use lexical analysis (prefixes, roots, suffixes, etc.) to determine 
meaning. 
4. Guess at meaning (of words, idioms, etc.) when you aren’t certain. 
5. Skim the text for the gist and for main ideas.  
6. Scan the text for specific information (names, dates, key words). 
7. Use silent reading techniques for rapid processing. 
8. Use marginal notes, outlines, charts or semantic maps for 
understanding and retaining information. 
9. Distinguish between literal and implied meanings. 
10. Capitalize on discourse markers to process relationships. 
These strategies can help students to be easier in do reading. Students 
can practice to apply these strategies continuously until the reading 
comprehension is understood by the students. All principals should be taught 
to students well so the students can really understand and apply them to read 
easily so they can do reading test well.  
a. Microskills and Macroskills of Reading 
In teaching reading, it is necessary to concern some elements of assessing 
reading. The elements are covered by micro- and macroskills. The students ability 
of reading can be drilled through the activities that are designed based on the 
micro- and microskills of reading. These are the microskills and the macroskills;  
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Microskills 
1. Discriminate among the distinctive grapheme and orthography patterns of 
English. 
2. Retain chunks of language of different lengths in short-term memory. 
3. Process writing at an efficient rate of speed to suit the purpose. 
4. Recognize a core of words, and interpret word order patterns and their 
significance. 
5. Recognize grammatical word classes (nouns, verbs, etc.), systems (e.g., 
tense, agreement, pluralization), patterns, rules, and elliptical forms. 
6. Recognize that a particular meaning may be expressed in different 
grammatical forms. 
7. Recognize cohesive devices in written discourse and their role in 
signaling the relationship between and among clauses. 
 
Macroskills 
8. Recognize the rhetorical forms of written discourse and their significance 
for interpretation. 
9. Recognize the communicative functions of written texts, according to 
form and purpose. 
10. Infer context that I not explicit by using background knowledge. 
11. From described events, ideas, etc., infer links and connections between 
events, deduce, causes and effects, and detect such relations as main idea, 
supporting idea, new information, given information, generalization, and 
exemplification. 
12. Distinguish between literal and implied meanings. 
13. Detect culturally specific references and interpret them in a context of the 
appropriate cultural schemata. 
14. Develop and use battery of reading strategies such as scanning and 
skimming, detecting discourse markers, guessing the meaning of words 
from context and activating schemata for the interpretation of texts.   
 
Teachers can apply some of the activities from the micro and 
macroskills for assessing reading that match with the level of students and the 
syllabus from the school. Assessing reading for junior high school can be as 
form of understanding texts, reading aloud, reading comprehension, and 
understanding meaning.  
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3. Media  
Materials become the main tool for teachers and students in 
conducting second language learning. The materials can also facilitate the 
teaching-learning of the second language process. Through good materials, it 
will be easy for students and the teacher to do the teaching-learning process. 
Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 107-108) give views about some 
principles in writing of the materials. The principles are presented as follows, 
1. Materials provide a stimulus to learning. Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 107) 
states that good materials do not teach: they encourage learners to learn. Good 
materials will therefore, contain: 
 Interesting texts; 
 Enjoyable activities which engage the learners thinking capacities: 
 Opportunities for learners to use their existing knowledge and skills; 
 Content with both learner and teacher can cope with 
It means that materials should be able to persuade students to learn well. 
Due to suitable materials, both student and teacher can understand the materials 
well too. The content of the materials should be as something students want to 
know and learn. Of course, it will help teacher to teach easily because the students 
like to learn and become motivated. 
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2. Materials help to organize the teaching-learning process, by providing a path 
through the complex mass of the language to be learnt. Hutchinson and 
Waters (1987: 107) also add that good materials should, therefore, provide a 
clear and coherent unit structure which will guide teacher and learner through 
various activities in such a way as to maximize the chances of learning. The 
structure should help the teacher in planning lessons and encourage in the 
learners a sense of progress and achievement. On the other hand, should not 
be so tightly structured as to produce a monotonous pattern of lessons – the 
curse of so many materials. Avoid the assembly line approach, which make 
each unit look the same, with the same type of text, the same kind of 
illustrations, the same type and number of exercises. If it doesn’t send you to 
sleep writing them, it will certainly send your learners to sleep using them. A 
materials model must be clear and systematic, but flexible enough to allow for 
creativity and variety. 
3. Materials embody a view of the nature of language and learning. Hutchinson 
and Waters (1987: 107-108) then explain that in writing materials you, as an 
author, are making all manner of statements about what you think language 
learning consists of. Materials should, therefore, truly reflect what you think 
and feel about the learning process. If you believe that people learn when their 
thinking capacities are engage, don’t write exercises which require little or no 
active thought. If you think learning is enhanced by intense experiences with 
language, don’t provide texts which have been stripped of any human interest. 
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If you think learning is helped by frequent reinforcement, make sure that 
items to be learnt are processed several times.  
4. Materials reflect the nature of learning task. Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 
108) also explain that a material writing was a simple task of isolating the 
structure, writing a text to exemplify it and pattern drills to practice it. We 
must now take a more humble view and recognize that language learning is a 
very complex and little understood process. Materials should try to create a 
balanced outlook which both reflects the complexity of the task, yet makes it 
appear manageable.  
5. Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 178) regard that materials can have a very 
useful function in broadening the basis of teacher training, by introducing 
teachers to new techniques.     
All of the statements can be the basic in designing reading materials. 
According to the explanations of the theory, the designed materials should be 
able to encourage teaching-learning process. Students and their teacher can 
conduct the process well through the sequenced and systematic steps of 
suitable materials that give appropriate and clear guidance to be followed and 
understood. Through the good materials, the teaching-learning process can 
also run well because students and the teacher are motivated easily in doing 
the activity.  
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Reading can be an interesting activity and an effective learning of 
English. Students can enjoy it in their spare time, not merely in their schools 
or without their teachers’ instruction if the reading activity can be like reading 
for pleasure, such as reading magazines, novels, or interesting information for 
the students. If the students can conduct learning English like those activities, 
they can improve their reading skill independently.  
Based on the students’ needs, teachers should prepare good reading 
materials to encourage the teaching-learning process. Especially, for teachers, 
creating creative and interesting reading materials is really important demand 
as a requirement in delivering their materials. Therefore, the materials should 
be arranged carefully and systematically so the teaching-learning process can 
be conducted effectively and well. Therefore, the students’ skill can be 
improved. 
Tomlinson (1998: 2) said that materials could obviously be cassettes, 
videos, CD-Roms, dictionaries, grammar books, readers, workbooks, or 
photocopied exercises. They could also be newspapers, food packages, 
photographs, and live talks by invited native speakers, instructions given by a 
teacher, tasks written on cards or discussions between learners. In other 
words, they can be anything which is deliberately used to increase the 
learners’ knowledge and/experience of the language. Based on the statements, 
it can be understood that materials can be formed and arranged in various 
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ways. However, the writer will focus on designing materials in the form of 
textbook materials.  
Graves (2000: 149) stated that materials development is the planning 
process by which a teacher creates units and lessons within those units to 
carry out the goals and objectives of the course. It means that teachers should 
prepare materials based on the learning objectives and goals. The materials 
designed should represent the learning’s aim.  
Graves (2000: 150) also explained that for a teacher designing a 
course, materials development means creating, choosing, adapting, and 
organizing materials and activities so that students can achieve the objectives 
that will help them reach the goals of the course. It can be understood that in 
designing materials, teachers should be able to be creative in finding sources 
for the materials and arrange them systematically. Teachers can take the 
materials from books or other materials through adapting process. They can 
develop their idea to develop good materials.   Besides those, the materials 
should contains activities to more deep and encourage the learning. Through 
the activities, students are expected able to understand the materials delivered 
by the teacher.   
In designing materials, it is a must to prepare the students’ activities in 
order to motivate them to learn the second language naturally. The students 
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can be shown the true conversation of the second language of a movie. By this 
activity, they will be able to catch the reality of the natives’ habit or way in 
speaking and even in behave. This activity is also categorized to realize the 
natives’ culture, the culture of country where the second language has been 
used for communication directly in everyday conversation. 
Especially in designing reading materials, it should be remembered 
that reading can give much benefit to students. It can be based on Beatrice 
statements (1996: 1) which explained that reading is one important way to 
improve your general language skills in English. Besides that, Beatrice also 
added how reading helps us. They are: 
 Reading helps you learn to think in English. 
 Reading can enlarge your English vocabulary. 
 Reading can help you improve your writing. 
 Reading may be a good way to practice your English if you live in a non-
English-speaking country. 
 Reading can help you prepare for study in an English-speaking country. 
 Reading is a good way to find out about new ideas, facts, and experiences. 
According to these statements, it can be concluded that reading materials 
should be designed such containing the benefit of the reading itself. It also means 
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that in designing reading materials, it is a must to create some kinds of reading 
texts which are including the benefit of reading.  
Tomlinson (1998: 97-98) gives steps for the process of materials writing. 
The process involve 5 (five) steps that can be seen in the framework, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B. Stages or steps of designing materials from Thomlinson. 
  The process of designing materials was based on Tomlinson theory 
that it involves various steps. They consist of identification, exploration, 
contextual, pedagogical realization, and physical production. Identification was 
regarded by the writer to create the creation reading materials based on the eighth 
grade students of SMPN 1 Tanjungsari needs. Exploration was for determining 
suitable texts of Descriptive, Recount and Narrative which are based on the 
IDENTIFICATION by teacher or learner(s) of a need to fulfill 
or a problem to solve by the creation of materials 
EXPLORATION of the area of need/problem in terms of what 
language, what meanings, what functions, what skills etc.? 
CONTEXTUAL REALISATION of the proposed new materials 
by finding of suitable ideas, contexts or text with which to work 
PEDAGOGICAL REALISATION of materials by the finding of 
appropriate exercises and activities AND the writing of 
appropriate nstructions 
PHYSICAL PRODUCTION of materials, involving 
consideration of layout, type, size, visuals, reproduction, tape 
length etc. 
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syllabus for the eighth grade students of the school. Using Exploration, the 
relation of the tourism aspect to the texts was also watched by the writer. Suitable 
ideas, contexts or texts with which to work were called Contextual Realization. 
Pedagogical Realisation of materials could be principled for creating appropriate 
exercises and activities and the writing of appropriate instruction for use. Physical 
Production of the materials was to consider the layout, size, visuals, reproduction, 
tape length etc.  
Due to the learning texts that are stated in the junior high schools’ 
syllabus, the designing materials should also use the teaching-learning cycle in 
the genre approaches which is based on Feez and Joice’s model (2002: 27-29). 
The cycle consists of stages which the teacher and students go through so that 
students gradually gain independent control of a particular text type.  The stages 
are Building the Context, Modelling and Deconstructing the Text, Joint 
Construction of the Text, and Independent of the Text. Actually there are five 
stages in this model that is the last is Linking to Related Text, but the writer only 
applied four stages. The explanations of the stages are as follows, 
 
 
 
 
1. Building the Context: 
In this stage, students: 
 Are introduced to the social context of an authentic model of the text 
type being studied 
 Explore features of the general cultural context in which the text-type 
is used and the social purposes the text-type achieves 
 Explore the immediate context of situation by investigating the 
register of a model text which has been selected on the basis of the 
course objectives and learners need 
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      Figure C. Stages of teaching-learning cycle from Feez and Joice. 
Spratt (2005: 21) stated that reading involves making sense of text. To do 
this we need to understand the language of the text at word level and whole text 
level. From those statements, it can be concluded that reading has main role in 
learning language through texts. Based on the text-based curriculum of junior 
high school, students need to be emphasized to learn more the texts. Therefore 
this materials design will be specified into reading. 
Through reading, actually students can also understand about paragraphs. 
Reading can help them to enrich and enlarge vocabulary. Students can learn that 
all sentences in each paragraph have connection. The connection can be realized 
2. Modeling and Deconstucting the Text: 
In this stage, students: 
 Investigate the structural pattern an d language peatures of the model 
 Compare the model with other examples of the text-type 
3. Joint Construction of the Text: 
In this stage 
 Students begin to contribute the construction of whole examples of the 
text-type 
 The teacher gradually reduces the contribution to the text construction, 
as the students move closer to being to able to control the text-type 
independently  
4. Independent Construction of the Text 
In this atage: 
 Students work independently with the text 
 Learner performances are used for achievement assesment 
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through understanding the vocabulary. These statements are based on Spratt 
explanation (2005: 21) that reading also involves understanding the connection 
between sentences. From the statement, we can say that teachers can teach the 
paragraphs through discussing texts. Therefore, in designing reading materials, 
teachers can choose texts which contain related paragraphs to be learnt. 
Spratt (2005: 21) also add that learning to read also involves learning how 
to handle these different text types. The differences can be due to the lengths, 
layouts (the ways in which text is placed on the page), topics and kinds of 
language. Hence, it is important to give variation of texts to students in order to 
help them to more recognize about comprehending various texts. It can also help 
them to more practice in reading so they can be really ready in joining their 
examination.  
In designing materials, there are some tasks that should be arranged well 
so students can more understand and master in reading. The tasks should 
represent assessment of reading to practice more about reading. It will improve 
the ability of reading. Brown (2004: 190-191) explains that assessment of basic 
reading skills may be carried out in a number and different ways. For considering 
assessment procedures, several types of reading performance are typically 
identified, and these will served as organizers of various assessment tasks. There 
are four types of reading that cover various assessment tasks. They are perceptive, 
selective, interactive, and extensive reading.  
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In perceptive reading, there are some assessment tasks. They form as 
reading aloud, written response, multiple-choice, and picture cued items. In 
selective reading, there are some assessment tasks like multiple-choice, matching 
tasks, editing tasks, picture-cued tasks and gap-filling tasks. Interactive reading, 
such as, close tasks, impromptu reading plus comprehension questions, short-
answer task, editing (longer texts), scanning, ordering tasks, and information 
transfer: reading charts, maps, diagrams, graphs. Extensive reading involves 
skimming tasks, summarizing and responding and note taking and outlining.   
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B. Conceptual Framework  
 Through reading, there are some learning process of language can happen. 
Therefore, it is important for students to be taught in order to understand about 
reading that involves some components to do easily, so students can master the 
reading skill. Reading is regarded as a complex activity because it involves some 
elements, such as grammar, vocabulary, and type of texts through strategies of 
reading comprehension. All of them should be taught well to students so the students 
can understand. 
 The principals of reading comprehension that should be applied in reading can 
be used to help students to do reading easier. The way to scan and skim when reading 
comprehension should be applied well. The learning of reading can be achieved 
through interesting materials. The materials also should cover the students’ needs. 
The designed materials should also consider about the students’ interest, learning 
styles, characteristics and the syllabus of the school that is ruled by the School-Based 
Curriculum. Designing materials is expected can encourage the learning of reading so 
the students can master the skill well.  
 The designing materials should be able to motivate students for learning. It 
should also cope what their teacher expects. It can be vary in carrying the tasks in 
each unit, color, picture and lay outs. The topic selected should cover what students 
expect. Students can be encouraged and persuaded through appropriate materials. 
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They will be interested to learn by themselves through something they want to know. 
It can be something that is amazing, new and appropriate.   
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
A. Type of Research Study 
 This research tends to design an educational product of proven effectiveness. 
It is conducted based on the principals of Research and Development (R&D). The 
finished educational is expected to be able to be applied in the eighth grade students 
of junior high schools. The writer conducted observation and interviews to the school. 
First, the writer came to the school to ask permission. After the school had allowed, 
the writer met Mrs. Wida, the English teacher of grade VII and VIII students of SMP 
N 1 Tanjungsari to ask permission and consult about the plan of interview. The 
teacher allowed the writer to do interview on the next day. Then, the interviews with 
the teacher and the students could be implemented. The writer had prepared interview 
guidelines and observation sheets before.  
 
B. Setting  
 The observation of the research study was conducted from June 6th up to 13th, 
2015 in the eighth and seventh grade of SMP N 1 Tanjungsari. SMP N 1 Tanjungsari 
lies in Madang, Tepus, Gunungkidul Regency. The location is in the tourism zone. It 
is exactly in hilly and mountainous range of Sewu Karst Mountains in Gunungkidul. 
The area is famous of its amazing landscapes of its nature, especially the nature 
tourist resorts.  
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The research was implemented in the school because the reading materials 
had not provided especially for the eighth grade students of the school. The designed 
materials should consider the students’ needs and the learning needs related to the 
students’ preparation in their tests and examination. Good reading materials will be 
designed by the writer in order to improve the students’ reading skill so the students 
can be ready in doing their tests. 
C. Population and Sample 
 Due to the suitable time for preparing the beginning semester for the eighth 
grade students, the populations of this study are the eighth and the seventh grade 
students of SMP N 1 Tanjungsari in the academic year of 2014/2015. The eighth 
grade students are as the sample in the ending of the learning materials from their 
teacher. While, the seventh grade students are as the sample of the writer’s produced 
materials because it will be the next grade, eighth grade after the final test.  
Each grade of the school consists of three classes; Class A, Class B and Class 
C. The sample of the research study was taken by the writer by pointing one class of 
each grade. Class A, as the most effective classes of them was taken as the sample. 
Hence, the sample was class A of the seventh and the eighth grade of the school. 
There are 24 students in Class A of the seventh grade and 29 students in Class A of 
the eighth grade. 
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D. Research Instruments  
 There were some instruments used to collect the data for the purpose of this 
research study, namely, interview guidelines and observation sheets. all of them were 
conducted to know the students’ need, the course books had been used, the students’ 
characteristics and backgrounds, the students’ ability and problems in reading, the 
syllabus, the time schedule, the years programs of the teacher, etc that were needed to 
design suitable reading materials for the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 
Tanjungsari. 
1. Interviews  
 These interviews involved the students of the seventh and the eighth grade of 
SMPN 1 Tanjungsari and their teacher, Mrs. Widayati Hijanah, S.Pd. The students in 
Class A of each grade were the participants. It was conducted directly and 
spontaneously in order to get valid data. The participants, the students and Mrs. Wida 
as an English teacher were interesting and friendly. Therefore, the process of the 
interview could run well. 
The interview to the eighth grade students were about the students’ opinion 
and problems about reading and the materials they used before. While, the other 
interviews of the seventh grade students were about their condition, characteristics, 
ability, background knowledge, and their learning styles of reading. The writer also 
used the interview to the teacher related to the teacher’s opinion, information, and the 
teacher’s needs or problems of reading materials.  
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2. Observation  
Through observation, there were some data could be gained. They were about 
how students usually behaved in the school, the way to read, what they were in 
groups and how students learned in English lesson. The data of the research study 
was also completed by some photographs, the recording, the syllabus, the curriculum, 
the teacher’s lesson plans, and the year program of the teaching-learning process. 
Besides such documents, there were also the course books used by the students, the 
tests or assignments and the students’ achievements.  
E. Research Procedure 
1. Needs Analysis 
  The observation and interviews had been conducted in SMP N 1 Tanjungsari 
to find out the needs. The instruments had helped the writer to find the needs 
analysis. The observation sheets were to analyze the syllabus, lesson plans and the 
school’s curriculum, the teaching-learning process and the students’ behavior. Then 
the data were described. The interview guidelines give points of questions list of the 
students’ problems and needs related to reading materials.  
  It is the important thing that the first of the designing reading materials is to 
find out what the students needs in reading materials. Through the need analysis, the 
information of the students’ characteristics and the students’ needs in learning the 
reading skill could be collected. It could be the reference for designing the materials. 
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There were some activities in needs analysis of the sampled students of 
SMPN 1 Tanjungsari, Gunungkidul. The first was the analysis related to the students’ 
characteristics. Next, it was about the students’ ability, interest, problems and 
attitudes in reading. Finally, the needs analysis was conducted to understand the sets 
of school equipments, such as syllabus, students’ achievements, the course books and 
the schedule of learning English. 
2. Writing the Course Grid 
After the needs analysis had completed, the designing course grid of reading 
materials was prepared. The course grid must be based on the needs analysis. The 
form of it was also encouraged by the theories from Tomlinson (1998). Using some 
guidelines of the Tomlinson principles of second language acquisition relevant to the 
development of materials for the teaching of languages, the course grid was arranged 
by the writer.   
 The process of writing the course grid was based on Tomlinson theory that it 
involves various steps. They consist of identification, exploration, contextual, 
pedagogical realization, and physical production. Identification was regarded by the 
writer to create the creation reading materials based on the eighth grade students of 
SMPN 1 Tanjungsari needs. Exploration was for determining suitable texts of 
Descriptive, Recount and Narrative which are based on the syllabus for the eighth 
grade students of the school. Using Exploration, the relation of the tourism aspect to 
the texts was also watched by the writer. Suitable ideas, contexts or texts with which 
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to work were called Contextual Realization. Pedagogical Realisation of materials 
could be principled for creating appropriate exercises and activities and the writing of 
appropriate instruction for use. Physical Production of the materials was to consider 
the layout, size, visuals, reproduction, tape length etc.  
 The materials were presented in four steps, Building the Context (BC), 
Modelling and Deconstructing the Text (MDT), Joint Construction of the Text 
(JCOT), and Independent Construction of the Text (ICOT), with activities in every 
step. The materials also include the detail information or the feature of each text, the 
vocabulary list and exercises. There are also character buildings based on the 
curriculum of the school that are expected to encourage the students’ characters.  
 
3. Writing the First Draft of Reading Materials 
The course grid was developed into the reading materials by the writer. The 
reading materials contain three units because there are also three kinds of texts, 
Descriptive, Recount and Narrative in the syllabus of reading skill for the eighth 
grade students of SMPN 1 Tanjungsari. Each unit was completed by the objectives 
that the students will achieve. It presented structurally in sequence. The last, the 
writer chose input, sources, and selecting exercise types. 
4. Expert Judgment 
The first draft of the designed materials will be checked by an expert to 
determine whether the materials have been suitable or not. The expert will give 
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suggestion to make them perfect or really appropriate. The expert will use some 
criteria to evaluate or judge the contents of the materials. The suggestion of the 
revision can be based on the mismatch of the materials to the criteria.  
5. Revising the Materials 
After the evaluation from the expert, the revision should be implemented by 
the writer well. In the revision, the materials were revised carefully based on the 
expert’s suggestion. The revision was also been consulted to writer’s thesis 
supervisor to get more perfect result. The result of the revision was expected to be 
really suitable for the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 Tanjungsari in the year 2015-
2016. 
6. Writing the Final Draft of Reading Materials 
The final revision was to create the final draft of the designed materials for the 
eighth grade students of SMPN1 Tanjungsari. It was designed finally by the writer 
into suitable materials that had been based on the expert recommendation. It is 
expected really benefit to the students and Gunungkidul Regency. 
F. Data Collection 
The data of the research were qualitative and were gained through doing 
interviews and observation. In collecting the data, the writer tried to create good 
relationship to the participants through friendly greeting, introduction, understanding 
the way of the students communicating and showing an interesting animation movie 
to the students. The process could run well due to the permission from the 
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headmaster, Mrs. Trimurti, S.Pd, M.Pd. The English teacher of the seventh and the 
eighth grade students also welcomed friendly. The condition could help the writer in 
collecting the data needed easily.   
The data gathered were in the form of list of identified field problems related 
to the student’s ability in reading and the students’ expectation related to their 
materials. Then the data were listed and categorized based on the level of weight or 
difficulty to be solved.  All the data needed of the research were the opinion and 
information about the students’ characteristics, ability and problems. The data were 
collected through class observation and in interviews with the teacher and the 
students. The instruments of data collection were a tape recorder, observation sheets, 
interviews’ guidelines, and a photo camera. The data were in the form of audio 
records of the research, interview transcripts, field notes of the observation and 
interviews, and photos. 
G. Data Analysis Technique 
The collected data was analyzed qualitatively by the writer. Information from 
the interviews and the observation is considered to find the needs of the students that 
will be needed in the designing reading materials. The needs can be delivered into 
conclusions to determine the organization of the designing the materials.  
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 CHAPTER IV  
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 This chapter presents the findings of the research conducted from June 6th up 
to 13th, 2015 in the eighth and seventh grade of SMP N 1 Tanjungsari. This chapter 
covers two parts that are explained into some descriptions of views. First, it presents 
the result of the study. It describes the needs analysis, the course grid, and the 
description of designing materials, expert judgment, revising the materials and 
writing the final draft of the designed materials. The needs analysis describes the 
students ’needs, the learning needs, and the students’ characteristics. Second, it 
presents the discussion as the answers to the questions in the formulation from the 
chapter 1. 
 
A. Research Findings 
The research had implemented in SMPN 1 Tanjungsari on June 6th up to 
13th, 2015. It has been mentioned in the previous chapter that the main aim of the 
study is to design the appropriate writing English materials for the eighth grade 
students of SMP N 1 Tanjungsari. In this chapter, the result of the study and 
several processes to achieve the results will be discussed are conducting the needs 
analysis, writing the course grid, the designing the units, writing the tasks and 
revising the drafts, and writing the final- draft. The first to be discussed is the 
results of the needs analysis.  
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1. The Result of the Needs Analysis 
Students have characteristics, needs, and ways of learning, or 
motivation that influence them in reading. Especially, reading materials that 
are expected to provide students’ attention to learn and improve their learning 
in reading. Due to the reasons, it is necessary to find out them as needs 
analysis. The needs analysis will give view how to design suitable materials 
for the students. 
a. The Descriptions of the Students. 
All students in grade VIII of SMPN 1 Tanjungsari are from the remote 
area of Gunungkidul Regency. They live in the area of Tepus Sub-District. 
The area is hilly and mountainous land. The students live in the villages which 
spread in the area. Although the distance of their houses and the school is far, 
the students seem happy in their school.  
Most of the students of SMPN I Tanjungsari enjoy studying in the 
school. They like to meet their classmates and gather or play together. 
Actually, they are simple but rather behave actively. They want to do like 
modern people but they still do not leave their habit and culture as villagers of 
Gunungkidul. They become enthusiastic when they meet someone who they 
have never seen before. They will welcome well and friendly. The situation 
could be understood in the field note below: 
i. In this interview, the writer asked in Indonesian and the 
students also answered in the same language. The students 
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were responded in natural way. Through the condition, the 
writer could understand the students’ behavior. They looked 
enthusiastic, active, noisy, natural, but they were still polite. 
When the writer closed to them to record or took their pictures, 
they became nervous or closed their face. They were 
embarrassed. The writer tried to still asked politely and clearly 
although some boys were noisy. They would be calm down 
when the writer pointed one of them to give answer.   
(Appendic 1, Field Note 4) 
Like common teenagers, students of SMPN I Tanjungsari always want 
to know new or amazement something. They appreciate easily but they also 
do not pay attention much. They do not respond well about English as the 
difficult lesson for them to be understood. They join their English class lazily. 
They just study because of the school’s activity. It causes the bad score of 
their English as their teacher complains. This explanation was stated in the 
field note below. 
i. Bu Wida menjelaskan bahwa kebanyakan siswanya tidak 
begitu tertarik dalam pelajaran Bahasa Inggris tetapi guru 
berusaha untuk tidak keras dalam pengajaran Bahasa Inggris. 
Para siswa sangat suka dengan olah raga dan Bu Wida 
berusaha untuk memaklumi keadaan tersebut. Untuk tingkat 
kemampuan memang masih di bawah sekolah-sekolah favorit 
di Wonosari. Namun beliau juga menjelaskan bahwa nilai-
nilai siswa mulai ada peningkatan dan sudah mulai memenuhi 
standar kelayakan untuk test umum. Beliau sangat berharap 
mulai kelas VIII para siswa betul-betul bisa dipersiapkan 
untuk siap menghadapi test-test sehingga naik kelas IX akan 
memudahkan mereka meraih kelulusan dengan nilai yang lebih 
baik daripada tahun-tahun lalu, semoga jauh meningkat.( Mrs. 
Wida explained that most of her students were not interested in 
English lesson but the teacher tried to understand them and be 
wise not to force in that condition. The students really like 
sport and Mrs. Wida realized that condition. Their abilities or 
achievements were still far from the school’s expectation. It 
was still under the everage scores of students from the 
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favourite schools in Wonosari. However the teacher also 
explained that her students’ scores could arise and have 
fulfilled the qualification of the standard for the schools’ tests. 
She really hoped that they could be prepared well for being 
able to pass their final examination with satisfied scores after 
they would have been in the grade IX in the next year.)  
(Appendic 1, Field Note 2) 
 
 
b. The Descriptions of the Students’ Needs 
Based on the government policy about National Examination, students 
must be able to learn well their lessons, especially the subjects of the 
examination. English belongs to one of the subjects. It means that students are 
expected can pass the examination well. Hence, they should learn English 
well. Reading actually becomes the type of English test in National 
examination. Unfortunately, the students of SMPN I Tanjungsari have not 
achieved standard of good score in every National Examination. Besides, 
there are also some English tests in each last semester in all schools in 
Gunungkidul. The students’ score of the local tests is also still not in the 
school target or in other words still far from the model school of 
Gunungkidul. Therefore, it is expected that through good and interesting 
reading materials, the students can be able to learn and improve the reading 
skill well.  
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c. The Students’ Opinion Related to Reading 
The students do not like to read. They just become interested if they 
want. Reading is strange for them to be done as a routine habit. They want to 
read for interesting passage. They tend to be afraid or confuse when they read 
texts. They do not have confident in reading English, especially when reading 
aloud. They lack of vocabulary. Most of the students cannot read well and 
fast. They always focus on each word that they think and know so difficult. 
Because of the condition, then, they usually become bored and do not want to 
think well about the English lesson. Reading becomes something that 
encourages bad feeling for them. Therefore when the writer pointed each of 
them, the student become not comfort and tend to point others to do that 
reading. It was proven in the interview transcript below. 
The writer : Sekarang saya pengin dengar adik-adik baca text ya, 
yang satu paragraph ini saja ya!( I want to know how 
you read the text, you can read only one paragraph of 
this, please!) 
The students : Ndak bisa…….. jangan saya………gak……gak bisa 
saya. ( No, I can’t read well, please the others)  
The writer : Gak papa semampunya ja, saya pengin dengar 
gimana membaca adik-adik, yang ini misalnya….One 
of the most interesting animals in the zoo is the giraffe, 
misalnya gitu yo yo coba dibaca adik-adik!( it’s OK, 
just how you can read, for example just this sentence,.. 
One of the most interesting animals in the zoo is the 
giraffe( the writer gives the example how to read the 
sentence) come on, just let’s try!)  
The students : Gak bisa mbak ( I can’t, sorry).  
Interview 2, Column (35-42) 
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d. The Students’ Opinion Related to Reading Materials 
When the writer asked about what kind of interesting materials for 
them, most of the students of SMPN I Tanjungsari responded that the 
materials must be colourful. They also like many pictures in the materials. 
They want materials that the content is about something new or something 
they want to know. They like something related to adventure and sport. The 
students also will be interested to amazing things. The students’ opinions were 
stated in the interview transcript below. 
The writer : I’m fine too. Thank you very much. Ya adik-adik, 
saya ingin tahu, kalau adik-adik melihat buku Bahasa 
Inggris, apa yang disukai?(well, I want to know about 
what you like about your English book. How is the 
favourite English book like?) 
The students : Gambar …..gambar…(pictures) 
The writer : Gambar-gambar….oh ya gambar-gambarnya yang 
disukai ya. Bagaimana dengan warnanya? Kalau 
penuh warna seneng gak? 
The students : Gak…..(canda) ya..ya(no kidding, yes…yes) 
The writer : Gambarnya seneng yang animasi atau yang 
nyata?which pictures do you like, animation or real 
pictures?) 
The students : Animasi ……..nyata(animation….real) 
The writer : Oh ada yang seneng yang nyata dan ada yang seneng 
yang animasi ya. Kalau di buku Bahasa Inggrisnya ada 
foto adik-adik seneng gak?(oh some of you like 
animation and the others real pictures, don’t you?  How 
about if there are tour pictures/photographs? 
The students : Gak…gak gaak(no..no) (Interview 1, Column 3-8) 
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The writer : Oh ndak payu,……..(tertawa) ya ya. Kalau di buku 
Bahasa Inggrisnya ada gambar daerah adik-adik 
seneng gak?(do you like a book which presents pictures 
of your region?) 
The students : Ya ya gak gak (tertawa, bercanda)( yes…yes 
no…no(just kidding)) 
The writer : Biasanya kalau belajar kelompok lebih suka di dalam 
rumah atau di luar rumah yang di alam misalnya?( do 
you usually prefer studying with your friends outside in 
the nature or to in your home? 
The students : Alam(nature) 
The writer : Kalau adik-adik pengin tau tentang hal yang adik-
adik belum tau, misalnya tentang dunia, adik-adik lebih 
suka yang tentang keindahan alam atau Negara atau 
kota atau tokoh atau hewan?(if you want to know 
about something you have not known before, it will be 
about what? A nice nature/a country/a character/an 
animal? 
The students : Alam(nature) 
The writer :Tentang alam? Kalau yang putra tu, untuk 
pengetahuan yang tentang dunia senengnya pengin tau 
tentang apa?(about nature? How about you, the boys? 
What do you want to know about the world 
knowledge?) 
The students : Binatang(animals) 
 (Interview 1, Column 18-25)  
 
 
e. The Students’ problems in Reading Tasks 
It really should become more attention in designing reading materials, 
the students of SMPN I Tanjungsari, especially the grade VIII students, most 
of the students do not understand the meaning both the questions and the 
texts. It is difficult for them to translate sentences in the text. They usually do 
not know what the passage is about, what and how to identify some phrases in 
a text, and how to answer some questions fast. They often feel confused in 
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doing reading tasks. The other problem is they are not creative in realizing 
and solving the problems. Most of the students do not have a habit to open a 
dictionary to find out meaning. They also never behave creative to make a 
note for vocabulary.   
W : Apa kesulitan adik-adik dalam reading bahasa Inggris? (What 
are your problems in reading?) 
S :Mengartikan…….( Finding the meaning ) 
W :Mengartikannya yang sulit ya, …? ( it’s difficult for you to 
find the meaning, isn’t it?) 
S :Ya (yes).  
W :Kalau ada vocab gitu biasanya adik-adik gimana kalau tidak 
tau artinya? (How do you usually do if you find difficult words 
or vocab?). 
S :Yaa ………(tertawa malu, seolah bingung bagaimana 
menjawabnya). (Yes….(smile embarrassedly like being 
confused how must they answer). 
W :Apakah adik-adik buka kamus kemudian mencari artinya? 
Ditulis gak? (do you usually open your dictionary and find the 
meaning?) 
S :Tidak…ya……..ditulis ya ( ada yang menjawab tidak tapi   
malu ketauan) (No,…yes we write them ( some students 
answered “no” slowly and the others said yes.  
W : Kalau adik……tidak? ( How about you?) 
S : Ditulis ……..( I write too) 
W :Yang tidak tadi siapa? Tidak ditulis ya?........ya tidak apa-apa 
jujur ja adik-adik gak papa. (Who said no? it’s fine just trust 
me, no problem….) 
S :Ya ( yes ) 
W :Kalau untuk text, misalnya text Descriptive, text Recount, text 
Narrative apa yang adik-adik gak paham dari text itu? ( What 
difficulties do you have about texts, for example for 
Descriptive, Recount and Narrative text?  
S :(seperti bingung tidak menjawab) ( being confused to answer ) 
W :Kemarin apa yang membuat adik-adik sulit dalam 
mengerjakan test kenaikan kelas kemarin? ( what’s your 
problems in doing your final semester test last week? 
S :Gak bisa mengartikan lho mbak,….gak bisa mengartikan. 
Soalnya sulit. ( I could not know the meaning, I didn’t 
understand the questions and the test was so difficult.)  
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W :Tidak tau artinya, apa lagi adik-adik? Bacaanya sulit? 
Pertanyaanya paham gak adik-adik? ( you could not understand 
the meaning, the passages were too difficult, and do you 
understand the questions?) 
S :Gak ( no ). Interview 2, Column ( 4-19) 
 
 
In addition, the students of SMPN I Tanjungsari, Gunungkidul do not 
understand grammar well. They cannot know why the sentences in a text 
should be arranged and they also cannot find correct sentences to understand 
their reading of texts. They still do not understand the pattern of present and 
past tense. They are also still confused about Subject plural and singular. 
Moreover, they cannot match the S and the appropriate Verb or auxiliary. 
Based on the problems, it is a must to design learning grammar in designing 
the reading materials intensively for grade VIII students of junior high 
schools.  
The strategy that can be used to slve the problem is giving texts with 
the topics that can encourage students to read. Through suitable texts that 
involve interesting topic for reading, students are expected to be motivated to 
read because they want to know about the content of the text. It can also be 
supported with interesting and appropriate illustrating pictures. Through the 
attractive pictures, students can be persuaded to know then afford to read.  
Of course, in reading students will find some difficult words or 
vocabulary. Due to their interest for understanding the meaning of the text or 
the passage, the students will try to find the meaning. They can be guided by 
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their teacher or open a dictionary to find out the meaning. This activity will 
help the students to enrich their vocabulary. Understanding vocabulary will 
help students to do reading easily. If the students begin to be interested in 
reading, it will cause them to have a reading habit. A reading habit will help 
them to be familiar with reading. Being familiar can improve the students’ 
ability in reading so the expectation of good mark in English test or 
examination can be achieved.  
 
2. Writing the Course Grid 
Before designing the reading materials, the writer decided the good 
arrangements for guidelines in the writing the materials in the form of a 
course grid. The course grid explains the outline of the materials that will be 
explored and developed into good materials within units.  
Each unit consists of a cover for opening that will give a view of what 
will be learned in the unit, the objectives of the learning materials, and the 
main material of a kind of a text such as Descriptive or Recount or Narrative 
texts, tasks, and grammar zone. There are four units that will represent the 
different texts: Descriptive, Recount, and Narrative. The texts are based on the 
syllabus of grade eighth students of junior high schools. Each unit is designed 
within different topics which had been chosen by the writer based on the 
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result of the analysis of the students’ needs and characteristics. They are I 
Want to Know, Share Experiences, and Fun with Story.  
The process of writing the Course Grid used the consideration of the 
steps in designing materials that is based on Tomlinson theory that involves 
various steps. They consist of identification, exploration, contextual, 
pedagogical realization, and physical production. Identification was regarded 
by the writer to create the creation reading materials based on the eighth grade 
students of SMPN 1 Tanjungsari needs. Exploration was for determining 
suitable texts of Descriptive, Recount and Narrative which are based on the 
syllabus for the eighth grade students of the school. Using Exploration, the 
relation of the tourism aspect to the texts was also watched by the writer. 
Suitable ideas, contexts or texts with which to work were called Contextual 
Realization. Pedagogical Realisation of materials could be principled for 
creating appropriate exercises and activities and the writing of appropriate 
instruction for use. Physical Production of the materials was to consider the 
layout, size, visuals, reproduction, tape length etc.  
The main material is designed and presented in four stages based on 
the steps of Feez and Joyce (1998). The stages are Building the Context (BC), 
Modelling and Deconstructing the Text (MDT), Joint construction of the Text 
(JCOT), and Independent Construction of the Text (ICOT). The following is 
the description of the course grid. The Course Grid was arranged in the stages 
as follows, 
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a. Unit 1 
 
1.  Text  Descriptive text 
2.  Standard Competency Understand the meaning of and identify 
Descriptive text that is related to 
surrounding environment. 
3.  Basic Competence 1. Reading aloud Descriptive text 
with correct pronunciation, 
pressure and intonation, that are 
related to surrounding environment. 
2. Respond the meaning of 
Descriptive text accurately, 
fluency, and acceptably that are 
related to suurounding 
environment. 
3.  Title of Unit 1 I WANT TO KNOW 
4.  Topics of the text  Pets 
 Nice nature in a certain place 
 Favourite  person 
 Favourite city 
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5.  Grammar   Simple Present Tense 
 Present Passive Voice 
 Modal Present 
6.  Vocabulary   Parts of pets’ body 
 Characteristics of  the pets, 
favourite person or city and other 
knowledge 
7.  Indicators   Students can understand detail 
information in Descriptive text. 
 Students can searh a text for 
particular words 
 Students can work out of the 
meaning of unknown words from 
the context 
 Students can find information in 
Descriptive text 
 
 
8.  Activities  
Through them, the students: 
Building the Context 
 Study some illustrating pictures for 
Descriptive texts and some 
activities to know the Descriptive 
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text with teacher’s guidance. 
 Find the meaning of the words or 
vocabulary that are related to 
understand the text 
Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 
 Understand the teacher’s 
explanations about the model or the 
example of Descriptive text. 
 Understand the example or model 
of Descriptive text and the features 
of the text. 
 Read aloud and understand the 
meaning of the text. 
 Discuss the features of the text. 
 Know and learn the grammer zone 
related to the text. 
 Enrich vocabulary.  
Joint Construction of the Text 
 Arrange the generic structure of 
Descriptive text. 
 Find vocabulary to understand te 
meaning of the text. 
 Read aloud and understand the 
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passages. 
 Find answers of some questions 
related to the passages. 
 Identify the grammar of the text, 
Independent Construction of the Text 
 Complete the paragraphs of 
Descriptive text. 
 Complete sentences for describing. 
 Understand the questions and the 
meaning of the text. 
 Do various tests of reading such as 
multiple choices, matching, true or 
false, etc. 
 
 
Figure D. Course Grid Unit 1 
b. Unit 2 
 
1.  Text  Recount   
2.  Standard Competency Understand the meaning of and identify 
Recount text that is related to surrounding 
environment. 
3.  Basic Competences  Reading aloud Recount text with 
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correct pronunciation, pressure and 
intonation that are related to 
surrounding environment. 
 Respond the meaning of Recount 
text accurately, fluency and 
acceptably that are related to 
surrounding environment. 
 
4.  Unit title  SHARE EXPERIENCES  
5.  Topics of the texts  Great experiences. 
 Camping.  
6.  Grammar   Simple Past Tense 
 Past Passive Voice 
 Modal Past 
7.  Vocabulary   Holiday,  
 trip,  
 activities on holiday, 
  events, some feelings to expressthe 
events. 
8.  Indicators   Students can identify the main 
point of a paragraph. 
 Studens can follow the order of 
events in a Recount text. 
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 Students can work out the meaning 
of unknown words from the 
context. 
 Students can find information in 
Recount text. 
 
9.  Activities  
Through them, the students: 
Building the Context 
 Study and understand some 
illustrating pictures for Recount 
text and some activities to know the 
Recount text with teachers’ 
guidance. 
 Find the meaning of the words or 
vocabulary that is related to know 
the text. 
Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 
 Understand the teacher’s 
explanation about the model or the 
example of Recount text. 
 Know the model or example of 
Recount text and the features of the 
text. 
 Read aloud and understand the 
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meaning of the text. 
 Discuss the features of the recount 
text. 
 Understand the grammar zone 
related to the text with the teacher’s 
guidance. 
 Enrich vocabulary. 
Joint Construction of the Text 
 Arrange the generic structure of 
Recount text. 
 Find vocabulary to understand the 
meaning of Recunt texts. 
 Read aloud and understanding the 
passages. 
 Find answers of some questions 
related to the passages. 
 Identify the grammar of the text. 
Independent of the Text 
 Complete paragraphs of Recount 
texts. 
 Complete sentences to tell the past 
events. 
 Understand the questions and the 
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meaning of the texts. 
 Do various tests of reading such as 
multiple choices, matching, true or 
false, etc. 
Figure E. Course Grid Unit 2 
 
c. Unit 3 
 
10.  Text  Narrative.  
11.  Standard Competency Understand the meaning of and identify 
Narrative text that is related to surrounding 
environment. 
12.  Basic Competences  Reading aloud Narrative text with 
correct pronunciation, pressure and 
intonation that are related to 
surrounding environment. 
 Respond the meaning of Narrative 
text accurately, fluency and 
acceptably that are related to 
surrounding environment. 
 
13.  Unit title  FUN WITH STORY 
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14.  Topics of the texts  Fable. 
 Folktale.  
15.  Grammar   Simple Past Tense 
 Past Passive Voice 
 Modal Past 
16.  Vocabulary   Characteristics of the characters 
 Moral value 
 Prolems/ conflicts 
  Solution  
17.  Indicators   Students can skim a text to get a 
general idea of what it is about. 
 Studens can identify the main point 
in a paragraph. 
 Students can identify the topic of 
each paragraph within a text. 
 Students can skim a text and 
identify the main point. 
 
18.  Activities  
Through them, the students: 
Building the Context 
 Study and understand some 
illustrating pictures for Narrative 
text and some activities to know the 
Narrative text with teachers’ 
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guidance. 
 Find the meaning of the words or 
vocabulary that is related to know 
the text. 
Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 
 Understand the teacher’s 
explanation about the model or the 
example of Narrative text. 
 Know the model or example of 
Narrative text and the features of 
the text. 
 Read aloud and understand the 
meaning of the text. 
 Discuss the features of the 
Narrative text. 
 Understand the grammar zone 
related to the text with the teacher’s 
guidance. 
 Enrich vocabulary. 
Joint Construction of the Text 
 Arrange the generic structure of 
Narrative text. 
 Find vocabulary to understand the 
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meaning of Narrative texts. 
 Read aloud and understanding the 
passages. 
 Find answers of some questions 
related to the passages. 
 Identify the grammar of the text. 
Independent of the Text 
 Complete paragraphs of Narrative 
texts. 
 Complete sentences to tell the past 
events. 
 Understand the questions and the 
meaning of the texts. 
 Do various tests of reading such as 
multiple choices, matching, true or 
false, etc. 
Figure F. course Grid Unit 3 
 
3. Writing the First Draft of Reading Materials 
a. The Framework of the Designed Materials 
In designing the reading materials, the writer applied the course grid 
which had been designed before. The process of writing the reading materials 
was designed based on Tomlinson theory that it involves various steps. They 
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consist of identification, exploration, contextual, pedagogical realization, and 
physical production. Identification was regarded by the writer to create the 
creation reading materials based on the eighth grade students of junior high 
schools’ needs. Exploration was for determining suitable texts of Descriptive, 
Recount and Narrative which are based on the syllabus for the eighth grade 
students of the school. Using Exploration, the relation of the moral aspect to 
the texts was also watched by the writer. Suitable ideas, contexts or texts with 
which to work were called Contextual Realization. Pedagogical Realisation of 
materials could be principled for creating appropriate exercises and activities 
and the writing of appropriate instruction for use. Physical Production of the 
materials was to consider the layout, size, visuals, reproduction, tape length 
etc.  
The teaching- learning process is conducted in the four stages. The 
first is Building the Context (BC). The writer suggested the same term with 
Building the Context. In this stage, the introduction of each unit is presented 
through the illustrating pictures and several questions to activate the students’ 
mind and guide them to have a depiction about the topic being discussed 
during the teaching- learning process. Moreover, this stage also included the 
activities used as a warming up before the students so other activities, 
especially in doing the reading tasks.  
The second, Modelling and Deconstructing the Text (MDT) is giving 
the students a model and/ or an example of the form of a kind of text. In this 
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modeling, the writer completes the text with the showing of the generic 
structure of the text. The model is presented in interesting appearance so the 
students of SMPN I Tanjungsari will not be bored. Through good and suitable 
model, the students can really understand and be motivated to learn more. The 
model can also be understood through some tasks that are also interesting and 
clear. These tasks help students to learn and understand more.  
 The third is Joint Construction of the Text (JCOT). Trough the good 
and suitable modeling, it is expected that the students will be able to construct 
the text well. It can be conducted in groups or individual. In this stage the 
writer presented scramble sentences or paragraphs to be arranged correctly by 
the students. Other activity is in the form of giving the generic structure of the 
text. Other creative activities that the writer can present is guiding students in 
facilitating some clue words so students can complete the text correctly so it 
can be the right paragraph in the text.  
The last one is Independent Construction of the Text (ICOT) . After 
following each preliminary activity in Building the Context, Modelling and 
Deconstructing the Text, and Joint Construction of the Text, it will be easier 
for students to know and independently find and read other texts. Of course it 
is also guided by some tasks that have clear and appropriate instructions.    
In every unit can be seen and learned about the definition, 
characteristics and the feature of the texts. The presentation is in interesting 
form. The students are expected to be interested and motivated to learn them.  
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b. The Description of the Units 
In designing the reading materials, the writer explore some texts or 
articles from some sources. They can be books, booklets, internet, or movies. 
The writer does not take the whole text or article but the writer only 
paraphrases or summarizes it so the sentence or the text can be suitable for the 
students of junior high schools. Trough the effort of adopt and adapt 
materials, the writer can give suitable texts for reading materials for the 
students so the learning can be conducted well by them. 
a. Unit 1 
The topic of unit 1 is describing good things such as nice pets, 
a good person and wonderful nature or places. The title of this unit is I 
Want to Know. The topic has a moral value of character building that 
should be taught by teachers to students.  
The genre of this unit is Descriptive text. Based on the school 
based curriculum, the basic competency that must be achieved in this 
unit is the students are expected to be able to be able to understand and 
identify Descriptive texts. The texts should be correlated to 
environment and character building of the students of SMPN I 
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Tanjungsari. The text can be a short functional text and essay to 
interact in the daily life in the form of descriptive text.  
The main teaching in unit 1 is to understand the students about 
the characteristics of Descriptive text, such as generic structure of 
Descriptive text, the purpose of the text and the language feature of the 
text like the using of adjective, adjective phrase, and present tense. 
Because of the genre of this unit is Descriptive text, the writer 
designed present tense for the grammar zone. The pattern on the key 
structure of the tense is S plural + V1 + O/ S plural + aux(modal 
be/are) + adjective. S singular + Vs/es + O/ S singular + aux (modal 
be/is) + adjective. 
The Descriptive text that is represented in the first unit consists 
of texts of some interesting topics. It is intended to encourage the 
students of grade VIII junior high school to learn gladly. It is expected 
that the students will be interested to read and learn the texts so the 
aims of the teaching-learning process can be achieved well. In addition 
the students can improve and master the reading skill. 
The texts of the genre, Descriptive text, are designed 
appropriately within amusing appearances. There are nice and 
attractive pictures illustrating the texts or the passages. Students are 
expected will be interested to know and read after enjoying the 
pictures. Through the appropriate and interesting pictures, the students 
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can also gain and imagine the texts well. This unit is also presented in 
amusing appearances due to the colorful designing. It is expected for 
the students in order not to be bored in looking at the materials. The 
colorful presentation is not only in presenting the pictures but also in 
presenting the instructions, the layouts, and the tasks. 
In each step of the unit, there are learning of vocabulary. It is 
intended to enrich or enlarge the students’ vocabulary so the students 
of SMP I Tanjungsari will not feel afraid and confused anymore in 
reading texts. The vocabulary used in this unit is related to the animal 
such as parts of the animals’ body, the animals’ characteristics, the 
animals descriptions and the words used in each text based on the 
topics. Therefore, there are various vocabulary that can be understood 
and memorized by the students, such as wild, tame, prey, jump, wing, 
attractive, neck, straight, fur, fierce, attack, weight, soft, slender, 
protect, feather, plump etc.  
The learning of the unit is divided into four stages. They are 
from BC (Building the Context), MDT (Modelling and Deconstructing 
the Text), JCOT (Joint Construction of the Text), and ICOT 
(Independent Construction of the Text). Every stage has several 
activities or tasks given to the students to practice their reading skill.  
The tasks designed are varied. The students can be able to learn 
deeply through the tasks. The varied tasks give students the 
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understanding about the learning of the unit. It is expected that the 
students can achieve the objectives of the learning that are explained in 
the opening of the unit. Students and their teacher should know well 
about the instructions used in the tasks so the teaching-learning 
activities can be conducted well.  
b. Unit 2 
The type of the text in unit 2 is Recount text. The title of this 
unit is Share Experiences. The texts or the passages in the unit are 
about past events that were retold by someone. Through the texts or 
passages, it is expected that the students of grade VIII can enlarge their 
knowledge. The interesting texts are designed to persuade the students 
in order to have good motivation in reading continuously.  
Based on the school based curriculum, the basic competency 
that must be achieved in this unit is the students are expected to be 
able to be able to understand and identify Recount text. The texts 
should be correlated to environment and character building of the 
grade VIII students of junior high schools. The text can be a short 
functional text and essay to interact in the daily life in the form of 
Recount text.  
The main teaching in unit 2 is to understand the students about 
the characteristics of Recount text, such as generic structure of the 
text, the purpose and the language feature of the text like the using of 
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adjective, adjective phrase, and past tense. Because of the genre of this 
unit is Recount text, the writer designed past tense for the grammar 
zone. The pattern on the key structure of the tense is S plural + V2/did 
not V1 + O/ S plural + aux(modal be/were) + adjective. S singular + 
V2/did not V1 + O/ S singular + aux (modal be/was) + adjective.  
The Recount text that is represented in the second unit consists 
of texts of experiences or past events. It is intended to encourage the 
students of grade VIII to learn gladly. It is expected that the students 
will be interested to read and learn the texts so the aims of the 
teaching-learning process can be achieved well. In addition the 
students can improve and master the reading skill. 
The texts of the genre, Recount text, are designed interestingly 
within amusing appearances. There are nice and attractive pictures 
illustrating the texts or the passages. Students are expected will be 
interested to know and read after enjoying the pictures. Through the 
appropriate and interesting pictures, the students can also gain and 
imagine the texts well. This unit is also presented in amusing 
appearances due to the colorful designing. It is expected for the 
students in order not to be bored in looking at the materials. The 
colorful presentation is not only in presenting the pictures but also in 
presenting the instructions, the layouts, and the tasks. 
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Each steps of the unit, there are the learning of vocabulary. It is 
intended to enrich or enlarge the students’ vocabulary so the students 
of grade VIII will not feel afraid and confused anymore in reading 
texts. The vocabulary used in this unit is related to the past events as 
introducing the places, the orientation of the events, the events’ 
descriptions and the words used in each text. Therefore, there are 
various vocabulary that can be understood and memorized by the 
students, such as tired, bored, prepared, camping, went, found , 
celebrated , met, saw, together, brought , gave ,enjoyed, scenery, 
farmland, landscape, kept, trip etc.  
The learning of the unit is divided into four stages. They are 
from BC (Building the Context), MDT (Modeling and Deconstructing 
the Text), JCOT (Joint Construction of the Text), and ICOT 
(Independent Construction of the Text). Every stage has several 
activities or tasks given to the students to practice their reading skill.  
The tasks designed are varied. The students can be able to learn 
deeply through the tasks. The varied tasks give students the 
understanding about the learning of the unit. It is expected that the 
students can achieve the objectives of the learning that are explained in 
the opening of the unit. Students and their teacher should know well 
about the instructions used in the tasks so the teaching-learning 
activities can be conducted well.  
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c. Unit 3 
The type of the text in unit 3 is Narrative text. The title of this 
unit is Fun with Story. The texts or the passages in the unit are about 
some stories. They are fable and folktale. Through the texts or 
passages, it is expected that the students of grade VIII can be fun in 
amusing stories. Based on the feature of Narrative text that the story 
contain moral value so through the text, the students are expected to 
learn and have the moral value to be their principles of their lives. The 
interesting texts are designed to persuade the students in order to have 
good motivation in reading continuously. 
Based on the school based curriculum, the basic competency 
that must be achieved in this unit is the students are expected to be 
able to be able to understand and identify Narrative text. The texts 
should be correlated to the environment and character building of the 
students. The text can be a short functional text and essay to interact in 
the daily life in the form of Narrative text.  
The main teaching in unit 3 is to understand the students about 
the characteristics of Narrative text, such as generic structure of the 
text, the purpose and the language feature of the text like the using of 
adjective, adjective phrase, and past tense. Because of the genre of this 
unit is Narrative text, the writer designed past tense for the grammar 
zone. The pattern on the key structure of the tense is S plural + V2/did 
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not V1 + O/ S plural + aux(modal be/were) + adjective. S singular + 
V2/did not V1 + O/ S singular + aux (modal be/was) + adjective.  
The Narrative text that is represented in the last unit consists of 
texts of fable, legend and folktale. It is intended to encourage the 
students to learn gladly. It is expected that the students will be 
interested to read and learn the texts so the aims of the teaching-
learning process can be achieved well. In addition the students can 
improve and master the reading skill. 
The texts of the genre, Narrative text, are designed 
interestingly within amusing appearances. There are nice and attractive 
pictures illustrating the texts or the passages. Students are expected 
will be interested to know and want to read after enjoying the pictures. 
Through the appropriate and interesting pictures, the students can also 
gain and imagine the texts well. This unit is also presented in amusing 
appearances due to the colorful designing. It is expected for the 
students in order not to be bored in looking at the materials. The 
colorful presentation is not only in presenting the pictures but also in 
presenting the instructions, the layouts, and the tasks. 
Each steps of the unit, there are the learning of vocabulary. It is 
intended to enrich or enlarge the students’ vocabulary so the students 
of grade VIII will not feel afraid and confused anymore in reading 
texts. The vocabulary used in this unit is related to the story as 
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introducing the character, the complication of the story, the solution of 
the problem, the moral value and the words used in each text. 
Therefore, there are various vocabulary that can be understood and 
memorized by the students, such as tired, giant, prepared, evil, went, 
found , caught , met, saw, together, brought , gave ,kind , shared, 
turned , wise , kept, heard etc.  
The learning of the unit is divided into four stages. They are 
from BC (Building the Context), MDT (Modeling and Deconstructing 
the Text), JCOT (Joint Construction of the Text), and ICOT 
(Independent Construction of the Text). Every stage has several 
activities or tasks given to the students to practice their reading skill.  
The tasks designed are varied. The students can be able to learn 
deeply through the tasks. The varied tasks give students the 
understanding about the learning of the unit. It is expected that the 
students can achieve the objectives of the learning that are explained in 
the opening of the unit. Students and their teacher should know well 
about the instructions used in the tasks so the teaching-learning 
activities can be conducted well.  
 
4. The Evaluation by Expert Judgment 
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The materials are evaluated by an expert judgment. Suggestion about 
the better and fix materials is given through some correction of the form or the 
materials’ appearance. It is whether the materials have covered the needs 
analysis, the interesting aspects or not yet.  
 
5. The Revision 
After the evaluation, the materials are arranged again based on the 
expert judgment. The materials writing should be rearranged well as the last 
form of good materials.  
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B. Discussion  
Teachers as a facilitator in teaching-learning process should prepare what 
to teach and how to teach well before beginning the lesson. Teachers can also 
prepare materials that match with the students’ characteristics, learning styles, 
problem and the school’s syllabus. Based on the reasons above, so it is necessary 
to a teacher to be able to design good materials.  
In designing the reading materials, a teacher can follow the steps that was 
designed based on Tomlinson theory that it involves various steps. They consist 
of identification, exploration, contextual, pedagogical realization, and physical 
production. Identification is to create the creation reading materials based on the 
eighth grade students of junior high school needs. Exploration is for determining 
suitable texts of Descriptive, Recount and Narrative which are based on the 
syllabus for the eighth grade students of the school. Using Exploration, the 
relation of motivation and character building aspect to the texts is also watched by 
the teacher. Suitable ideas, contexts or texts with which to work are called 
Contextual Realization. Pedagogical Realisation of materials can be principled for 
creating appropriate exercises and activities and the writing of appropriate 
instruction for use. Physical Production of the materials is to consider the layout, 
size, visuals, reproduction, tape length etc.  
Based on the theory, the writer can design reading materials that is 
expected appropriate to grade VIII students of junior high school. The materials 
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has also coped what should be learned by the students based on the syllabus. 
Students can learn how to understand and identify Descriptive, Recount, and 
Narrative text. In addition the students can also completely learn about the 
components of reading through the texts, such as grammar, vocabulary, 
pronunciation, reading aloud and reading comprehension that involves scanning, 
skimming and predicting.  
The suitable materials for reading that has been designed by the writer 
also encourage reading for pleasure due to the topic has been used in each text is 
interesting. This decision is to motivate the grade VIII students of junior high 
schools in order to be interested to read and learn the text. It is also based on the 
students’ characteristics that give a view to create reading materials that give 
them some knowledge or information they want to know.  
The teaching- learning process is conducted in the four stages. The first is 
Building the Context (BC). The writer suggested the same  term with Building 
Knowledge the Context. In this stage, the introduction of each unit is presented 
through the illustrating pictures and several questions to activate the students’ 
mind and guide them to have a depiction about the topic being discussed during 
the teaching- learning process. Moreover, this stage also included the activities 
used as a warming up before the students so other activities, especially in doing 
the reading tasks.  
The second, Modelling and Deconstructing the Text (MDT) is giving the 
students a model and/ or an example of the form of a kind of text. In this 
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modeling, the writer completes the text with the showing of the generic structure 
of the text. The model is presented in interesting appearance so the students of 
junior high schools will not be bored. Through good and suitable model, the 
students can really understand and be motivated to learn more. The model can 
also be understood through some tasks that are also interesting and clear. These 
tasks will help students to learn and understand more. 
 The third is Joint Construction of the Text (JCOT). Trough the good and 
suitable modeling, it is expected that the students will be able to construct the text 
well. It can be conducted in groups or individual. In this stage the writer presented 
scramble sentences or paragraphs to be arranged correctly by the students. Other 
activity is in the form of giving the generic structure of the text. Other creative 
activities that the writer can present is guiding students in facilitating some clue 
words so students can complete the text correctly so it can be the right paragraph 
in the text.  
The last one is Independent Construction of the Text (ICOT) . After 
following each preliminary activity in Building Knowledge of the Field, 
Modelling of the Text, and Joint Construction of the Text, it will be easier for 
students to know and independently find and read other texts. Of course it should 
also be guided by some tasks that have clear and appropriate instructions.    
In every unit should be seen and learned about the definition, 
characteristics and the feature of the texts. The presentation should also be in 
interesting form. The students are expected to be interested and motivated to learn 
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them. The designing materials should be appropriate. It can be vary in carrying 
the tasks in each unit, color, picture and lay outs. The topic selected should cover 
what students expect. Students can be encouraged and persuaded through 
interesting materials. They will be interested to learn by themselves through 
something they want to know. It can be something that is amazing, new and 
interesting.   
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
There are two parts in this chapter. The first part presents the conclusions of 
the study. The second part presents the suggestions given by the writer to the other 
teacher candidate, the English teacher of junior high school, and to other writer or 
researcher.  
A. Conclusions 
Designing reading materials for the eighth grade students of junior high 
schools needs some requirements so the aim of appropriateness can be achieved. Of 
course it involves some aspects related to the reading components that will be 
mastered through delivering the reading materials and the needs analysis that will be 
needed as identification, exploration, contextual realisation, pedagogical realization 
and physical production (steps in the writing the materials based on Tomlinson 
theory).   
The presented of the reading materials that is based on the text-based syllabus 
design is arranged systematically through four stages like the theory of Feez and 
Joyce. They are Building the context or Building Knowledge of the Field, Modelling 
and Deconstructing the Text or Modelling of the Text, Joint Construction of the text, 
and Independent Construction of the Text. Actually these stages consist of five stages 
that the last is Lingking related to texts but the writer only apply four stages in the 
steps of the teaching-learning process of the reading materials. 
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Based on the applying of physical production, the reading materials that have 
been designed for grade VIII students of junior high schools should be able to 
persuade the students to have desire in reading. It can be presented colorful with nice 
and suitable illustrating pictures. It also needs creativity and good knowledge to 
explore the sources so the sources can match with the topic in the unit and also with 
the students’ attention. The exploration is also needed to decide appropriate texts for 
Descriptive, Recount and Narrative that match to the syllabus of grade VIII students 
of junior high schools.  
Students also will learn through some tasks in the reading materials. If the 
tasks consist of clear and appropriate instructions and activities, the students of grade 
VIII junior high schools will be able to learn well. This arranging of the tasks 
presentation can be designed well using the pedagogical realisation. The tasks should 
cover what and how to teach in reading for the eighth grade students of the school. 
 
B. Suggestion 
The main aim of this research study is designing reading materials for the 
eighth grade students of junior high schools . There are some suggestions for the next 
research of the same or different of junior high school. The suggestions can be 
addressed to the other writer and English teacher as 
follows: 
1. As a teacher candidate, a student of English Education Faculty should be able 
to design materials which are more suitable with students’ characteristics, 
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learning style, and syllabus that can be known through conducting needs 
analysis. The students should develop his/her knowledge through finding out 
some relevant sources and applying them for the designing. Other involved 
knowledge and skills related to technology developing that will be needed for 
doing the designing should also be mastered well by the student.   
2. To the English teacher, a teacher should be able to encourage students in 
learning, especially in preparing materials for her/his students. Of course 
students in different school will be in different condition too, so it is necessary 
for a teacher to be able to design materials by her/himself. 
3. For the next writer/ researcher, it is also important to do next research to 
improve reading skill for grade students of SMPN I Tanjungsari through 
action research. It is according the problems of reading of the students in 
SMPN I Tanjungsari, Gunungkidul. 
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FIELD NOTE I ( Interview) 
Hari/Tanggal: Sabtu, 6 Juni 2015 
Tempat: SMP N 1 Tanjungsari, Gunungkidul 
 
1. Pukul 09.00 Penulis tiba di sekolah dan bertemu Petugas Keamanan Sekolah. 
Petugas Keamanan Sekolah menanyai keperluan Penulis. Setelah Penulis 
memohon izin untuk bertemu Ibu Kepala Sekolah, Penulis dipersilahkan masuk 
ke ruang Kepala Sekolah.  
2. Di dalam ruang Kepala Seolah, Penulis disambut oleh salah satu Guru dan 
dipersilahkan untuk duduk. Penulis mengutarakan maksud untuk bertemu Ibu 
Kepala Sekolah untuk permohonan izin penelitian. 
3. Karena Ibu Kepala Sekolah sedang tidak ada di sekolah, maka perwakilan 
diserahkan kepada Ibu Guru tersebut. Penulis menghaturkan surat permohonan 
izin dari kampus dan diterima oleh Ibu Guru. Penulis diizinkan untuk datang 
kapan saja seperlunya selama jam sekolah. 
4. Selanjutnya Penulis dipertemukan kepada Guru Bahasa Inggris yang mengampu 
kelas VII dan VIII, Ibu Widayati Hijanah, S.Pd. Penulis memperkenalkan diri 
dan mohon izin untuk bisa mendapatkan informasi dan dokumentasi yang 
penulis perlukan. Ibu Wida mempersilahkan Penulis untuk lain hari karena 
beliau perlu menyelesaikan beberapa tugas hari itu. 
5. Penulis diizinkan untuk melihat-lihat sekolah dan bertemu para siswa oleh Ibu 
Wida hingga jam sekolah berakhir. Ibu Wida melanjutkan kesibukannya di 
kantor guru. 
6. Saat itu para siswa sedang melakukan Classmeeting/pertandingan Voli. 
Beberapa siswa duduk di lantai depan kelas-kelas sambil menikmati 
pertandingan Voli. Penulis menyapa dan berkenalan dengan para siswa tersebut. 
7. Setelah beberapa saat melihat kelas-kelas dan beberapa fasilitas yang ada, 
penulis bertemu kembali dengan Ibu Wida, Guru Bahasa Inggris untuk mohon 
pamit dan mohon izin untuk bisa bertemu kembali Senin. Ibu Wida 
menganjurkan untuk datang mulai jam yang sama.  
8. Penulis menyampaikan terimakasih dan berpamitan ketika para siswa mulai 
berkumpul dengan rapi di halaman sekolah untuk bersiap pulang. 
9. 
 
Penulis meninggalkan sekolah ketika bel tanda pulang dibunyikan.  
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FIELD NOTE 2 (Interview dengan Ibu Guru Wida) 
Hari/Tanggal: Senin, 8 Juni 2015 
Tempat: SMP N 1 Tanjungsari, Gunungkidul 
 
1. Pada jam 09.00 penulis datang kembali ke sekolah. Penulis diizinkan untuk 
langsung menemui Ibu Wida di kantor guru. 
2. Guru Bahasa Inggris, bu Wida telah siap dengan laptop dan dengan ramah 
mengajak penulis ke ruang TU untuk menunjukkan beberapa data.  
3. Bu Wida meminta penulis untuk mencari beberapa data yang diperlukan 
karena beliau tidak begitu hafal letak dan urutan data tersebut. 
4. Setelah beberapa saat, penulis mendapatkan data siswa kelas VII dan VIII. 
Sesekali bu Wida menjelaskan tentang keadaan siswa-siswa yang beliau ajar. 
Penulis memperhatikan dengan sopan meskipun Bu Wida bersikap ramah 
dan terbuka.  
5. Bu Wida menunjukkan syllabus kelas VIII yang penulis butuhkan dan 
bercerita tentang pengalaman saat ada perubahan ke kurikulum baru atau 
yang biasa disebut K13. Pada saat itu beliau mengikuti pelatihan untuk dapat 
menerapkan kurikulum baru tersebut tetapi kemudian kebijakan sekolah 
kembali menggunakan kurikulum KTSP2006. 
6. Penulis mengambil data yang diperlukan seperti daftar siswa kelas VIIA dan 
VIII, syllabus, dan penilaian siswa dengan mengkopy dari flashdisk. Bu 
Wida juga menunjukkan buku Bahasa Inggris yang dipakai.  
7. Bu Wida menjelaskan bahwa kebanyakan siswanya tidak begitu tertarik 
dalam pelajaran Bahasa Inggris tetapi guru berusaha untuk tidak keras dalam 
pengajaran Bahasa Inggris. Para siswa sangat suka dengan olah raga dan Bu 
Wida berusaha untuk memaklumi keadaan tersebut. Untuk tingkat 
kemampuan memang masih di bawah sekolah-sekolah favorit di Wonosari. 
Namun beliau juga menjelaskan bahwa nilai-nilai siswa mulai ada 
peningkatan dan sudah mulai memenuhi standar kelayakan untuk test umum. 
Beliau sangat berharap mulai kelas VIII para siswa betul-betul bisa 
dipersiapkan untuk siap menghadapi test-test sehingga naik kelas IX akan 
memudahkan mereka meraih kelulusan dengan nilai yang lebih baik daripada 
tahun-tahun lalu, semoga jauh meningkat.  
8. Penulis berusaha untuk tidak banyak menyita waktu Ibu Wida karena beliau 
harus segera melanjutkan pengerjaan raport siswa berkenaan dengan telah 
selesainya ujian akhir semester untuk kenaikan siswa. Dengan demikian 
siswa–siswa kelas VIII A yang akan menjadi sample untuk needs analysis 
diharapkan dapat betul-betul memberikan keterangan tentang materi Bahasa 
Inggris untuk skill reading yang sudah para siswa selesaikan selama 2 
semester. Kelas VII A juga menjadi Sample untuk needs analysis karena 
mereka akan naik ke kelas VIII yang mana menjadi tingkat kelas materi 
reading yang penulis akan design. Ibu Wida mempersilahkan penulis untuk 
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menemui para siswa tersebut.  
9. Penulis membantu Ibu Wida untuk berkemas, meletakkan laptop beliau ke 
meja guru dan kemudian mengucapkan terima kasih untuk kesediaan beliau 
dalam memberikan keterangan dan dokumentasi. Selanjutnya penulis pamit 
untuk menemui siswa.  
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FIELD NOTE 3 
Field Note of the students and writer’s appointment before interview 
 
Day    : Monday, June 8th 2015 
Time    : 10.05 a.m 
Place     : SMP N 1 Tanjungsari, Gunungkidul 
Class    : VII A 
Number of students  : 24 students 
  
 After the writer had finished the interview with Mrs. Widayati Hijanah, S.Pd, 
an English teacher of grade VII and VIII students in SMP N 1 Tanjungsari, the writer 
continued to meet the grade VII A students of the school. When the writer looked for 
the students, they had been gathering in the edge of the school yard because there was 
volley tournament for class meeting in the yard. The students were so noisy and they 
looked so happy. Most of them screamed and sometimes clapped hands enjoying the 
tournament.  
 The writer closed to some students who were sitting on the floor in front of 
the classroom. They were 4 boys and 6 girls. When the writer asked them about their 
grade, they answered that they were students of grade VII A. Fortunately; they had 
finished their tournament so the writer could invite them to enter their class just for 
making a meeting appointment to interview. Some of them then called the others to 
enter the classroom. 
 All grade VII A students had sat in the classroom. They were sport uniforms 
and sweaty. They were enough noisy but then, being calm down when the writer 
greeted them. It was not long for the students to become noisy again. Some of them 
talked loudly to discuss what they wanted to know why the writer asked them to enter 
the classroom and other communication. The writer introduced herself when the 
students could be silent again. Then, the writer asked permission to the students to do 
interview in the next day. The students said that after half past nine they could be in 
their classroom with the writer because they had Volley tournament at 07.00-0900. 
The writer agreed the time and promised that the writer would ask the students to 
watch animation movies that are attractive after the interview. The students screamed 
gladly and some of them asked to use class B that its LCD could be used well.  
 It was almost eleven o’ clock when the writer said thank and good bye to the 
students. Then the students run out to the yard with other students from the other 
classes. One teacher leaded them to close the class meeting to be continued the next 
day. They made good lines and listened to the teacher. They were quite. When the 
writer took their pictures, they looked so tired. Finally at eleven o’clock the writer 
went home after doing permission to Mrs. Widayati Hijanah and other teachers in the 
teacher’s room. 
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FIELD NOTE 4 
Field Note of the interview with grade VII A students 
 
Day    : Tuesday, June 9th 2015 
Time     : 09.30 a.m 
Place    : SMP N 1 Tanjungsari 
Class    : VII A 
Number of students  : 24 
 
 The writer arrived at school when the students had finished their Volley 
tournament. The students were waiting while enjoying the next play. The players 
were from other class so the grade VII A students only saw and talked each other. 
When they looked at the writer, some of them began to enter the classroom hurriedly. 
The writer smiled at all students that were in front of the writer and greeted them 
friendly. The students responded politely.  
 In the classroom, there were some students sitting and eating some food. The 
writer waited until the students finished in their activities. After the students could be 
controlled to be quite, the writer began to open by greeting. Then, the writer asked 
some questions related to the students’ opinion about English materials they like. 
 In this interview, the writer asked in Indonesian and the students also 
answered in the same language. The students were responded in natural way. 
Through the condition, the writer could understand the students’ behavior. They 
looked enthusiastic, active, noisy, natural, but they were still polite. When the writer 
closed to them to record or took their pictures, they became nervous or closed their 
face. They were embarrassed. The writer tried to still asked politely and clearly 
although some boys were noisy. They would be calm down when the writer pointed 
one of them to give answer.   
 From the interview, it could be understood that the students of grade VII that 
would become the target for using the reading materials after they will have been in 
grade IX of junior high school, they like English materials or English books that have 
animation or real pictures, colorful, topics of something the students want to know, 
and with clear instructions.   
 The interview could be conducted well although the students sometimes 
talked noisily. The writer must say loudly in giving the questions so all students could 
hear and have attention. The writer closed the interview by saying thank and good 
bye. The students still reminded the writer about the movies and the writer would do 
it the next day after the students did not play Volley. The students became happy and 
noisy again.  
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Appendix B 
Interview Transcript 
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FIELD NOTE 5 
Field Note of Interview Transcript 
 
Day    : Wednesday, June 10th 2015 
Time     : 09.30 a.m 
Place    : SMP N 1 Tanjungsari 
Class    : VII A 
Number of students  : 24 
The writer : W 
The students : S 
W Ya… Assalamu’alaikum adik-adik.  
S Wa’alaikumussalam Warahmatullahiwabarokaatuh. 
W Good morning! 
S Good morning. 
W How are you today? 
S I’m fine thank you, and you? 
W I’m fine too. Thank you very much. Ya adik-adik, saya ingin tahu, kalau 
adik-adik melihat buku Bahasa Inggris, apa yang disukai? 
S Gambar …..gambar… 
W Gambar-gambar….oh ya gambar-gambarnya yang disukai ya. Bagaimana 
dengan warnanya? Kalau penuh warna seneng gak? 
S Gak…..(canda) ya..ya 
W Gambarnya seneng yang animasi atau yang nyata? 
S Animasi ……..nyata  
W Oh ada yang seneng yang nyata dan ada yang seneng yang animasi ya. 
Kalau di buku Bahasa Inggrisnya ada foto adik-adik seneng gak? 
S Gak…gak gaak 
W Kenapa? Malu? Kalau tidak kenapa? 
S Ya ya…..ndak payu 
W Oh ndak payu,……..(tertawa) ya ya. Kalau di buku Bahasa Inggrisnya ada 
gambar daerah adik-adik seneng gak?  
S Ya ya gak gak (tertawa, bercanda) 
W Bangga gak dengan daerahnya yang indah ini? Cinta gak dengan 
daerahnya, desa pegunungan ini? 
S Gak ya ya 
W Biasanya kalau belajar kelompok lebih suka di dalam rumah atau di luar 
rumah yang di alam misalnya?  
S Alam  
W Oh seneng yang di alam ya. kalau untuk buku Bahasa Inggris biasanya 
adik-adik seneng yang ada terjemahan di bawahnya gak? 
 (ada dua siswa yang menyela ada keperluan dengan salah satu siswa VII A 
kemudian mengucapkan salam dengan santun pada penulis dan penulis 
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menjawab dengan ramah) 
S Ya….suka 
W Perintah-perintah yang ada di buku Bahasa Inggris biasanya paham gak? 
S (Ramai……malu menjawab) 
W Gak apa-apa, misalnya yang dipakai bu guru English in Focus tu seneng 
gak adik-adik? 
S Ya  
W Ada perintah-perintah atau instruksinya paham gak adik-adik?  
S Ya….. tidak 
W Ya InsyaAllah paham ya, ya bisa jadi paham bisa jadi tidak ya. Kalau ada 
yang tidak tau artinya, biasanya dijelaskan bu guru/buka kamus untuk 
mengartikannya? 
S Dijelaskan …….kadang  
W Dijelaskan ya sama bu guru…kadang. Adik-adik suka bidang olah raga ya? 
S Ya  
W Kalau adik-adik pengin tau tentang hal yang adik-adik belum tau, misalnya 
tentang dunia, adik-adik lebih suka yang tentang keindahan alam atau 
Negara atau kota atau tokoh atau hewan? 
S Alam  
W Tentang alam? Kalau yang putra tu, untuk pengetahuan yang tentang dunia 
senengnya pengin tau tentang apa? 
S Binatang 
W Kalau yang putra sebelah sini, senengnya tentang apa? Olahraga? 
S Makanan 
W Oh makanan, kalau yang sebelah sini, Negara pengin tau? 
S Tokoh-tokoh 
W Kalau yang hewan-hewan penginnya yang di daerah sendiri/yang di daerah 
lain/yang di tempat jauh, missal di kutub, hewan-hewan kutub? 
S Ya….ya 
W Tadi seneng yang animasi atau yang nyata adik-adik? 
S Nyata…….animasi 
W Ya terima kasih untuk informasi buku yang adik-adik suka ya 
S Ya…….ya 
W Sekarang saya ingin menunjukkan beberapa gambar ya, contoh gambar-
gambar animasi dan nyata. Silahkan adik-adik lihat dan kemudian pilih 
mana gambar yang adik-adik suka. 
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FIELD NOTE 6 
Field Note of Interview Transcript 
 
Day    : Thursday, June 11th 2015 
Time     : 10.00 a.m 
Place    : SMP N 1 Tanjungsari 
Class    : VIII A 
Number of students  : 29 
The writer : W 
The students : S 
 
W Apa kesulitan adik-adik dalam reading bahasa Inggris? 
S Mengartikan……. 
W Mengartikannya yang sulit ya, …? 
S Ya  
W Kalau ada vocab gitu biasanya adik-adik gimana kalau tidak tau artinya? 
S Yaa ………(tertawa malu, seolah bingung bagaimana menjawabnya). 
W Apakah adik-adik buka kamus kemudian mencari artinya? Ditulis gak? 
S Tidak…ya……..ditulis ya ( ada yang menjawab tidak tapi malu ketauan) 
W Ditulis, kalau adik……tidak? 
S Ditulis …….. 
W Yang tidak tadi siapa? Tidak ditulis ya?........ya tidak apa-apa jujur ja adik-
adik gak papa.  
S Ya 
W Kalau untuk text, misalnya text Descriptive, text Recount, text Narrative 
apa yang adik-adik gak paham dari text itu? 
S (seperti bingung tidak menjawab) 
W Kemarin apa yang membuat adik-adik sulit dalam mengerjakan test 
kenaikan kelas kemarin? 
S Gak bisa mengartikan lho mbak,….gak bisa mengartikan. 
Soalnya sulit. 
W Soalnya sulit, kemudian apa lagi? 
S Tidak tau artinya….. 
W Tidak tau artinya, apa lagi adik-adik? Bacaanya sulit? Pertanyaanya paham 
gak adik-adik? 
S Gak  
W Pertanyaannya juga tidak paham? Bagaimana kalau buku yang dikasih oleh 
guru, bukunya apa ja? 
S LKS 
W Oh bukunya pakai LKS , ketika adik-adik mengerjakan latihan soal dari 
LKS atau ketika pelajaran menggunakan buku tersebut, apa yang adik-adik 
rasa senang atau sulit dari buku itu? 
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S Sulit….. 
W Sulit? Sulitnya karena tidak tau artinya? 
S Tidak tau artinya. 
W Kalau LKS kan banyak latihan-latihan gitu, adik-adik tetep merasa 
kesulitan? 
S Ya 
W Sekarang saya pengin dengar adik-adik baca text ya, yang satu paragraph 
ini saja ya! 
S Ndak bisa…….. jangan saya………gak……gak bisa saya 
W Gak papa semampunya ja, saya pengin dengar gimana membaca adik-adik, 
yang ini misalnya….One of the most interesting animals in the zoo is the 
giraffe, misalnya gitu yo yo coba dibaca adik-adik! 
S Gak bisa mbak 
W Oh gak bisa, kalau ada soal seperti ini misalnya, apa yang membuat adik-
adik bingung? 
S (bingung menjawab, malu) 
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Appendix C 
The First Draft Of Materials Designed  
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Descriptive text  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit  
1 
In this section you will learn how to: 
 read and identify a descriptive text; 
 identify the structure of a descriptive text. 
Learn this section well so you will be able to: 
 read and understand a descriptive text correctly; 
 read and identify a descriptive text 
 
Source: JPEG Image 
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Have you ever seen amazing landscape in your region or in other places?  
Match the words with the pictures and then study with your teacher. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A. Building the Context What do you feel if you see and enjoy nice 
nature? 
1. Nice sunset over the river 
2. thick forest 
3. snowy mountains and a nice lake 
4. a nice village in the green hill 
5. fertile farmland in the mountainous 
range  
6. nice waterfall  
Task 
1 
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My Beautiful Village 
I live in a nice village. It lies on hilly land. It has a 
beautiful landscape. There are many trees in the village. There 
are also many plants and various flowers. My village looks so 
green and nice from far sight. Some animals live freely there. 
Some birds fly over the sky and perch on the branches or the 
twigs of the tree. Some butterflies fly and perch on the 
flowers.  
Although my village is on remote area, I am fond of 
inhabiting there. I can enjoy amazing karsts area that spread in 
the long way to all remote areas of my region. The karsts hills 
look so unique in cone and slope shapes. Some of them form 
as caves that are various in appearances. Some older people in 
my village believe that there are tigers in the caves of the deep 
hills surrounding the farthest. Therefore the villagers tend to 
avoid the particular sites. The villagers have been familiar with 
that wonderfulness but most of the visitors usually admire it.   
 
Listen to your teacher and repeat after her/him 
to read loudly. 
Task 
2 
Do you find some difficult words after you read the text? 
List the vocabulary and open your dictionary to find the meaning. 
Example: 
No  Vocabulary  Meaning  
1. hilly berbukit 
2. land daerah 
3. landscape  
4.   
5.   
6.   
7.   
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Let’s find the meaning together and write in the box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
3 
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Listen to and repeat after your teacher. 
2 long ears  2 eyes  rice   
a tail      It is Kurniawan’s pet.  
It is a funny rabbit. 
It is tame. 
soft fur      Its fur is soft.   
       It has white fur and red eyes.
       It can jump and run fast. 
carrots tame     its tail is short. 
     jump funny   It does not eat rice. 
       a beak  feathers a tail 
That is Rio’s pet. It is a bird  2 wings 
It is so tame.    2 legs 
It has a beak, 2 legs and 2 wings.   
It also has a nice tail and feathers.  fly 
It eats seeds, worms, caterpillars and ants.  
It lives in a nice and large cage   
It can fly.     a nice and large cage    swim 
It cannot swim.     seeds, worms, caterpillars and ants  
 
 
Task 
4 
Do you have pets? 
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Look at this pisture and study together with your teacher. 
    This is one of Andi’s  pet.  
    What is it? 
    Let’s describe together about its characteristics! 
1. Is it wild? 
2. How many legs does it have? 
3. How is its neck? Is its neck long? 
4. What is its color? Does it look nice with the color? 
5. How is its beak? What is the color of it? 
6. Can it fly? 
7. Can it swim? 
8. How do its legs look like? 
 
 
 
 
  Remember   
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
5 
 Always write new words . 
 Find the meaning with your 
friends. 
 Open the dictionary and discuss 
them together. 
Enrich vocabulary through reading Descriptive texts 
Do with fun. 
Source: JPEG Image 
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B. Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 
WALRUS IN THE ZOO  
 My uncle takes care of a Walrus in the zoo. It is 
large and funny. Many visitors like it very much. 
This Walrus is a new comer in the zoo. An 
animal lover got it from the snowy land. Actually, it is 
one of the wonderful creatures in the cold sea. It is a 
marine mammal. It has a large body. It is also very tall 
so my uncle usually cannot reach its mouth when he 
wants to feed on its food. It must also be in the snowy 
area. 
  Like other walruses or all marine mammals, the 
walrus that has been close with my uncle has a thick 
layer of fat, called blubber, under its skin to keep it 
warm. But this can make it difficult to make it cool. The 
walrus looks so fat so some visitors usually take pictures 
of this body. 
 The visitors can see that the walrus has a 
unique habit. It can change color. When it is 
underwater, it is pale grey in color. But when it comes 
out of the water into warmer air, particularly on sunny 
days, it turns a pinkish color. This is because the blood 
comes to the surface of the skin so that the walrus can 
cool off.  
 Visitors can see how the walrus pulls itself out 
of the water onto ice floes. It uses its tusks. They are 
huge teeth. Some visitors look so impressed with that 
action.  
 
Title  
Identification  
Description  
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Answer these questions based on the text.  
1. How is the weather of the Walrus’s habitat? 
2. Does the Walrus have very big body? 
3. Is the Walrus a large fish in the cold sea? 
4. Where is the thick layer of fat of the Walrus? 
5. What is the color of the Walrus when it comes out of the water into warmer air, 
particularly on sunny days? 
6. Why can the Walrus change its color? 
7. What is the function of the tusks of the Walrus? 
8.  Why do the visitors admire the walrus? 
9. Can the Walrus live in the tropic region? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
5 
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White Stork in My Grandfather’s Village 
I can see white stork in my 
grandfather’s village. The birds can be seen 
in the green area surrounding the lake. The 
villagers never disturb the birds’ lives. They 
can live freely in their habitat in the village.  
The white stork looks so beautiful. Its 
beak is long and light brown. It has a stout 
body, distinctive long neck and slender legs 
for wading. The iridescent black wing 
feathers contrast with the bright white 
plumage of the head, neck and body, and a 
patch of black skin surrounds the eyes. 
Identification  
Description  
The Escaped Leopard 
Some hunters are looking for a wild leopard. It 
escaped from the hunters’ cage. It runs away after 
attack a keeper. Now the leopard is on a high tree in a 
forest. 
 It has a beautiful yellow skin with large black spots. It 
looks so fierce and wild.  
 The leopard can live for about 15 years and eat small 
mammals such as young zebras, monkeys and 
antelopes. It sleeps for about 12 hours a day. Leopards 
are very solitary animals. It usually spends most of its 
times alone in trees, where it waits until a small 
animal passes. It will jump on the small animal and 
then drag it up into tree, where this wild animal eats 
it. 
 
Identification  
Description  
Source: JPEG Image 
Adjective  
Adjective: the words in the purple boxes. 
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 Remember. 
 
S plural / jamak        are adj 
       Are not adj 
( noun+s/es)/(more than one )       V1 
       do not V1 
       can V1 
       cannot V1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Characteristics of Descriptive Text 
 A descriptive text is a text that describes the features of 
someone, something, or a certain place.   
 The generic structure of the text: 
 Paragraph 1: Identification. It introduces/identifies 
the character. 
 Paragraph 2 and the next paragraph: description. 
 Tenses: present tense 
 
 
S Singular / tunggal 
(a/an + noun)/(only one/uncountable)  
is adjective 
is not adj 
Vs/es 
does not V1 
modal V1 
modal V1 
Modal  
Modal: 
1. Can : dapat/bisa 
2. May : mungkin/boleh 
3. Must : harus/pasti 
4. Shall : akan 
5. Will : akan 
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Read and answer the questions. 
BARBARA 
Barbara is a good girl. She always helps others. 
She is also friendly. She likes to smile to her neighbors 
or her friends. Her friends always love her because she 
is patient and clumsy. She never offends her poor 
friends although she is rich. She is really a kind girl.  
Barbara lives in a village. Her village is a nice 
village. It is full of various plants, flowers and trees. 
Therefore, it is very fresh. There are also many birds, 
butterflies, dragonflies, and other attractive small 
animals in the village. Everyday, the birds whistle 
nicely, fly freely, perch on a tree and move to another 
tree. The butterflies are very beautiful. They find 
honey of the flowers. Barbara and her friends 
sometimes catch them happily. 
Barbara’s father is a farmer. Her father has some 
large farms. He is so diligent. Everyday, he usually 
works in his farms. He cultivates his land with his 
workers. They plough the ground with a plough. They 
use two cows to pull the plough. After that, they plant 
rice, vegetables, corn, and other plants on the farm. 
They irrigate the plants twice a week in dry season. 
They also give them fertilizer. Hence the plants can 
grow well and fertile.  
In harvest time, Barbara helps her father to 
harvest their harvests. Barbara and her mother does 
not only help in the farm but also prepare some food 
and drinks for the farmers. They are usually very tired 
at the time. However they are very happy. 
Identification 
Description 
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Answer completely! 
 
1. Is Barbara a good girl?............................, why? 
    The reasons are: 
• ……………………………………………………………… 
• …………………………………………………… 
• ……………………………………………………………… 
2.  Describe Barbara’s village! 
• ………………………………………………………………………………… 
• …………………………………………………………………………………………… 
• ………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. What do the birds do in Barbara’s village? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. How does Barbara’s father work in his farms? 
• First, he and some workers plough the ground with a plough 
•  ......................................................................  
•  ………………………………………………………………….. 
•  ………………………………………………………………….. 
• Finally they harvest the harvest. 
5. What does Barbara do in the harvest time? 
 
 
Vocabulary 
 attractive /əˈtræk.tɪv/  : menarik 
 clumsy /ˈklʌm.zi/  : lincah 
 cultivate /ˈkʌl.tɪ.veɪt/      : mengolah   
 fertile /ˈfɜː.taɪl/  : subur 
 friendly /ˈfrend.li/  : ramah 
 grow /grəʊ/   : tumbuh 
 harvest v /ˈhɑː.vɪst/  : memanen 
 hence /hen t  s/  : karena itu 
 irrigate /ˈɪr.ɪ.geɪt/  : mengairi 
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Vocabulary 
 
 kind /kaɪnd/  : baik hati 
 neighbour /ˈneɪ.bə r /  : tetangga 
 offend /əˈfend/  : menghina 
 patient /ˈpeɪ.ʃ ə nt/  : sabar 
 perch /pɜːtʃ/   : bertengger 
 plough v /plaʊ/  : membajak 
 pull /pʊl/  : menarik 
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Find some words from the text to describe the writer’s butterfly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Nice Butterfly in My Garden 
There is a butterfly in my garden. My mother 
keeps it in a large cage of nets that are full of flower 
plants. It is on the flower. It usually perches there for 
almost one hour so I can take its picture. It always flies 
away when I make a movement.  Although it is only 
breathing, it seems that it knows or feels it so it usually 
then flies away. 
The butterfly looks so nice. It has three 
combination of color. Black, white and light brown 
decorate its wings and body. Its spots and stripes add the 
feature of it. I really like to see it, especially in my spare 
time. 
My butterfly is very clumsy. I sometimes try to 
catch it carefully. It is so difficult for me to do it. I never 
touch it so I cannot catch it. My mother and I really love 
the nice butterfly. 
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Read well. Then, write the generic structure in the box.  
One of the most interesting animals in Gembiraloka zoo is the giraffe. It has been 
keeping in the zoo for ten year. It is male and it is about six meters tall. The Gembiraloka 
keepers usually call it Jangkung that in java means tall or high.  
 
 
 
 Jangkung has big brown eyes. They are protected by very thick lashes. He has brown 
spots on the skin. He also has two short horns on his head. 
 Jangkung has a large cage as a natural area in Gembiraloka zoo. There are some tall 
trees in his area. He usually reaches the tender leaves at the top of a tree. 
 Some visitors usually give Jangkung some food. When he closes to the food, the visitor 
can take his picture easily. If they frighten him, he can gallop away.  
Answer these questions. 
1. A good title for the text is….. 
a. A small African animal 
b. Giraffe Camel 
c. The tallest animal at the zoo 
d. An interesting animal 
2. What is the color of the giraffe’s eyes? 
a. Black c. blue 
b. Green d. brown 
 
C. Joint Construction of Text Task 
8 
Task 
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3. What protect the eyes? 
a. Very thick spots c. brown spots 
b. Very thick lashes d. short horns 
4. How can you know about Jangkung’s cage? 
a. very small c. not big 
c. very large d. narrow  
5. What does the word him in the last paragraph refer to? 
a. Jangkung’s enemy. 
b. Jangkung. 
c. the visitor. 
d. the keeper. 
6. What does the giraffe eat? 
a. tender leaves c. root of the tree 
b. green fruits d. branches of a tree 
7. How do the visitors take Jangkung’s picture? 
a. They frighten him. 
b. They will call him loudly. 
c. They will throw some food to him. 
d. They will enter the cage. 
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        Do you know this bird? 
This is Cendrawasih bird. It is from Irian Jaya, East Indonesia, islands of Torres Strain, 
Papua New Guinea, and East Australia.  
     Look! The bird is very beautiful.  
     It has nice feathers. 
     The feathers are colorful. 
     It has two legs and a bill. 
 The male of Cendrawasih dances to attract the female. 
 
How about this bird below? 
This bird is from other country. It is British garden bird, Robin. 
The Robin is a plump bird with bright orange-red breast, face, throat and cheeks edged 
with grey, a white belly and olive-brown upper parts. It has a brown bill and legs. 
     Robin bird is very small.  
     It is smaller than Cendrawasih bird. 
     Look! Put the bird on your hand! 
     The Robin looks so small. 
     It is funny and nice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: JPEG Image 
Source: JPEG Image 
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Find the meaning. 
1. island  : 
2. feather : 
3. colorful : 
4. bill  : 
5. male  : 
6. female : 
7. dance  : 
8. attract : 
9. British : 
10. garden : 
11. plump  : 
12. bright : 
13. breast :    
14. throat : 
15. belly  : 
16. upper part : 
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Answer the questions. 
1. What bird is from Irian Jaya, East Indonesia, islands of Torres Strain, Papua New 
Guinea, and East Australia? 
2. What is the name of the British garden bird? 
3. Compare the size of Cendrawasih and Robin? Which one is bigger? 
4. Does female Cendrawasih dance to attract the male? 
5. What bird is plump? 
6. What is the color of Robin’s breast?  
7. Do the Robin’s legs have same color with its bill? 
8. Which bird do you like? 
9. Why? 
10. Have you ever seen the bird? 
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       Aron’s  Cendrawasih  
 
My new friend, Aron, has a wonderful bird. It is Cendrawasih bird. He told me 
that it is called as bird of paradise. Aron’s father keeps this bird in a large cage which is 
full of plants so the bird can remain feeling like in its nature.  
  Aron’s Cendrawasih is male. It has beautiful fur. The fur is light color which is 
combination with some colors like black, brown, florid, orange, white, blue, green and 
purple. The beautiful fur of the bird is also for catching attention of Cendrawasih 
Females. It is to invite the female to be ready to married. Aron’s uncle sometimes brings 
a female to Aron’s Cendrawasih. It will usually show off its fur to the Female with doing 
some beautiful dancing. While Aron’s Cendrawasih is singing in the branch, they dance 
with some motions and to some directions. Aron usually asks me to enjoy this unique 
moment.  
The size of Aron’s Cendrawasih is 110 cm and the weight is 420 gram. Aron 
usually holds his nice bird using his hands rather hardly. Then, he usually gives it to his 
father who can hold the bird easily with his bigger hands. I always only see and become 
astonished of it. It will be amazing if I have the beautiful bird, Cendrawasih.  
 
 
 
 
Answer these questions based on the text. 
1. What is the name of Aron’s bird?  
2. What did Aron say to the writer about the bird? 
3. How does it kept by Aron’s father?   
4. How is its fur? 
5. How does Aron’s Cendrawasih attract the female? 
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Find the meaning in your dictionary. 
 
 
1. paradise : 
2. nature : 
3. remain : 
4. find : 
5. keep : 
6. large : 
7. cage : 
8. feel : 
9. full  : 
10. will : 
11. fur  : 
12. attention  : 
13. catch : 
14. combination : 
15. size : 
16. variety : 
17. weight : 
18. male : 
19. female : 
20. invite : 
21. motion : 
22. branch : 
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These are tigers that live in harmony in a Buddhist temple in 
Thailand. These wild animals are very close and loyal to some 
Buddhist monks. The tigers have been kept by the Buddhist 
monks since tiger cubs.  
They usually spend most of their time together. The Buddhist 
monks always go anywhere in the area and are accompanied by 
the tigers. The monk behaves as a friend of the wild tigers. 
They can eat together or sit under a shady tree together.  
The Tigers can be seen by visitors in Tiger Temple, or Wat Pha 
Luang Ta Bua, is a Theravada Buddhist Temple in western 
Thailand that was founded in 1994 as a forest temple and 
sanctuary for wild animals, among them several tigers, the 
majority of which are Indochinese tigers. The tiger temple is 
located in the Saiyok district of Thailand's Kanchanaburi 
province, not far from the border with Burma, some 38 km 
(24 mi) northwest of Kanchanaburi along the 323 highway.  
 
Discuss the text with your friends. 
Talk about the generic structure and 
the language feature 
Task 
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See the pictures above. Fill in the blank. 
They are 1………………………                            . They live in the 
2…………………………………………………… Some of them are wild and the others are 
3…………………………………              The wild animals are 4…………………………………, 
5…………………………………, 6……………………………………and 7……………………………………       
The tame animals are 8……………………………………………… 9……………………………,                          
10………………………………………………and 11……………………………………… 
From the picture, we can see that the animal 12………………………………   in a 
nice place. The sky is bright. The donkey is 13…………………………………… and lying on 
the big stone. The cat is 14………………………………………on the rhino’s head. The bird is 
15…………………………………………over the lion. The monkey is 16 ………………………………a 
stick. The lioness is smiling nicely to the baby lion. 
A. standing B. holding C. laughing 
D. jungle 
E. tame 
F. animals 
G. 2 lionesses 
H. 2 baby lions 
I. a cat 
J. donkeys 
K. a monkey 
L. gather 
M. flying 
N. a rhino 
O. a bird 
P. 2 lions 
D. Independent Construction of the of Text 
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Task 16. Find the meaning in your dictionary. 
1. live: 
2. wild: 
3. other: 
4. animal: 
5. tame:  
6. can:  
7. picture: 
8. see: 
9. sky: 
10. bright: 
11. smile: 
 
Task 17. Circle the correct choices for the correct aux/V. 
1. The lion is/are wild. 
2. There is/are three monkeys on the tree. 
3. The wild and tame animals live/lives in the jungle. 
4. We should help/helps each other. 
5. A bird fly/flies over the sky. 
6. The girl smile/smiles nicely. 
7. The horse can run/runs fast. 
8. The baby lions see/sees their mother. 
9. The sky is/are nice and bright.  
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THE EAGLE 
 By Alfred, Lord Tennyson 1809-1892 Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
He clasps the crag with crooked hands; 
Close to the sun in lonely land, 
Ring’d with the azure world, he stands. 
 
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls; 
He watches from his mountain walls, 
And like a thunderbolt he falls. 
 
This poem just talks about the bird, eagle. It is about describing an eagle. Enrich vocabulary 
by finding the meaning of the new words from this poem. 
forest   meat wild a tail   run fast  
               stripes 
         tame 
This is a tiger in Ragunan zoo. It is male. He is wild but tame for his keeper. He is preserved 
in certain area in the zoo. The keeper always feed on some meat everyday. It has 4 legs and a 
tail. It also has stripes on its body. It can run fast.   
You can find other example of the animal description. 
 
 
 
Read and understand the poem. Discuss with your friends.  
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Read the dialogue. 
Nilam : Does this animal live in the sea? 
Gotam : Yes, it does. 
Nilam : Does this animal eat meat? 
Gotam : Yes, it does. 
Nilam : Is this animal large? 
Gotam : Yes, it is 
Nilam : Does this animal have sharp teeth? 
Gotam : Yes, it does. 
Nilam : Is this animal wild? 
Gotam : Yes, it is. 
Nilam : Ow...this animal lives in the sea, eats meat, is large…emmm….sharp teeth and 
  wild…oh I see…It is a shark, isn’t it? 
Gotam : Right. 
Match the words on the left with the sentence on the right. 
1. Leopard  a. It has a beak and eats meat 
2. Eagle   b. It can swim. It eats worms and fish. Its feather is white and it has 
    wings. 
3. Squirrel   c. It has sharp skin and four legs. Its face is like a mouse. 
4. Swan   d. It is like a dog. It is wild. 
5. Peacock  e. It can live on the land and the water. Its skin is disgusting 
6. Hedgehog  f. It eats young bamboo leaves. It is funny with black and white fur 
7. Fox   g. It has beautiful feathers. It eats seeds 
8. Frog   h. It has sharp teeth and skin. It is wild. It can live in the river or 
   the swamp 
9. Panda   i. It is clumsy in climbing trees. It has long tail and soft fur. It eats 
   peanuts. It likes to jump from one tree to another tree. 
10. Crocodile  j. It has four legs. It has spots on its body. Its body is slender and it 
   can run fast. It preys antelopes. 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   
 
 
Example of (+) forms 
1. The bird flies over the sea. 
2. The leopard chases its prey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V1 - don’t 
He
 
She 
It 
Vs/es – doesn’t 
(+) (-) (?) 
I, You, We, They 
S.Plural (Jamak) 
(-) (?) (+) 
S Singular (tunggal) 
subject 
subject 
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Example of (+) forms 
1. We wash the plates together. 
2. They join the competition. 
3. The people celebrate the Independence Day happily. 
4. The people help the victims of Merapi eruption. 
 
Example of (+) forms 
1. The tree has many leaves. 
2. Dina reads a magazine. 
3. He takes the knife. 
4. She picks some flowers. 
 
 
The tree 
Dina 
He 
She 
 
Change the sentence into (-) forms. 
Example: 
• The tree has many leaves. (+) 
has- doesn’t have / does not have 
• The tree does not have many leaves. (-) 
have- don’t have/ do not have 
 
 
S. singular 
(tunggal) 
has 
reads 
takes 
Vs/Es 
washes 
joins 
celebrates 
helps 
S jamak  + do not  +  V1 
S tunggal  + does not  +  V1 
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We  
They 
The people S. plural (Jamak)                     wash, join, celebrate, help, have, read, take, 
pick 
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DESCRIPTIVE TEXT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Descriptive text is to describe a person, a place, a memory, 
an experience, or an object so that the reader can easily get 
the picture of what is being written about. 
 
1. We use adjectives to describe nouns 
The farmer is still strong. He is diligent. (The adjectives here 
describe what the farmer is like) 
2. An adjective can go before a noun or as a complement after 
the noun 
- It is a nice hill 
- The hill is nice  
3. Position of adjectives (OSASCOMP) 
 The order in which you put adjectives in a sentence is very 
important. In English there is a rule 
Opinion 
Size 
Age 
Shape 
Color 
Origin 
Material 
Purpose 
+ 
Noun 
• Opinion – Adjective yang menunjukkan pendapat tentang 
sesuatu/seseorang. 
• Size/Dimension – Adjective yang menunjukkan ukuran 
besar kecilnya sesuatu/seseorang. 
• Age – Adjective yang menunjukkan umur 
sesuatu/seseorang. 
• Shape – Adjective yang menunjukkan bentuk sesuatu/ 
seseorang. 
• Color – Adjective yang menunjukkan warna sesuatu/ 
seseorang. 
• Origin – Adjective yang menunjukkan asal 
sesuatu/seseorang atau kenegaraan seseorang. 
• Material – Adjective yang menunjukkan materi yang 
membentuk suatu benda. 
•   Purpose - Adjective yang menunjukkan tujuan/kegunaan 
benda, sering berupa gerund (V-ing). 
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Describing a Person 
 
 
 
     
His name is Cristiano Ronaldo. We can call him as Ronaldo. But, Madridista (Real 
Madrid's fans) often calls him CR7. CR is the abbreviation of Cristiano Ronaldo, and 7 is 
his shirt number in Real Madrid. People know Cristiano Ronaldo is a good football 
player. He can run fast and dribble well. 
 
      
Examples: 
1. Opinion: beautiful, ugly, clever, expensive, pretty, 
funny etc. 
2. Size: small, big, large, fat, thin etc. 
3. Age: old, young, new, etc. 
4.  Shape: round, square, circle, oval, cone, flat, 
rectangular, heart shaped, etc. 
5. Color: red, blue, green, yellow, white, black, 
brown etc. 
6. Origin: Spanish, Dutch, American, Indonesian, 
Javanese, Chinese, Italian etc.  
7. Material: glass, paper, leather, plastic, wooden, 
metal, cotton, stone, etc.  
8. Purpose: sleeping bag, baking pan, watering can, 
etc.  
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His full name is Shahrukh Khan. He is often called King Khan, SRK, King of Bollywood, or 
King of Romance. He was born in New Delhi, India on 2 November 1965. He got married 
with Gauri Khan and has got two children. Shah Rukh Khan is tall. He has average body, 
dark short hair, pointed nose, and black eyes. He is good looking and a kind person. 
Shahrukh is an actor, a producer and a TV presenter. He has appeared in so many Indian 
movies. The famous movies he has ever played are Kuch Kuch Hota Hai and My Name is 
Khan. 
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My Uncle 
My uncle, Tugiman , is a simple man. He lives in a village. He is tall and handsome. He 
has a pointed nose. His hair is short and black. His skin is dark. 
Uncle Tugiman is a good farmer. He always cultivates his farmland well. He usually 
goes to work early in the morning. He works hardly there.  
Every wet season, uncle Tugiman plants the rice and vegetables. He ploughs the 
ground first before plants them. After the soil becomes fertile, he spreads the seeds.  
The plants will grow in some weeks later. Uncle 
Tugiman’s farmland looks green and nice. There are 
not only the rice and vegetables plants in his farmland 
but also some wild grass. He usually weeds so the 
grass does not disturb the rice and vegetables plants. 
They grow well and become fertile.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Write True (T) or False (F) to describe the writer’s uncle. 
 
1. Uncle Berlgioz is rather short. (   ) 
2. He has charming appearance.  (     ) 
3. He is a carpenter. (     ) 
4. He lives in a crowded place. (   ) 
5. He grows rice and vegetables. (     ) 
6. He uses a modern tool to cultivate his land. (    ) 
7. He plants rice in the dry season. (       ) 
8. He began works in the mid day. (      ) 
9. He ploughs the ground before planting the plants. (   ) 
10. He keeps his farmland well. (  ) 
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Wellington is a very wonderful city I have ever seen. I can see a nice sparkling harbor and rolling 
green hills there.  There are many great buildings surrounding it. They are like thousand white birds 
gathering on the beach from far distance. They create an amazing landscape in my eyes. 
New Zealand's capital city is renowned for its arts, heritage, culture and native beauty. You can see 
many unique things in the museum. They show the Wellington arts and culture.  
Let’s look at the Wellington’s golden-sand inner-city beach. The beach is very nice. There are many 
green plants surrounding it. The water is very clean and the sand is like the golden color. The rocks 
spread between the clean calm water in the edge of the beach. Visitors are walking and enjoying the 
sand on the beach.  
 
Spend a day with the animals at Wellington Zoo. See everything from the native kiwi and kea to the 
kangaroos that live across the ditch, unique only to the zoo the Malayan sun bear and to those that 
dwell further away like the African wild dog, giraffes and lions. Get up close and personal with the 
red pandas or sit in for a talk from the zoo keepers. 
My Favourite City 
Describing a Place  
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The lions are in a large cage that there are some big stones. The red pandas are very funny. They are 
very clumsy on the trees. 
 
 
 
SAN FRANCISCO 
 
San Francisco is my favorite city in the United States. It is beautiful, clean, not too 
big, and it has something for everybody. I love the streets and buildings in San Francisco. 
The streets wind up and down the hills, with beautiful old brick and wooden houses on 
either side. 
 
One of my favorite things to do in San Francisco is to ride the cable car. It takes you 
to most parts of the city. It’s not a very comfortable ride, but it’s exciting and the views you 
get from the car are wonderful. 
 
And I like the weather in San Francisco. It never gets too cold or too hot. The 
summers are pleasant. The fresh breezes blow off the ocean and the sky is always blue. It 
rains quite a lot in the winter, but it never gets very cold. 
 
Another thing I enjoy about the city is the restaurants. The seafood restaurants, with 
crabs and lobster, are my favorites. You can also get great Chinese, Japanese, American and 
European food in San Francisco. 
 
Answer the following questions. 
 
1.      What is interesting about streets in San Francisco? 
2.      Does the cable car only go to certain areas of the city? 
3.      Can you see the view of San Francisco from the cable car? 
4.      What’s the weather like there? 
5.      Does it rain a lot in the summers? 
6.      How are the restaurants in San Francisco? 
7.      How does the writer begin the text? 
8.      What does the writer include in the rest of the text? 
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LEARN IN YOUR OUTING CLASS.                            
Look at surrounding you, are there some nice creatures? 
Mention them. 
a. ……………………. 
b. ……………………. 
c. ………………………. 
d. ……………………… 
e. ……………………….. 
f. ………………………… 
 
Describe a place or something. 
 
 Task 20. Find the meaning with your dictionary. 
1. square : 
2. crowded : 
3. large : 
4. each : 
5. exercise : 
6. gather : 
7. many : 
8. some : 
9. chase : 
10. surrounding: 
11. covered : 
12. talk :  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Task 22. Describe a place you can see in outing class. 
D. Independent of  theText 
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 Task 23. Make paragraphs by answering these questions completely.  
Pemda Square 
Paragraph 1 
1. What is the square’s name? 
2. Where is it? 
3. How is the square? Is it big or large? 
4. Is it clean? 
5. Is it covered by grass? 
Paragraph 2 
1. Are there many people in the square each afternoon? 
2. What do they do in the square? Do they do exercise? Do they gather and talk 
something happily? 
3. Are there some children in the square? What do they do? Do they play freely and 
happily? Do some of them chase each other? 
Paragraph 3 
1. What can we see surrounding the square? Can we see some food sellers in every 
afternoon there? 
2. Are the square fresh of trees? Are there some trees surrounding the square? Do 
people like to sit or gather under the trees? 
 
 Task 24. Choose the correct aux/verb from the line. 
Pemda Office 
These buildings is/are Pemda Office. Pemda office consist/consists of two 
buildings. It is/are divided into North and South buildings. Both is/are large. They 
is/are two storey buildings, down stairs and up stairs. They have/has nice gardens in 
the middle of its building. They also have/has many trees so they is/are very fresh. 
Pemda Office consist/consists of many rooms. Each room have/has some 
windows and facilities, such as tables; chairs; lamps; shelves and computers. There 
is/are some dustbins in front of the rooms. There is/are also some flower pots there. 
Pemda office is/are located in the center of Wonosari city. It is/are near Al-Ikhlas 
Mosque, Pemda Square, Banks, and schools. Al-Ikhlas mosque is/are in the South-West 
of Pemda Office. Pemda Square is/are in front of Pemda Office. BRI is/are in the East of 
Pemda Office. BPD is/are in the South-East of Pemda Office. Muhammadiyah Vocational 
High School is/are in the West of Pemda Office. Muhammadiyah Junior High School 
is/are in the South-West of Pemda Office or in the South of Al-Ikhlas Mosque exactly. 
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In the North-West of Pemda Office there is a park. …………  
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How do you ask for some help? 
 
• Help me, please.  
• Close the window, please. 
• Will / would you bring these books, (please)? 
• Would you mind sending this letter, please? 
• I’d like you to put your shoes on the shoe shelf, (please). 
• Can you help me, please? 
 
 
 
How do you offer some help? 
 
 
 
• Can I help (you)? 
• Let me help you. 
• Would you like any help? 
• May I help (you)? 
• What can I do to help you? 
• Is there anything I can do for you? 
 
 
How do you refuse to give some help? 
 
• I’m sorry I can’t 
• I’m sorry. I don’t think I could…… 
• Sorry. Actually I want to……… but I can’t 
 
 
How do you refuse an offer of some help? 
 
• No, thank you 
• That’s very kind of you, but I can manage myself. 
• No, don’t bother, really. 
 
 
 
Supporting Materials for Speaking 
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Remember well ! 
• Offer your help to people who need it 
• Say “please” when you ask for some help. It means you ask for it politely. 
• Say “sorry” when you can’t give some help to other people. 
• Say “thank you” when someone gives you assistance or help 
 
Read the dialogue and practice with your friends! 
 
Salom   : Would you mind buying me an English book in the bookstore? 
Magnolia  : Yes, of course.      mind + V ing 
 
Answer the questions based on the dialogue! 
 
1. What help does Salom ask to Magnolia? 
2. Can Magnolia help Salom? 
3. What does Magnolia say?  
 
Nongka   : Excuse me, sir. 
Mr. Albert  : Yes 
Nongka  : Can you help me, please? 
Mr. Albert   : What can I do for you? 
Nongka  : Would you help me to call my uncle? 
Mr. Albert  : Sure.  
 
4. Who asks for help? 
5. Who gives help?  
 
Make short dialogues from the questions below! 
 
 Yoga cannot move his table by himself. Therefore, he asks his neighbor to help 
him. The neighbor can help him. 
1. How does Yoga ask for help to his neighbor? 
2. How does the neighbor say?  
Yoga  : ………………………………………………………………………………… 
Mr. Minkof : ……………………………………………………………………………………   
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 Nora wants to help her teacher who is bringing two big bags. The teacher is 
happy for her help. 
    3. What does Nora say? 
    4. What does the teacher respond? 
Nora   : ………………………………… 
Teacher       : …………………………………  
 Bildam wants to catch his cock. He asks his friend to help him. 
Morgan refuses to help because he has to wait his little brother. 
     5. What does Bildam say? 
     6. What does Morgan say? 
Bildam  : ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
Morgan : …………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Remember well ! 
 
Subject ( S )    S + noun ( milik )  object 
  
I    my book   me  
You    your  .…   you 
He    his  …..   him 
 She    her …..   her 
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TEST  
Name  : 
School : 
I.Match the statements below with those in the box! 
1. Mother needs this vegetable to make soup.  
2. Papua society had belief that this animal is a reincarnation of angle in 
paradise. 
3. Some countries celebrate this plant in festivals. 
4. People usually go to other country by this vehicle. 
5. This vehicle has three wheels. 
6. I plant some flowers and vegetables in my...  
7. I always visit my grandmother in my... 
8. She buys a story book in the bookstore but she can borrow some books in 
the ... 
9. My school is not so far from my house so I go to school ... 
10. His friends and he often play football in the … 
 
A. field  
B. library 
C. a pedicab 
D. Azalea 
E. Cendrawasih 
bird 
F. on foot 
G. mustard 
H. holiday 
I. garden 
J. plane 
K. a wagon 
L. truck  
M. jasmine 
N. orchid
 
II. Translate those sentences above into Indonesian.  
1.   
2.    
3.     
4.     
5.     
6.      
7.      
8.     
9.     
10.  
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III. Choose the correct answer. 
1. Gonzales visits Indonesia for vacation. He…… Soto and other Indonesian 
food everyday happily.  
a. ate c. eats 
b. eat  d. eating 
 
 
2. Renata has a younger brother. She likes …… very much because he is funny. 
a. her c. he 
b. him d. his 
3. Syifa and Nanda see a nice bird in the zoo.  … also see a tiger there. It is 
wild. 
a. We c. their  
b. They  d. our 
 
4. My aunt has a garden beside her house. She  …… flowers in …… garden. 
a. plants, her c. plants, she 
b. plant, her d. plant, she 
 
5. Rama ………grasshoppers with …… friends. He ……not eat them but gives them 
to his uncle.  
a. catch, his, does  c. catches, his, do 
b. catch, his, do  d. catches, his, does 
Mr. Wuggies has a big farm. He keeps many pets in his farm. There are 
twenty pigs, twelve buffaloes, eleven sheep, thirty geese, fourteen ducks and 
seventeen rabbits. He also has many fish in his pond. There are more than eighty 
six fish in the pond.  
Mr. Wuggies always takes care of his pets well. He does not take care of 
them by himself. There are eight workers in his farm. They help him to feed the 
pets or take them to the field. 
6. Who is Mr. Wuggies? 
a. a cattleman c. a farmer 
b. a fisherman d. a bricklayer 
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7. Where does he keep his pets? 
a. in his garden c. in his farm 
b. in his house d. in his park   
8. How many kinds of pets does he have? 
a. eight c. seven 
b. nine d. ten 
9. How many poultry does he have? 
a. 40  c. 45 
b. 44  d. 54 
10. Does Mr. Wuggies work alone? 
a. yes he is  c. yes he does 
b. no he is not d. no he does not 
IV. Insert the correct sentences below into good dialogues. 
1. Arwenda  :………………………………  ? 
Surya  : Oh, he is my neighbour. 
2. Arwaeda  : …………………………………? 
Surya  : His name is Gallantaka. 
3. Arwenda  : …………………………………? 
Surya  : He is ten years old. 
Arwenda : ……………………………………? 
Surya  : Of course, let’s come close him! I will introduce you to him. 
a. How old is he? 
b. Who is the boy over there? 
c. Can I borrow yours? 
d. May I introduce myself to 
him? 
e. What is his name? 
f. How many pens do you have? 
4. Albert  : I do not bring my pen, ……………………? 
Oscar  : I have two pens. 
5. Albert  : ……………………………………………………………? 
Oscar  : Sure, here you are.     
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V. Change the subjects into “He” or “She” and arrange the correct sentences 
based on the Subject. 
 I am in a farmland now. I am sitting under a tree. I am reading a book. I do 
not feel afraid because my friends, Lolita and Dora accompany me.  
 I usually spend my spare time in the farmland with my friends. We like it 
because it is very fresh and nice. We sometimes catch grasshoppers, butterflies 
and dragonflies in the farmland. We also take a walk and enjoy the beautiful 
scenery there.   
Write your answer below. 
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Read the text carefully and then answer the questions! 
 
I have unique pets. They are male and female turkeys. They are as large birds but they behave as a hen 
and a cock because they cannot fly. I give unique names for both of them. Jibrak is the name of the male 
turkey and Lewond is for the female.   
Jibrak has fleshy wattle or protuberance that hangs from the top of the beak. It is usually called a snood. 
Jibrak is larger and much more colorful than Lewond. They look so beautiful when they spread their 
tails. The difference colors of them create the amazing appearance. It can be seen when they walk 
together.   
 
1. What is the similarity of the writer’s pets with a cock? 
2. How does the writer call his female turkey?  
3. Can the writer’s turkeys fly? 
4. What does the word “them” in paragraph 1 refer to? 
5. Where does Jibrak’s protuberance hang? 
 
Write your answers below! 
1.     
2.             
3.               
4.          
5.  
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Match the words with the meanings. 
1. Male     a. paruh 
2. female    b. sangat besar 
3. unique    c. berbeda 
4. large      d. kelihatan 
5. different    e. bersama-sama 
6. spread    f. ekor 
7. tail     g. melebarkan 
8. look     h. betina    
9. together    i. jantan 
10. beak     j. unik 
 
Find the missing words. 
 Panji is a good boy. 1. …… always helps his parents after school. Although he 
works hard every day, he never …2.…… to study. He usually finishes ..3. …… 
homework at night. He likes to ..4. …… money and use it for buying books, a ruler or 
a pen. He also likes to.. 5. …… some books from the school’s library.    
 Panji lives with his family in a simple house in a village. He ..6. …… a brother 
and a sister. His brother’s name ..7. …… Tora and his sister’s name is Dewi. They ..8.  
…… students. They …9…… their younger brother very much. Panji and his brothers 
always …10……… his parents. They always hear what their parents say.  
a. is 
b. are 
c. love 
d. obey 
e. read     
      
f. he 
g. save 
h. has 
i. his 
j. forgets 
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Cross the correct answers. 
1. Nongka : Look! There is an old woman over there. 
  I think she wants to cross the road.  
Kamil  : You’ re right, ………………………………! 
a. OK   c. she is  very poor 
b. Oh, take it easy d. let’s help her 
2. Kamil    : Excuse me, ……………………? 
An old woman  : Yes, please. Thank you very much. 
a. Can you help me to cross the road? 
b. Can I help you to cross the road? 
c. Can you cross the road? 
d. May you help me, please 
3. The farmer …… some vegetables on the farmland. 
a. plant  c. plants 
b. planting  d. is plant 
4. Andrew …… not throw rubbish everywhere. He ………it into the dustbin. 
a. do, throw c. is, throw 
b. does, throws d. is, throws 
5. The shepherd …… the cage and brings ……… sheep to the pasture. 
a. opens, his c. opening, her 
b. open, his  d. opens, their 
6. Mother  : I need some eggs to make fried rice.  
                     Can you help me to buy them? 
Reno  : …………… 
a. No  c. What 
b. Sure  d. Why 
7. Mercedes …… a fruit garden beside …… house. She and her friends 
sometimes …… them. 
a. Have, her, pick  c. having, his, picking 
b. Has, her, pick  d. has, she, pick 
8. Diana  : Excuse me, Ms. Tina, ………………………………? 
Teacher : Yes, please. 
a. May you wash my hands? c. Please, I wash my hand. 
b. May I wash my hands? d. I wash my hands, please. 
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9. Andar and hafiz …… to the beach. ……… spent their holiday there last week. 
a. go, They   c. went, They 
b. goes, They  d. went, He 
10. I always ……… my grandmother in the village. ……… is very old. Her age is 
almost 100 years old. I love …… very much. 
a. Visit, He, him  c. visits, He, him 
b. Visit, She, her  d. visits, She, her 
 
Change the Subjects into “ I “ and arrange correct sentences. 
Barbara is a good girl. She always helps others. She is also friendly. She 
likes to smile to her neighbors or her friends. Her friends always love her because 
she is patient and clumsy. She never offends her poor friends although she is rich. 
She is really a kind girl. 
Write your paragraph below. 
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Recount Text 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 
2 
In this section you will learn how to: 
 read and identify a recount text; 
 identify the structure of a recount text. 
Learn this section well so you will be able to: 
 read and understand a recount text correctly; 
 read and identify a recount text 
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A. Building the Context 
I remember my experiences 
Do you remember your experiences or past events? 
• Study tour 
• Camping 
• Childhood 
• Holiday in grandfather’s village 
• Trip or excursion 
When ? 
Where? 
What did you do there?  
How did you feel? 
• Glad 
• Funny 
• Sad 
• tired 
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These are Panji’s experiences in last holiday. He 
spent his holiday in her uncle’s village. He also 
played with some children in the village. He did 
some unforgettable activities there 
 Let’s study Panji’s activities. Your 
teacher will guide you. 
Task 
1 
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My father likes fishing very much. He has a 
fishing club. Some of his friends in the club 
have a great experience of fishing in Nile River. 
Let’s know the experiences by looking at the 
pictures. 
Ronald’s fishhook stroked a very big fish in the river. 
He could not hold the fish by himself because the 
fish was so big. Hence, he held it with Bryan, his 
friend. 
The other lucky men were caught a large 
Arwana. They brought it together so they could 
hold it well. They looked so happy. 
 
Mr. Gonzales also got a large fish in the river. He 
began fishing early in the morning and his 
fishhook could strick the great fish after only not 
more than one hour later. That was his 
unforgettable experience. 
Have you ever caught a large fish 
too? 
Read after listen to your teacher. 
Task 
2 
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 Read the text and answer the question. 
1. When did the writer visit grandparents? 
2. Did the writer go alone? 
3. How did the writer go there? 
4. What did he bring? 
5. What was grandfather doing while they arrived there? 
6. What did the writer do with his cousins? 
7. How did he feel there? 
B. Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 
My holiday in Grandparents’ Village 
 Last holiday I visited my grandparents’ village. I 
went there with my older brother by motorcycle. We 
left home in the morning and arrived at half past one in 
the afternoon. My mother gave us some fresh and 
sweet fruits for grandparents.  
 My grandfather was picking coconuts when my 
brother and I stopped the motorcycle in his yard. He 
was glad and asked grandmother to make rujak degan, 
the Javanese term for drink from coconut water and its 
flesh. We drank it together. It was so delicious with ice 
cubes.    
 I played with my cousins in the farmland near 
my grandparents’ house while my brother enjoyed his 
meeting with his friends from the village. My cousins 
showed me nice scenery of Karsts hills surrounding the 
farm. We also caught some grasshoppers there. The day 
was so hot so we took a rest in the farmer hut. I could 
feel fresh air and become sleepy. Then, my cousins and 
I slept just until the time to back home.  
 After three days in the village, my cousin and I 
went home. My grandparents packed some traditional 
food and cassavas to my souvenir. I said good bye to all 
of I love there. I was so happy spending my holiday with 
them.  
Orientation 
events 
Task 
3 
reorientation 
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No V2 V1 Meaning 
1 went go pergi 
2 was is (Menjelaskan kata sifat) 
3 left   
4 arrived   
5    
6    
7    
8    
9    
10    
11    
12    
13    
14    
15    
16    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
4 
Find the past form from the text and find the meaning. 
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Remember this grammar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Splural/Ssingular+V2/Vd/ed+O/C 
 Splural+were+Adjective 
 Ssingular+was+Adjective 
 Oplural+were+V3+by S 
 Osingular+was+V3+by S 
 S+Modal+V1/be 
 O+Modal+be+V3+by S 
 Modal: could, might, must, should, would. 
 
Characteristics of Recount Text 
 A Recount Text is a text that telling the reader about one 
experience, action or activity. 
 Its goal is to retell the past events 
 The generic structure:  1. Orientation  
Orientation tells who was involved, what 
happened, where the events took place, 
and when it happened. 
2. Event  
Events (event 1 and 2) tell what happened 
and in what sequence. 
3. Reorientation 
Reorientation consists of optional-closure 
of events or ending.  
            
 Tenses : past tense 
The using of V2(Vd/ed), was/were, could/might/would. 
Past time: yesterday, last…, …ago. 
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Arrange the pictures and the paragraphs in correct orders and match 
them. 
Task 
5 
C. Joint Construction of the Text 
Bayu and his friends of grade VIII of junior 
high schools went camping last holiday. The 
camp was near a forest. They brought some 
equipment. They left school at half past seven 
in the morning. 
That afternoon after they arrived in the camp site was 
noisy and happy. First the students put up the tents 
and then arranged their tools. Then, they cooked and 
ate ate together. They worked together cooperatively. 
The students did some activities in the camping. They 
explored the forest in groups of finding clues. They 
walked along the small path surrounding the forest. 
They could enjoy nice nature there. 
The students took their pictures in the nice nature of 
the forest. They gathered and smiled or laughed while 
one of them took the pictures. They did not want to 
leave the moment. They saw and took the nice 
landscape there gladly. 
They had a flag ceremony to close the camping. 
Some students sang Indonesian song of 
Independence to arise red-white flag. They did the 
ceremony well. Finally they left the camp site. They 
were so tired but happy too. 
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Task 
6 Read the paragraph and find the meaning. 
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Complete the text using the correct words from the brackets! 
     My Camping 
 Last holiday, my friends and I (be) having a camping in Bunder forest. There  (be) a rest 
area for camping. We (bring) some equipment for camping. They (consist) of ropes, tents, 
kitchen utensils, flashlights, sticks, first aid kit, mats, and clothes. We (leave) at half past seven 
on Sunday morning. We (go) by truck. At twenty past eight, we (arrive) at the camping site. 
 After we (find) our locations, we (clean) them first before we (set) up the tents. We 
(work) together happily so it (not spend) too long time although it (be) difficult. We (feel) 
satisfied with our tents. They (look) nice, comfort and strong for sleeping. 
 We always (cooperate) in the camping. We (cook) food together. We (share) the duty 
well. If someone (take) water, the others (prepare) the fire, materials of cooking or timbers.   
 In the night, we (make) camp fire and (sing) songs together. We also (find) a clue in 
the forest. Because the forest (be) dark, each group (use) a torch. Some of us (be) very afraid 
but we (walk) carefully and (keep) each other so we (can) pass the route well. 
 On Wednesday afternoon, we (leave) the camp site. I (be) very tired but happy too 
because I (get) good experiences. I will never forget it. 
Find the meaning. 
 
1. Equipment : 
2. Cooperate  : 
3. Share : 
4. Find a clue : 
5. Although : 
 
C. Joint Construction of the Text 
Task 
7 
Task 
8 
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Write true or false for each statement below based on the text. 
1. The writer and his friends brought spoons, plates, knives and pans in the camp site.        
[     ] 
2. They spent more than an hour to reach the forest. [     ] 
3. The word “They” in paragraph 1 line2 refers to the word “some equipment”. [        ] 
4. The camp site had been clean so they did not clean them. [      ] 
5. They use a torch in the night, not a lamp for lightening. [     ] 
6. The word “they” in paragraph 2 line 7 refers to the word ‘the students”. [     ] 
7. They slept in their tents with a mattress. [     ] 
8. They had 5 days for the camping. [     ] 
9. Te writer was so tired and sad in the camping. [       ] 
10. The writer forgot the activities of the camping when he went home. [      ] 
 
 
 
 
  Remember   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
9 
 Always write new words . 
 Find the meaning with your 
friends. 
 Open the dictionary and discuss 
them together. 
Do with fun. 
Enrich vocabulary through reading Recount texts 
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Independent of the Text 
Task 
5 1. Find other Recount Text related to your experiences.  
2. Identify the generic structure of the text. You can do it with your friends. 
3. Identify the tenses and the using of the past forms 
4. Find the difficult vocabulary and understand the meaning 
5. Understand the text well. 
6. Present them in front the class for discussion. You can do it in groups.  
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UNIT 
4 
Narrative text: 
 Legend 
 Myth 
 Folktale 
 Fable  
In this section you will learn how to: 
 Read and identify Narrative Text 
 Understand and identify the structure of Narrative 
Text 
Learn the section well so you will be able to: 
 Read and understand Narrative correctly 
 Read and understand the structure of Narrative Text. 
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A. Building the Context 
Do you know the story? 
Study the pictures and listen to your teacher 
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The Fox and The Grapes 
Long long ago there lived a fox who loved to eat. He lived 
close to a vineyard and he used to stare at the lovely grapes 
that hung there. 
 
"How juice they look. Oh I am sure these are stuff that 
melts in the mouth when you have them. If only I could 
reach them".  
 
One sunny day, the fox woke up 
and saw the grapes glistening by the sunlight. The vineyard 
looked heavenly and the grapes looked so luscious that the 
famished fox could no longer control itself. He jumped to 
reach them but fell down. He jumped again. No, they were 
much higher. He jumped even more. But they were still out 
of reach. 
 
He jumped and stretched and hopped but to no avail. Those 
yummy grapes hung higher than the fox could reach. No 
matter how hard he tried, the fox could not reach the 
grapes. He panted and began to sweat out of exhaustion.  
 
Giving up finally, he looked up in contempt and said as he 
walked away, "Those grapes surely must be sour. I 
wouldn't eat them even if they were served to me on a 
golden dish." 
 
 
 
B. Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 
orientation 
resolution 
complication 
http://www.kidsgen.com/fables_and_fairytales/fox_and_grapes.htm#kcBRdDBxe7FdiGBB.9
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Task 
1 Read the text and answer the questions. 
1. Where did the fox live? 
a. far from the vineyard c. in the long distance of the vineyard 
b. near the vineyard  
2. The word “they” in paragraph 2 line refers to the word…….. 
a. the fox   c. the vineyard 
b. Lovely grapes 
3. Why could the fox no longer control itself? 
a. because the  vineyard looked heavenly and the grapes looked so 
luscious. 
b. because the grapes could be picked by him 
c. because the grapes could talk. 
4. Ho did the fox try to pick the grapes? 
a. He jumped and stretched and hopped and finally got them. 
b. He jumped and stretched and hoped but to no avail 
c. He just stared at them and they could be eaten by him 
5. What did the fox think finally about the grapes? 
a. The grapes always became his favourite fruit 
b. Those grapes surely must be sour so he wouldn't eat them even if 
they were served to him on a golden dish. 
c. The grapes was so delicious but hard to be picked 
6. After reading the story, we can learn theat…….. 
a. We have to behave like the fox 
b. We have to find a way to save ourselves from danger 
c. It's easy to despise what you cannot have. 
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The Hare was once boasting of his speed before the 
other animals. "I have never yet been beaten," said he, 
"when I put forth my full speed. I challenge any one here to 
race with me."  
  
The Tortoise said quietly, "I accept your challenge."  
  
"That is a good joke," said the Hare; "I could dance round 
you all the way."  
  
"Keep your boasting till you've won," answered the 
Tortoise. "Shall we race?"  
  
So a course was fixed and a start was made. The Hare 
darted almost out of sight at once, but soon stopped and, to 
show his contempt for the Tortoise, lay down to have a nap. 
The Tortoise plodded on and plodded on, and when the 
Hare awoke from his nap, he saw the Tortoise just near the 
winning-post and could not run up in time to save the race.  
  
Then the Tortoise said: "Slow but steady progress wins the 
race." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The moral value of 
the text is 
Task 2. Read and understand the text. 
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Remember . 
Characteristics of Narrative Text 
Social function  : to amuse, entertain the reader with the story. 
Generic structure :  
 Orientation : Introduces the character 
 Complication : Problems or conflicts that happened 
 Resolution  : the end of the story, the problems or the conflicts    
can be resolved 
Grammar  : Past Tense 
The using simple past tense: V2/d,ed, did not V1, was/were, modal past. 
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The Ant and the Grasshopper 
On one fine summer's day in a field a Grasshopper was hopping about in a 
musical mood. An ant passed by bearing along with great toil an ear of corn he 
was taking to the nest. 
 
The grasshopper invited the ant to sit for a chat with him. But the ant refused 
saying that "I’m storing up food for winter". " Why don’t you 
do the same?" asked the ant to the grasshopper. 
 
"Pooh! Why bother about winter?" said the Grasshopper; we have got enough 
food at present." But the Ant went on its way and continued its toil. 
 
Finally, when winter came, the Grasshopper found itself dying of hunger, while it 
saw the ants distributing corn and grain from their storage. 
 
Then the Grasshopper understood that… 
 
It is best to prepare for the days of necessity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. Joint Construction of the Text  
Task 4. Read and understand the text. Find the moral value of the text 
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Author: Aesop  
 
 
There was once a baby show among the Animals in the forest. Jupiter provided the prize. Of 
course all the proud mammas from far and near brought their babies. But none got there earlier 
than Mother Monkey. Proudly she presented her baby among the other contestants. 
 
As you can imagine, there was quite a laugh when the Animals saw the ugly flat-nosed, hairless, 
Task 5. Find the difficult words from the text and discuss the meaning with your friends 
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pop-eyed little creature. 
 
"Laugh if you will," said the Mother Monkey. "Though Jupiter may not give him the prize, I 
know that he is the prettiest, the sweetest, and the dearest darling in the world." 
 
Mother love is blind. 
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TIMUN MAS AND THE EVIL GIANT 
Once upon a time there was an evil giant who found a baby in the middle of a 
farm. The farm was full of cucumber plants. The baby looked shiny like gold. 
Therefore, the baby was named by the giant as Timun Mas. In Javanese, the name 
meant cucumber and golden. The evil giant thought that Timun Mas was too small to 
be eaten by him. Because of that, he gave her to an old widow which named Mbok 
Rondho Dadapan. He said to Mbok Rondho that he would come back when Timun 
Mas became an adult. 
 
 
 
 
  
Mbok Rondho took care of Timun Mas well. She loved her very much as her 
own daughter. Every day, she taught Timun Mas about kindness, honesty, 
knowledge, and goodness. Therefore, Timun mas grew as a beautiful and clever girl. 
She was also diligent and worked hard. They were very happy in Mbok Rondho’s 
house though it was very small and modest.  
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Many years later, Timun Mas had become adult. Hence, Mbok Rondho gave 
Timun Mas a magic bundle. She warned Timun Mas to use the content of the bundle 
to avoid the giant.  
Suddenly the evil giant came to her house. The earth shook with a ground 
breaking sound. With that kind of sign, Mbok Rondo asked Timun Mas to run away 
quickly from the back door with the magic bundle.  
Timun Mas ran away fast so the evil giant chased her angrily. Timun Mas 
took the seeds from the bundle and threw it to the giant. The seeds suddenly 
changed into a farm of bamboo and thorny trees.  
 
 
 
 
The giant struggled to pass the farm hardly. He  was almost free from the 
obstacles. Then, Timun Mas threw salt from the bundle. Suddenly, the salt turned 
into abundant water as sea. The Giant continued to chase Timun Mas but he could 
not pass the sea easily. Moreover after Timun Mas threw the last content of the 
magic bundle, shrimp paste. It turned into very deep swamp. Finally, the giant sunk 
and died into the swamp after felt very tired in the sea. Fortunately, Timun Mas 
saved. 
 Task 6. Answer the questions based on the text above! 
1. Where did the giant find a baby?  
2. How was the baby?  
3. What did the giant do to the baby? 
4. What was the name of the woman who took care of Timun Mas?   
5. What did Mbok Rondo give to Timun Mas?  
6. Mention the contents of the magic bundle!  
7. How did Mbok Rondho know that the giant came? 
8. How could Timun Mas escape from the giant?  
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Task 7. Let’s find the meaning together! 
1. evil : 
2. giant : 
3. found ( find ) : 
4. meant (mean ) : 
5. kindness : 
6. knowledge : 
7. honesty : 
8. taught ( teach ) : 
9. though : 
10. adult : 
11. magic bundle : 
12. content : 
13. avoid : 
14. suddenly : 
15. shook (shake) : 
16. chased ( chase ) : 
17. struggled ( struggle ) : 
18. pass : 
19. swamp : 
20. sunk (sink ) : 
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Be fun 
Task 8. Read and comprehend the story well. 
 A poor boy sold goods from door to door to pay his school fee. One day he 
had only a little money left and very hungry. He decided to ask for some food at 
the next house he visited. However he was so nervous when a rich girl opened 
the door. He only asked for a glass of water. The girl thought that the boy was 
hungry so she gave him a large glass of milk. He drank it slowly, and then asked. 
“How much do I owe you?“You don’t owe me anything,” she replied, mother has 
taught us never to accept pay for a kindness.” He said, “Then I thank you from 
my heart.” As the poor boy left that house, he felt stronger. His faith in God was 
getting stronger too. He had been ready to stop his study but now he got a spirit 
to continue it until he became a doctor. 
 Some years later that rich girl became critically ill. She was sent to the big 
city to cure his disease. The poor boy was the doctor. When he knew the name of 
the town she came from. He went to meet her. He recognized her at once. He 
tried hard to save the girl’s life. After a long struggle, the girl could be cured. The 
poor boy paid the entire bill. He wrote “Paid in full with one glass of milk” under 
the bill. When the girl opened the bill, tears of joy flooded her eyes as her happy 
heart prayed,” Thank you, God that you love had spread abroad through human 
hearts and hands. 
Task 9. Answer these questions based on the text. 
1. Why did the poor boy decide to ask for some food at the next house he 
visited? 
a. because he sold goods from door to door. 
b. because he was very hungry but did not enough money for food. 
c. because he had no money to pay his school fee. 
2. How did he feel when a rich girl opened the door? 
a. He felt nervous 
b. He was angry 
c. He felt embarrassed 
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3. What did the poor boy ask when he met the girl? 
a. a large glass of milk 
b. a little money 
c. a glass of water 
4. What did the girl give to the poor boy? 
a. a large glass of milk 
b. a little money 
c. a glass of water 
 
5. Did the poor boy pay for the drink? 
a. yes he did 
b. no, he did not 
c. no, he was not 
6. Did the poor boy stop his study because of his poverty? 
a. yes, he did 
b. no, he was not 
c. no, he did not 
7. What is the main idea of paragraph two? 
a. The poor boy was hungry and sold some goods. 
b. The poor boy cured the girl and repaid her kindness.  
8. What can we learn from the story? 
a. Kindness won’t be forgotten. 
b. Poverty is the source of misery. 
c. Health is important in life. 
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Task 10. Comprehend the story and tell with short paragraphs. 
Find the suitable words to complete the short paragraph! 
 There  1……. a poor boy in a small town. He  2……… goods from door to 
door to 3……. his school fee. One day he felt 4….. but did not have enough money. 
Hence, he 5…………. to ask some food to his neighbor. 
 The neighbor was a 6……… girl. When the girl 7……… the door, the boy 
became 8………… so he just asked a glass of water. The girl 9………. that the boy 
was hungry so she 10…………. him a large glass of 11………. The girl was very kind, 
she did not want the boy 12…… for the drink. The boy thanked very much. 
 Some years later the boy 13………….. his study until became a doctor. 
Nevertheless the girl was 14……. The boy knew and 15……….. her hardly. Finally, 
the girl could be better and free from her 16……………… The boy was relieved 
because he could help the girl who had helped him in his childhood.   
a. rich 
b. paid 
c. opened 
d. continued 
e. cured 
f. was 
g. nervous 
h. milk 
i. nervous 
j. knew 
k. milk 
l. gave 
m. pay 
n. sold 
o. decided 
p. hungry 
q. sick 
r. disease 
s. knew 
t. gave 
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  Remember   
 
 
 
 
 Always write new words . 
 Find the meaning with your 
friends. 
 Open the dictionary and discuss 
them together. 
Do with fun. 
Enrich vocabulary through reading Narrative texts 
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                                           FUN WITH FABLE 
 
 
Have you ever heard the story about a 
lion and a mouse? 
Can you tell your friends about it? 
What can you learn from the story? 
Let’s read together the story?  
 THE LION AND THE MOUSE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
D. Independent Construction of the Text 
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Therefore, the lion woke up.  
The lion grabbed the mouse and, holding 
him in his large claws, roared in anger. 
'How dare you wake me up? Don't you 
know that I am King of the Beasts? 
Anyone who disturbs my rest deserves 
to die! I shall kill you and eat you!' 
The terrified mouse, shaking and 
trembling, begged the lion to let him go. 
'Please don't eat me Your Majesty! I did 
not mean to wake you, it was a mistake. I was only playing. Please let me go - and 
I promise I will be your friend forever. Who knows but one day I could save your 
life?' 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The lion looked at the tiny mouse and laughed. 'You save my life? What an 
absurd idea!' he said scornfully. 'But you have made me laugh, and put me into a 
good mood again, so I shall let you go.' And the lion opened his claws and let the 
mouse go free. 'Oh thank you, your majesty,' squeaked the mouse, and scurried 
away as fast as he could.  
A few days later the lion was caught in a hunter's snare. Struggle as he might, he 
couldn't break free and became even more entangled in the net of ropes. He let 
out a roar of anger that shook the forest. Every animal heard it, including the 
tiny mouse. 
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'My friend the lion is in trouble,' cried the mouse. He ran as fast as he could in 
the direction of the lion's roar, and soon found the lion trapped in the hunter's 
snare. 'Hold still, Your Majesty,' squeaked the mouse. 'I'll have you out of there in 
a jiffy!' And without further delay, the mouse began nibbling through the ropes 
with his sharp little teeth. Very soon the 
lion was free. 
'I did not believe that you could be of use 
to me, little mouse, but today you saved 
my life,' said the lion humbly. 
'It was my turn to help you, Sir,' answered 
the mouse. Even the weak and small may 
be of help to those much mightier than 
themselves. 
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Task 11 
 
Answer the questions based on the text! 
1. What was the lion doing when the mouse run over the lion’s head and slid 
down the lion’s nose? 
a. The lion was eating  c. The lion was laughing 
b. The lion was roaring  d. The lion was sleeping 
2. Was the lion angry after the mouse woke him up unintentionally? 
a. yes, he did c. no, he did not 
b. yes, he was d. no, he did not 
3. What would the lion do to the mouse that had disturbed his rest? 
a. The lion would catch the mouse     c. The lion would kill and catch the   mouse 
b. The lion would kill and eat the mouse d. The lion would forgive the mouse
 
4. What did the mouse promise to the lion so the lion escaped him? 
a. The mouse would become his friend and save his life one day. 
b. The mouse would run and live forever with him. 
c. The mouse would be his friend and his prey. 
d. The mouse would give him reward. 
5. Can the mouse help the lion when the lion was trapped by the hunter’s snare? 
a. yes, the mouse do.  c. no, the mouse cannot. 
b. yes, the mouse can.  d. no, the mouse do not. 
6. What can we learn from the story? 
a. Don’t be naughty as the mouse. 
b. Don’t be lazy like the lion. 
c. Don’t underestimate those who are smaller. 
d. Don’t forget to be friendly to the lion. 
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e.     Task  12 
      Find verbs of past tense and change into verb 1 
Example:  
V2 ( past form ) 
 
V1 ( present form ) Meaning  
1. thought  think Berpikir 
2. ran run Berlari 
3. slid slide Meluncur 
   
   
V2 ( past form ) 
 
V1 ( present form ) Meaning  
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Appendix D 
The Final Draft Of Materials Designed 
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Descriptive text  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit  
1 
In this section you will learn how to: 
 read and identify a descriptive text; 
 identify the structure of a descriptive text. 
Learn this section well so you will be able to: 
 read and understand a descriptive text correctly; 
 read and identify a descriptive text 
 
Source: JPEG Image 
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Have you ever seen amazing landscape in your region or in other places?  
Match the words with the pictures and then study with your teacher. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A. Building Knowledge of the Field What do you feel if you see and enjoy nice 
nature? 
1. Nice sunset over the river 
2. thick forest 
3. snowy mountains and a nice lake 
4. a nice village in the green hill 
5. fertile farmland in the mountainous 
range  
6. nice waterfall  
Task 
1 
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My Beautiful Village 
I live in a nice village. It lies on hilly land. It has a 
beautiful landscape. There are many trees in the village. There 
are also many plants and various flowers. My village looks so 
green and nice from far sight. Some animals live freely there. 
Some birds fly over the sky and perch on the branches or the 
twigs of the tree. Some butterflies fly and perch on the 
flowers.  
Although my village is on remote area, I am fond of 
inhabiting there. I can enjoy amazing karsts area that spread in 
the long way to all remote areas of my region. The karsts hills 
look so unique in cone and slope shapes. Some of them form 
as caves that are various in appearances. Some older people in 
my village believe that there are tigers in the caves of the deep 
hills surrounding the farthest. Therefore the villagers tend to 
avoid the particular sites. The villagers have been familiar with 
that wonderfulness but most of the visitors usually admire it.   
 
Listen to your teacher and repeat after her/him 
to read loudly. 
Task 
2 
Do you find some difficult words after you read the text? 
List the vocabulary and open your dictionary to find the meaning. 
Example: 
No  Vocabulary  Meaning  
1. hilly berbukit 
2. land daerah 
3. landscape  
4.   
5.   
6.   
7.   
8.   
9.   
10.   
11.   
12.   
13.   
14.   
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Let’s find the meaning together and write in the box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
3 
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Listen to and repeat after your teacher. 
2 long ears  2 eyes  rice   
a tail      It is Kurniawan’s pet.  
It is a funny rabbit. 
It is tame. 
soft fur      Its fur is soft.   
       It has white fur and red eyes.
       It can jump and run fast. 
carrots tame     its tail is short. 
     jump funny   It does not eat rice. 
       a beak  feathers a tail 
That is Rio’s pet. It is a bird  2 wings 
It is so tame.    2 legs 
It has a beak, 2 legs and 2 wings.   
It also has a nice tail and feathers.  fly 
It eats seeds, worms, caterpillars and ants.  
It lives in a nice and large cage   
It can fly.     a nice and large cage    swim 
It cannot swim.     seeds, worms, caterpillars and ants  
 
 
Task 
4 
Do you have pets? 
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Look at this pisture and study together with your teacher. 
    This is one of Andi’s  pet.  
    What is it? 
    Let’s describe together about its characteristics! 
1. Is it wild? 
2. How many legs does it have? 
3. How is its neck? Is its neck long? 
4. What is its color? Does it look nice with the color? 
5. How is its beak? What is the color of it? 
6. Can it fly? 
7. Can it swim? 
8. How do its legs look like? 
 
 
 
 
  Remember   
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
5 
 Always write new words . 
 Find the meaning with your 
friends. 
 Open the dictionary and discuss 
them together. 
Enrich vocabulary through reading Descriptive texts 
Do with fun. 
Source: JPEG Image 
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B. Modelling of the Text 
WALRUS IN THE ZOO  
 My uncle takes care of a Walrus in the zoo. It is 
large and funny. Many visitors like it very much. 
This Walrus is a new comer in the zoo. An 
animal lover got it from the snowy land. Actually, it is 
one of the wonderful creatures in the cold sea. It is a 
marine mammal. It has a large body. It is also very tall 
so my uncle usually cannot reach its mouth when he 
wants to feed on its food. It must also be in the snowy 
area. 
  Like other walruses or all marine mammals, the 
walrus that has been close with my uncle has a thick 
layer of fat, called blubber, under its skin to keep it 
warm. But this can make it difficult to make it cool. The 
walrus looks so fat so some visitors usually take pictures 
of this body. 
 The visitors can see that the walrus has a 
unique habit. It can change color. When it is 
underwater, it is pale grey in color. But when it comes 
out of the water into warmer air, particularly on sunny 
days, it turns a pinkish color. This is because the blood 
comes to the surface of the skin so that the walrus can 
cool off.  
 Visitors can see how the walrus pulls itself out 
of the water onto ice floes. It uses its tusks. They are 
huge teeth. Some visitors look so impressed with that 
action.  
 
Title  
Identification  
Description  
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Answer these questions based on the text.  
1. How is the weather of the Walrus’s habitat? 
2. Does the Walrus have very big body? 
3. Is the Walrus a large fish in the cold sea? 
4. Where is the thick layer of fat of the Walrus? 
5. What is the color of the Walrus when it comes out of the water into warmer air, 
particularly on sunny days? 
6. Why can the Walrus change its color? 
7. What is the function of the tusks of the Walrus? 
8.  Why do the visitors admire the walrus? 
9. Can the Walrus live in the tropic region? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
5 
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White Stork in My Grandfather’s Village 
I can see white stork in my 
grandfather’s village. The birds can be seen 
in the green area surrounding the lake. The 
villagers never disturb the birds’ lives. They 
can live freely in their habitat in the village.  
The white stork looks so beautiful. Its 
beak is long and light brown. It has a stout 
body, distinctive long neck and slender legs 
for wading. The iridescent black wing 
feathers contrast with the bright white 
plumage of the head, neck and body, and a 
patch of black skin surrounds the eyes. 
Identification  
Description  
The Escaped Leopard 
Some hunters are looking for a wild leopard. It 
escaped from the hunters’ cage. It runs away after 
attack a keeper. Now the leopard is on a high tree in a 
forest. 
 It has a beautiful yellow skin with large black spots. It 
looks so fierce and wild.  
 The leopard can live for about 15 years and eat small 
mammals such as young zebras, monkeys and 
antelopes. It sleeps for about 12 hours a day. Leopards 
are very solitary animals. It usually spends most of its 
times alone in trees, where it waits until a small 
animal passes. It will jump on the small animal and 
then drag it up into tree, where this wild animal eats 
it. 
 
Identification  
Description  
Source: JPEG Image 
Adjective  
Adjective: the words in the purple boxes. 
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 Remember. 
 
S plural / jamak        are adj 
       Are not adj 
( noun+s/es)/(more than one )       V1 
       do not V1 
       can V1 
       cannot V1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Characteristics of Descriptive Text 
 A descriptive text is a text that describes the features of 
someone, something, or a certain place.   
 The generic structure of the text: 
 Paragraph 1: Identification. It introduces/identifies 
the character. 
 Paragraph 2 and the next paragraph: description. 
 Tenses: present tense 
 
 
S Singular / tunggal 
(a/an + noun)/(only one/uncountable)  
is adjective 
is not adj 
Vs/es 
does not V1 
modal V1 
modal V1 
Modal  
Modal: 
1. Can : dapat/bisa 
2. May : mungkin/boleh 
3. Must : harus/pasti 
4. Shall : akan 
5. Will : akan 
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Read and answer the questions. 
BARBARA 
Barbara is a good girl. She always helps others. 
She is also friendly. She likes to smile to her neighbors 
or her friends. Her friends always love her because she 
is patient and clumsy. She never offends her poor 
friends although she is rich. She is really a kind girl.  
Barbara lives in a village. Her village is a nice 
village. It is full of various plants, flowers and trees. 
Therefore, it is very fresh. There are also many birds, 
butterflies, dragonflies, and other attractive small 
animals in the village. Everyday, the birds whistle 
nicely, fly freely, perch on a tree and move to another 
tree. The butterflies are very beautiful. They find 
honey of the flowers. Barbara and her friends 
sometimes catch them happily. 
Barbara’s father is a farmer. Her father has some 
large farms. He is so diligent. Everyday, he usually 
works in his farms. He cultivates his land with his 
workers. They plough the ground with a plough. They 
use two cows to pull the plough. After that, they plant 
rice, vegetables, corn, and other plants on the farm. 
They irrigate the plants twice a week in dry season. 
They also give them fertilizer. Hence the plants can 
grow well and fertile.  
In harvest time, Barbara helps her father to 
harvest their harvests. Barbara and her mother does 
not only help in the farm but also prepare some food 
and drinks for the farmers. They are usually very tired 
at the time. However they are very happy. 
Identification 
Description 
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Answer completely! 
 
1. Is Barbara a good girl?............................, why? 
    The reasons are: 
• ……………………………………………………………… 
• …………………………………………………… 
• ……………………………………………………………… 
2.  Describe Barbara’s village! 
• ………………………………………………………………………………… 
• …………………………………………………………………………………………… 
• ………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. What do the birds do in Barbara’s village? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. How does Barbara’s father work in his farms? 
• First, he and some workers plough the ground with a plough 
•  ......................................................................  
•  ………………………………………………………………….. 
•  ………………………………………………………………….. 
• Finally they harvest the harvest. 
5. What does Barbara do in the harvest time? 
 
 
Vocabulary 
 attractive /əˈtræk.tɪv/  : menarik 
 clumsy /ˈklʌm.zi/  : lincah 
 cultivate /ˈkʌl.tɪ.veɪt/      : mengolah   
 fertile /ˈfɜː.taɪl/  : subur 
 friendly /ˈfrend.li/  : ramah 
 grow /grəʊ/   : tumbuh 
 harvest v /ˈhɑː.vɪst/  : memanen 
 hence /hen t  s/  : karena itu 
 irrigate /ˈɪr.ɪ.geɪt/  : mengairi 
 
 
 
 
Task 
6 
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Vocabulary 
 
 kind /kaɪnd/  : baik hati 
 neighbour /ˈneɪ.bə r /  : tetangga 
 offend /əˈfend/  : menghina 
 patient /ˈpeɪ.ʃ ə nt/  : sabar 
 perch /pɜːtʃ/   : bertengger 
 plough v /plaʊ/  : membajak 
 pull /pʊl/  : menarik 
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Find some words from the text to describe the writer’s butterfly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Nice Butterfly in My Garden 
There is a butterfly in my garden. My mother 
keeps it in a large cage of nets that are full of flower 
plants. It is on the flower. It usually perches there for 
almost one hour so I can take its picture. It always flies 
away when I make a movement.  Although it is only 
breathing, it seems that it knows or feels it so it usually 
then flies away. 
The butterfly looks so nice. It has three 
combination of color. Black, white and light brown 
decorate its wings and body. Its spots and stripes add the 
feature of it. I really like to see it, especially in my spare 
time. 
My butterfly is very clumsy. I sometimes try to 
catch it carefully. It is so difficult for me to do it. I never 
touch it so I cannot catch it. My mother and I really love 
the nice butterfly. 
 
TASK 
7 
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Read well. Then, write the generic structure in the box.  
One of the most interesting animals in Gembiraloka zoo is the giraffe. It has been kept in 
the zoo for ten years. It is male and it is about six meters tall. The Gembiraloka keepers usually 
call it, “Jangkung”, that in java means tall or high.  
 
 
 
 Jangkung has big brown eyes. They are protected by very thick lashes. He has brown 
spots on the skin. He also has two short horns on his head. 
 Jangkung has a large cage as a natural area in Gembiraloka zoo. There are some tall 
trees in his area. He usually reaches the tender leaves at the top of a tree. 
 Some visitors usually give Jangkung some food. When he closes to the food, the visitor 
can take his picture easily. If they frighten him, he can gallop away.  
Answer these questions. 
1. A good title for the text is….. 
a. A small African animal 
b. Giraffe Camel 
c. The tallest animal at the zoo 
d. An interesting animal 
2. What is the color of the giraffe’s eyes? 
a. Black c. blue 
b. Green d. brown 
 
C. Joint Construction of Text Task 
8 
Task 
9 
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3. What protect the eyes? 
a. Very thick spots c. brown spots 
b. Very thick lashes d. short horns 
4. How is Jangkung’s cage? 
a. very small c. not big 
c. very large d. narrow  
5. What does the word “him” in the last paragraph refer to? 
a. Jangkung’s enemy. 
b. Jangkung. 
c. the visitor. 
d. the keeper. 
6. What does the giraffe eat? 
a. tender leaves c. root of the tree 
b. green fruits d. branches of a tree 
7. How do the visitors take Jangkung’s picture? 
a. They frighten him. 
b. They will call him loudly. 
c. They will throw some food to him. 
d. They will enter the cage. 
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        Do you know this bird? 
This is Cendrawasih bird. It is from Irian Jaya, East Indonesia, islands of Torres Strain, 
Papua New Guinea, and East Australia.  
     Look! The bird is very beautiful.  
     It has nice feathers. 
     The feathers are colorful. 
     It has two legs and a bill. 
 The male of Cendrawasih dances to attract the female. 
 
How about this bird below? 
This bird is from other country. It is British garden bird, Robin. 
The Robin is a plump bird with bright orange-red breast, face, throat and cheeks edged 
with grey, a white belly and olive-brown upper parts. It has a brown bill and legs. 
     Robin bird is very small.  
     It is smaller than Cendrawasih bird. 
     Look! Put the bird on your hand! 
     The Robin looks so small. 
     It is funny and nice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: JPEG Image 
Source: JPEG Image 
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Find the meaning. 
1. island  : 
2. feather : 
3. colorful : 
4. bill  : 
5. male  : 
6. female : 
7. dance  : 
8. attract : 
9. British : 
10. garden : 
11. plump  : 
12. bright : 
13. breast :    
14. throat : 
15. belly  : 
16. upper part : 
 
Task 
10  
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Answer the questions. 
1. What bird is from Irian Jaya, East Indonesia, islands of Torres Strain, Papua New 
Guinea, and East Australia? 
2. What is the name of the British garden bird? 
3. Compare the size of Cendrawasih and Robin? Which one is bigger? 
4. Does female Cendrawasih dance to attract the male? 
5. What bird is plump? 
6. What is the color of Robin’s breast?  
7. Do the Robin’s legs have same color with its bill? 
8. Which bird do you like? 
9. Why? 
10. Have you ever seen the bird? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
11 
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       Aron’s  Cendrawasih  
 
My new friend, Aron, has a wonderful bird. It is Cendrawasih bird. He told me 
that it is called as bird of paradise. Aron’s father keeps this bird in a large cage which is 
full of plants so the bird can remain feeling like in its nature.  
  Aron’s Cendrawasih is male. It has beautiful fur. The fur is light color which is 
combination with some colors like black, brown, florid, orange, white, blue, green and 
purple. The beautiful fur of the bird is also for catching attention of Cendrawasih 
Females. It is to invite the female to be ready to married. Aron’s uncle sometimes brings 
a female to Aron’s Cendrawasih. It will usually show off its fur to the Female with doing 
some beautiful dancing. While Aron’s Cendrawasih is singing in the branch, they dance 
with some motions and to some directions. Aron usually asks me to enjoy this unique 
moment.  
The size of Aron’s Cendrawasih is 110 cm and the weight is 420 gram. Aron 
usually holds his nice bird using his hands rather hardly. Then, he usually gives it to his 
father who can hold the bird easily with his bigger hands. I always only see and become 
astonished of it. It will be amazing if I have the beautiful bird, Cendrawasih.  
 
 
 
 
Answer these questions based on the text. 
1. What is the name of Aron’s bird?  
2. What did Aron say to the writer about the bird? 
3. How does it kept by Aron’s father?   
4. How is its fur? 
5. How does Aron’s Cendrawasih attract the female? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
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Find the meaning in your dictionary. 
 
 
1. paradise : 
2. nature : 
3. remain : 
4. find : 
5. keep : 
6. large : 
7. cage : 
8. feel : 
9. full  : 
10. will : 
11. fur  : 
12. attention  : 
13. catch : 
14. combination : 
15. size : 
16. variety : 
17. weight : 
18. male : 
19. female : 
20. invite : 
21. motion : 
22. branch : 
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These are tigers that live in harmony in a Buddhist temple in 
Thailand. These wild animals are very close and loyal to some 
Buddhist monks. The tigers have been kept by the Buddhist 
monks since tiger cubs.  
They usually spend most of their time together. The Buddhist 
monks always go anywhere in the area and are accompanied by 
the tigers. The monk behaves as a friend of the wild tigers. 
They can eat together or sit under a shady tree together.  
The Tigers can be seen by visitors in Tiger Temple, or Wat Pha 
Luang Ta Bua, is a Theravada Buddhist Temple in western 
Thailand that was founded in 1994 as a forest temple and 
sanctuary for wild animals, among them several tigers, the 
majority of which are Indochinese tigers. The tiger temple is 
located in the Saiyok district of Thailand's Kanchanaburi 
province, not far from the border with Burma, some 38 km 
(24 mi) northwest of Kanchanaburi along the 323 highway.  
 
Discuss the text with your friends. 
Talk about the generic structure and 
the language feature 
Task 
14 
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See the pictures above. Fill in the blank. 
They are 1………………………                            . They live in the 
2…………………………………………………… Some of them are wild and the others are 
3…………………………………              The wild animals are 4…………………………………, 
5…………………………………, 6……………………………………and 7……………………………………       
The tame animals are 8……………………………………………… 9……………………………,                          
10………………………………………………and 11……………………………………… 
From the picture, we can see that the animal 12………………………………   in a 
nice place. The sky is bright. The donkey is 13…………………………………… and lying on 
the big stone. The cat is 14………………………………………on the rhino’s head. The bird is 
15…………………………………………over the lion. The monkey is 16 ………………………………a 
stick. The lioness is smiling nicely to the baby lion. 
A. standing B. holding C. laughing 
D. jungle 
E. tame 
F. animals 
G. 2 lionesses 
H. 2 baby lions 
I. a cat 
J. donkeys 
K. a monkey 
L. gather 
M. flying 
N. a rhino 
O. a bird 
P. 2 lions 
D. Independent Construction of the of Text 
Task 
15 
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Task 16. Find the meaning in your dictionary. 
1. live: 
2. wild: 
3. other: 
4. animal: 
5. tame:  
6. can:  
7. picture: 
8. see: 
9. sky: 
10. bright: 
11. smile: 
 
Task 17. Circle the correct choices for the correct aux/V. 
1. The lion is/are wild. 
2. There is/are three monkeys on the tree. 
3. The wild and tame animals live/lives in the jungle. 
4. We should help/helps each other. 
5. A bird fly/flies over the sky. 
6. The girl smile/smiles nicely. 
7. The horse can run/runs fast. 
8. The baby lions see/sees their mother. 
9. The sky is/are nice and bright.  
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THE EAGLE 
 By Alfred, Lord Tennyson 1809-1892 Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
He clasps the crag with crooked hands; 
Close to the sun in lonely land, 
Ring’d with the azure world, he stands. 
 
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls; 
He watches from his mountain walls, 
And like a thunderbolt he falls. 
 
This poem just talks about the bird, eagle. It is about describing an eagle. Enrich vocabulary 
by finding the meaning of the new words from this poem. 
forest   meat wild a tail   run fast  
               stripes 
         tame 
This is a tiger in Ragunan zoo. It is male. He is wild but tame for his keeper. He is preserved 
in certain area in the zoo. The keeper always feed on some meat everyday. It has 4 legs and a 
tail. It also has stripes on its body. It can run fast.   
You can find other example of the animal description. 
 
 
 
Read and understand the poem. Discuss with your friends.  
Task 
18 
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Read the dialogue. 
Nilam : Does this animal live in the sea? 
Gotam : Yes, it does. 
Nilam : Does this animal eat meat? 
Gotam : Yes, it does. 
Nilam : Is this animal large? 
Gotam : Yes, it is 
Nilam : Does this animal have sharp teeth? 
Gotam : Yes, it does. 
Nilam : Is this animal wild? 
Gotam : Yes, it is. 
Nilam : Ow...this animal lives in the sea, eats meat, is large…emmm….sharp teeth and 
  wild…oh I see…It is a shark, isn’t it? 
Gotam : Right. 
Match the words on the left with the sentence on the right. 
1. Leopard  a. It has a beak and eats meat 
2. Eagle   b. It can swim. It eats worms and fish. Its feather is white and it has 
    wings. 
3. Squirrel   c. It has sharp skin and four legs. Its face is like a mouse. 
4. Swan   d. It is like a dog. It is wild. 
5. Peacock  e. It can live on the land and the water. Its skin is disgusting 
6. Hedgehog  f. It eats young bamboo leaves. It is funny with black and white fur 
7. Fox   g. It has beautiful feathers. It eats seeds 
8. Frog   h. It has sharp teeth and skin. It is wild. It can live in the river or 
   the swamp 
9. Panda   i. It is clumsy in climbing trees. It has long tail and soft fur. It eats 
   peanuts. It likes to jump from one tree to another tree. 
10. Crocodile  j. It has four legs. It has spots on its body. Its body is slender and it 
   can run fast. It preys antelopes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
19 
Task 20 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   
 
 
Example of (+) forms 
1. The bird flies over the sea. 
2. The leopard chases its prey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V1 - don’t 
He
 
She 
It 
Vs/es – doesn’t 
(+) (-) (?) 
I, You, We, They 
S.Plural (Jamak) 
(-) (?) (+) 
S Singular (tunggal) 
subject 
subject 
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Example of (+) forms 
1. We wash the plates together. 
2. They join the competition. 
3. The people celebrate the Independence Day happily. 
4. The people help the victims of Merapi eruption. 
 
Example of (+) forms 
1. The tree has many leaves. 
2. Dina reads a magazine. 
3. He takes the knife. 
4. She picks some flowers. 
 
 
The tree 
Dina 
He 
She 
 
Change the sentence into (-) forms. 
Example: 
• The tree has many leaves. (+) 
has- doesn’t have / does not have 
• The tree does not have many leaves. (-) 
have- don’t have/ do not have 
 
 
S. singular 
(tunggal) 
has 
reads 
takes 
Vs/Es 
washes 
joins 
celebrates 
helps 
S jamak  + do not  +  V1 
S tunggal  + does not  +  V1 
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We  
They 
The people S. plural (Jamak)                     wash, join, celebrate, help, have, read, take, 
pick 
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DESCRIPTIVE TEXT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Descriptive text is to describe a person, a place, a memory, 
an experience, or an object so that the reader can easily get 
the picture of what is being written about. 
 
1. We use adjectives to describe nouns 
The farmer is still strong. He is diligent. (The adjectives here 
describe what the farmer is like) 
2. An adjective can go before a noun or as a complement after 
the noun 
- It is a nice hill 
- The hill is nice  
3. Position of adjectives (OSASCOMP) 
 The order in which you put adjectives in a sentence is very 
important. In English there is a rule 
Opinion 
Size 
Age 
Shape 
Color 
Origin 
Material 
Purpose 
+ 
Noun 
• Opinion – Adjective yang menunjukkan pendapat tentang 
sesuatu/seseorang. 
• Size/Dimension – Adjective yang menunjukkan ukuran 
besar kecilnya sesuatu/seseorang. 
• Age – Adjective yang menunjukkan umur 
sesuatu/seseorang. 
• Shape – Adjective yang menunjukkan bentuk sesuatu/ 
seseorang. 
• Color – Adjective yang menunjukkan warna sesuatu/ 
seseorang. 
• Origin – Adjective yang menunjukkan asal 
sesuatu/seseorang atau kenegaraan seseorang. 
• Material – Adjective yang menunjukkan materi yang 
membentuk suatu benda. 
•   Purpose - Adjective yang menunjukkan tujuan/kegunaan 
benda, sering berupa gerund (V-ing). 
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Describing a Person 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
Examples: 
1. Opinion: beautiful, ugly, clever, expensive, pretty, 
funny etc. 
2. Size: small, big, large, fat, thin etc. 
3. Age: old, young, new, etc. 
4.  Shape: round, square, circle, oval, cone, flat, 
rectangular, heart shaped, etc. 
5. Color: red, blue, green, yellow, white, black, 
brown etc. 
6. Origin: Spanish, Dutch, American, Indonesian, 
Javanese, Chinese, Italian etc.  
7. Material: glass, paper, leather, plastic, wooden, 
metal, cotton, stone, etc.  
8. Purpose: sleeping bag, baking pan, watering can, 
etc.  
His name is Cristiano Ronaldo. We can call him as 
Ronaldo. But, Madridista (Real Madrid's fans) often calls him 
CR7. CR is the abbreviation of Cristiano Ronaldo, and 7 is his 
shirt number in Real Madrid. People know Cristiano Ronaldo is 
a good football player. He can run fast and dribble well. 
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Do you also like the men? 
Which one do you prefer? Ronaldo or Shahrukh Khan? Why?  
Look at the pictures, there are Ronaldo and 
another soccer player. 
Do you know the other soccer player in the 
picture? 
Describe him in three or four paragraphs. 
His full name is Shahrukh Khan. He is often called King Khan, SRK, King of 
Bollywood, or King of Romance. He was born in New Delhi, India on 2 November 
1965. He got married with Gauri Khan and has got two children. Shah Rukh Khan 
is tall. He has average body, dark short hair, pointed nose, and black eyes. He is 
good looking and a kind person. Shahrukh is an actor, a producer and a TV 
presenter. He has appeared in so many Indian movies. The famous movies he has 
ever played are Kuch Kuch Hota Hai and My Name is Khan. 
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My Uncle 
My uncle, Tugiman , is a simple man. He lives in a village. He 
is tall and handsome. He has a pointed nose. His hair is 
short and black. His skin is dark. 
Uncle Tugiman is a good farmer. He always cultivates his 
farmland well. He usually goes to work early in the morning. 
He works hardly there.  
Every wet season, uncle Tugiman plants the rice and vegetables. He ploughs the 
ground first before plants them. After the soil becomes fertile, he spreads the seeds.  
The plants will grow in some weeks later. Uncle Tugiman’s farmland looks green and 
nice. There are not only the rice and vegetables plants in his farmland but also some 
wild grass. He usually weeds so the grass does not disturb the rice and vegetables 
plants. They grow well and become fertile.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Write True (T) or False (F) to describe the writer’s uncle. 
 
1. Uncle Berlgioz is rather short. (   ) 
2. He has charming appearance.  (     ) 
3. He is a carpenter. (     ) 
4. He lives in a crowded place. (   ) 
5. He grows rice and vegetables. (     ) 
6. He uses a modern tool to cultivate his land. (    ) 
7. He plants rice in the dry season. (       ) 
8. He began works in the mid day. (      ) 
9. He ploughs the ground before planting the plants. (   ) 
10. He keeps his farmland well. (  ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
21 
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Wellington is a very wonderful city I have ever seen. I can see a nice sparkling harbor and rolling 
green hills there.  There are many great buildings surrounding it. They are like thousand white birds 
gathering on the beach from far distance. They create an amazing landscape in my eyes. 
New Zealand's capital city is renowned for its arts, heritage, culture and native beauty. You can see 
many unique things in the museum. They show the Wellington arts and culture.  
Let’s look at the Wellington’s golden-sand inner-city beach. The beach is very nice. There are many 
green plants surrounding it. The water is very clean and the sand is like the golden color. The rocks 
spread between the clean calm water in the edge of the beach. Visitors are walking and enjoying the 
sand on the beach.  
 
Visitors can spend a day with the animals at Wellington Zoo. They can see everything from the native 
kiwi and kea to the kangaroos that live across the ditch, unique only to the zoo the Malayan sun bear 
and to those that dwell further away like the African wild dog, giraffes and lions. It is interesting to 
get up close and personal with the red pandas or sit in for a talk from the zoo keepers. The lions are 
in a large cage that there are some big stones. The red pandas are very funny. They are very clumsy 
on the trees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
My Favourite City 
Describing a Place  
You can see and find other wonderful city or places in the world 
from internet.  
Enlarge your knowledge and enrich vocabulary through the 
activity. 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
 
San Francisco is my favorite city in the United States. It is beautiful, clean, not too 
big, and it has something for everybody. I love the streets and buildings in San Francisco. 
The streets wind up and down the hills, with beautiful old brick and wooden houses on 
either side. 
 
One of my favorite things to do in San Francisco is to ride the cable car. It takes you 
to most parts of the city. It’s not a very comfortable ride, but it’s exciting and the views you 
get from the car are wonderful. 
 
And I like the weather in San Francisco. It never gets too cold or too hot. The 
summers are pleasant. The fresh breezes blow off the ocean and the sky is always blue. It 
rains quite a lot in the winter, but it never gets very cold. 
 
Another thing I enjoy about the city is the restaurants. The seafood restaurants, with 
crabs and lobster, are my favorites. You can also get great Chinese, Japanese, American and 
European food in San Francisco. 
 
Answer the following questions. 
 
1. What is interesting about streets in San Francisco? 
2. Does the cable car only go to certain areas of the city? 
3.  Can you see the view of San Francisco from the cable car? 
4.  What’s the weather like there? 
5.   Does it rain a lot in the summers? 
6.  How are the restaurants in San Francisco? 
7.  How does the writer begin the text? 
8.   What does the writer include in the rest of the text? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can see and find other wonderful city or places in the world 
from internet.  
Enlarge your knowledge and enrich vocabulary through the 
activity. 
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LEARN IN YOUR OUTING CLASS.                            
Look at surrounding you, are there some nice creatures? 
Mention them. 
a. ……………………. 
b. ……………………. 
c. ………………………. 
d. ……………………… 
e. ……………………….. 
f. ………………………… 
 
Describe a place or something. 
 
 Task 20. Find the meaning with your dictionary. 
1. square : 
2. crowded : 
3. large : 
4. each : 
5. exercise : 
6. gather : 
7. many : 
8. some : 
9. chase : 
10. surrounding: 
11. covered : 
12. talk :  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D. Independent of  theText 
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 Task 22. Describe a place you can see in outing class. 
 Task 23. Make paragraphs by answering these questions completely.  
Pemda Square 
Paragraph 1 
1. What is the square’s name? 
2. Where is it? 
3. How is the square? Is it big or large? 
4. Is it clean? 
5. Is it covered by grass? 
Paragraph 2 
1. Are there many people in the square each afternoon? 
2. What do they do in the square? Do they do exercise? Do they gather and talk 
something happily? 
3. Are there some children in the square? What do they do? Do they play freely and 
happily? Do some of them chase each other? 
Paragraph 3 
1. What can we see surrounding the square? Can we see some food sellers in every 
afternoon there? 
2. Are the square fresh of trees? Are there some trees surrounding the square? Do 
people like to sit or gather under the trees? 
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 Task 24. Choose the correct aux/verb from the line. 
Pemda Office 
These buildings is/are Pemda Office. Pemda office consist/consists of two 
buildings. It is/are divided into North and South buildings. Both is/are large. They 
is/are two storey buildings, down stairs and up stairs. They have/has nice gardens in 
the middle of its building. They also have/has many trees so they is/are very fresh. 
Pemda Office consist/consists of many rooms. Each room have/has some 
windows and facilities, such as tables; chairs; lamps; shelves and computers. There 
is/are some dustbins in front of the rooms. There is/are also some flower pots there. 
Pemda office is/are located in the center of Wonosari city. It is/are near Al-Ikhlas 
Mosque, Pemda Square, Banks, and schools. Al-Ikhlas mosque is/are in the South-West 
of Pemda Office. Pemda Square is/are in front of Pemda Office. BRI is/are in the East of 
Pemda Office. BPD is/are in the South-East of Pemda Office. Muhammadiyah Vocational 
High School is/are in the West of Pemda Office. Muhammadiyah Junior High School 
is/are in the South-West of Pemda Office or in the South of Al-Ikhlas Mosque exactly. 
In the North-West of Pemda Office there is a park. …………  
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How do you ask for some help? 
 
• Help me, please.  
• Close the window, please. 
• Will / would you bring these books, (please)? 
• Would you mind sending this letter, please? 
• I’d like you to put your shoes on the shoe shelf, (please). 
• Can you help me, please? 
 
 
 
How do you offer some help? 
 
 
 
• Can I help (you)? 
• Let me help you. 
• Would you like any help? 
• May I help (you)? 
• What can I do to help you? 
• Is there anything I can do for you? 
 
 
How do you refuse to give some help? 
 
• I’m sorry I can’t 
• I’m sorry. I don’t think I could…… 
• Sorry. Actually I want to……… but I can’t 
 
 
How do you refuse an offer of some help? 
 
• No, thank you 
• That’s very kind of you, but I can manage myself. 
• No, don’t bother, really. 
 
 
 
Supporting Materials for Speaking 
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Remember well ! 
• Offer your help to people who need it 
• Say “please” when you ask for some help. It means you ask for it politely. 
• Say “sorry” when you can’t give some help to other people. 
• Say “thank you” when someone gives you assistance or help 
 
Read the dialogue and practice with your friends! 
 
Salom   : Would you mind buying me an English book in the bookstore? 
Magnolia  : Yes, of course.      mind + V ing 
 
Answer the questions based on the dialogue! 
 
1. What help does Salom ask to Magnolia? 
2. Can Magnolia help Salom? 
3. What does Magnolia say?  
 
Nongka   : Excuse me, sir. 
Mr. Albert  : Yes 
Nongka  : Can you help me, please? 
Mr. Albert   : What can I do for you? 
Nongka  : Would you help me to call my uncle? 
Mr. Albert  : Sure.  
 
4. Who asks for help? 
5. Who gives help?  
 
Make short dialogues from the questions below! 
 
 Yoga cannot move his table by himself. Therefore, he asks his neighbor to help 
him. The neighbor can help him. 
1. How does Yoga ask for help to his neighbor? 
2. How does the neighbor say?  
Yoga  : ………………………………………………………………………………… 
Mr. Minkof : ……………………………………………………………………………………   
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 Nora wants to help her teacher who is bringing two big bags. The teacher is 
happy for her help. 
    3. What does Nora say? 
    4. What does the teacher respond? 
Nora   : ………………………………… 
Teacher       : …………………………………  
 Bildam wants to catch his cock. He asks his friend to help him. 
Morgan refuses to help because he has to wait his little brother. 
     5. What does Bildam say? 
     6. What does Morgan say? 
Bildam  : ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
Morgan : …………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Remember well ! 
 
Subject ( S )    S + noun ( milik )  object 
  
I    my book   me  
You    your  .…   you 
He    his  …..   him 
 She    her …..   her 
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TEST  
Name  : 
School : 
I.Match the statements below with those in the box! 
1. Mother needs this vegetable to make soup.  
2. Papua society had belief that this animal is a reincarnation of angle in 
paradise. 
3. Some countries celebrate this plant in festivals. 
4. People usually go to other country by this vehicle. 
5. This vehicle has three wheels. 
6. I plant some flowers and vegetables in my...  
7. I always visit my grandmother in my... 
8. She buys a story book in the bookstore but she can borrow some books in 
the ... 
9. My school is not so far from my house so I go to school ... 
10. His friends and he often play football in the … 
 
A. field  
B. library 
C. a pedicab 
D. Azalea 
E. Cendrawasih 
bird 
F. on foot 
G. mustard 
H. holiday 
I. garden 
J. plane 
K. a wagon 
L. truck  
M. jasmine 
N. orchid
 
II. Translate those sentences above into Indonesian.  
1.   
2.    
3.     
4.     
5.     
6.      
7.      
8.     
9.     
10.  
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III. Choose the correct answer. 
1. Gonzales visits Indonesia for vacation. He…… Soto and other Indonesian 
food everyday happily.  
a. ate c. eats 
b. eat  d. eating 
 
 
2. Renata has a younger brother. She likes …… very much because he is funny. 
a. her c. he 
b. him d. his 
3. Syifa and Nanda see a nice bird in the zoo.  … also see a tiger there. It is 
wild. 
a. We c. their  
b. They  d. our 
 
4. My aunt has a garden beside her house. She  …… flowers in …… garden. 
a. plants, her c. plants, she 
b. plant, her d. plant, she 
 
5. Rama ………grasshoppers with …… friends. He ……not eat them but gives them 
to his uncle.  
a. catch, his, does  c. catches, his, do 
b. catch, his, do  d. catches, his, does 
Mr. Wuggies has a big farm. He keeps many pets in his farm. There are 
twenty pigs, twelve buffaloes, eleven sheep, thirty geese, fourteen ducks and 
seventeen rabbits. He also has many fish in his pond. There are more than eighty 
six fish in the pond.  
Mr. Wuggies always takes care of his pets well. He does not take care of 
them by himself. There are eight workers in his farm. They help him to feed the 
pets or take them to the field. 
6. Who is Mr. Wuggies? 
a. a cattleman c. a farmer 
b. a fisherman d. a bricklayer 
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7. Where does he keep his pets? 
a. in his garden c. in his farm 
b. in his house d. in his park   
8. How many kinds of pets does he have? 
a. eight c. seven 
b. nine d. ten 
9. How many poultry does he have? 
a. 40  c. 45 
b. 44  d. 54 
10. Does Mr. Wuggies work alone? 
a. yes he is  c. yes he does 
b. no he is not d. no he does not 
IV. Insert the correct sentences below into good dialogues. 
1. Arwenda  :………………………………  ? 
Surya  : Oh, he is my neighbour. 
2. Arwaeda  : …………………………………? 
Surya  : His name is Gallantaka. 
3. Arwenda  : …………………………………? 
Surya  : He is ten years old. 
Arwenda : ……………………………………? 
Surya  : Of course, let’s come close him! I will introduce you to him. 
a. How old is he? 
b. Who is the boy over there? 
c. Can I borrow yours? 
d. May I introduce myself to 
him? 
e. What is his name? 
f. How many pens do you have? 
4. Albert  : I do not bring my pen, ……………………? 
Oscar  : I have two pens. 
5. Albert  : ……………………………………………………………? 
Oscar  : Sure, here you are.     
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V. Change the subjects into “He” or “She” and arrange the correct sentences 
based on the Subject. 
 I am in a farmland now. I am sitting under a tree. I am reading a book. I do not feel 
afraid because my friends, Lolita and Dora accompany me.  
 I usually spend my spare time in the farmland with my friends. We like it because it is 
very fresh and nice. We sometimes catch grasshoppers, butterflies and dragonflies in the 
farmland. We also take a walk and enjoy the beautiful scenery there.   
Write your answer below. 
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Read the text carefully and then answer the questions! 
I have unique pets. They are male and female turkeys. They are 
as large birds but they behave as a hen and a cock because they cannot 
fly. I give unique names for both of them. Jibrak is the name of the male 
turkey and Lewond is for the female.   
Jibrak has fleshy wattle or protuberance that hangs from the 
top of the beak. It is usually called a snood. Jibrak is larger and much 
more colorful than Lewond. They look so beautiful when they spread 
their tails. The difference colors of them create the amazing 
appearance. It can be seen when they walk together.   
 
1. What is the similarity of the writer’s pets with a cock? 
2. How does the writer call his female turkey?  
3. Can the writer’s turkeys fly? 
4. What does the word “them” in paragraph 1 refer to? 
5. Where does Jibrak’s protuberance hang? 
 
Write your answers below! 
1.     
2.             
3.               
4.          
5.  
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Match the words with the meanings. 
1. Male     a. paruh 
2. female    b. sangat besar 
3. unique    c. berbeda 
4. large      d. kelihatan 
5. different    e. bersama-sama 
6. spread    f. ekor 
7. tail     g. melebarkan 
8. look     h. betina    
9. together    i. jantan 
10. beak     j. unik 
 
Find the missing words. 
 Panji is a good boy. 1. …… always helps his parents after school. Although he 
works hard every day, he never …2.…… to study. He usually finishes ..3. …… 
homework at night. He likes to ..4. …… money and use it for buying books, a ruler or 
a pen. He also likes to.. 5. …… some books from the school’s library.    
 Panji lives with his family in a simple house in a village. He ..6. …… a brother 
and a sister. His brother’s name ..7. …… Tora and his sister’s name is Dewi. They ..8.  
…… students. They …9…… their younger brother very much. Panji and his brothers 
always …10……… his parents. They always hear what their parents say.  
a. is 
b. are 
c. love 
d. obey 
e. read     
      
f. he 
g. save 
h. has 
i. his 
j. forgets 
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Cross the correct answers. 
1. Nongka : Look! There is an old woman over there. 
  I think she wants to cross the road.  
Kamil  : You’ re right, ………………………………! 
a. OK   c. she is  very poor 
b. Oh, take it easy d. let’s help her 
2. Kamil    : Excuse me, ……………………? 
An old woman  : Yes, please. Thank you very much. 
a. Can you help me to cross the road? 
b. Can I help you to cross the road? 
c. Can you cross the road? 
d. May you help me, please 
3. The farmer …… some vegetables on the farmland. 
a. plant  c. plants 
b. planting  d. is plant 
4. Andrew …… not throw rubbish everywhere. He ………it into the dustbin. 
a. do, throw c. is, throw 
b. does, throws d. is, throws 
5. The shepherd …… the cage and brings ……… sheep to the pasture. 
a. opens, his c. opening, her 
b. open, his  d. opens, their 
6. Mother  : I need some eggs to make fried rice.  
                     Can you help me to buy them? 
Reno  : …………… 
a. No  c. What 
b. Sure  d. Why 
7. Mercedes …… a fruit garden beside …… house. She and her friends 
sometimes …… them. 
a. Have, her, pick  c. having, his, picking 
b. Has, her, pick  d. has, she, pick 
8. Diana  : Excuse me, Ms. Tina, ………………………………? 
Teacher : Yes, please. 
a. May you wash my hands? c. Please, I wash my hand. 
b. May I wash my hands? d. I wash my hands, please. 
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9. Andar and hafiz …… to the beach. ……… spent their holiday there last week. 
a. go, They   c. went, They 
b. goes, They  d. went, He 
10. I always ……… my grandmother in the village. ……… is very old. Her age is 
almost 100 years old. I love …… very much. 
a. Visit, He, him  c. visits, He, him 
b. Visit, She, her  d. visits, She, her 
 
Change the Subjects into “ I “ and arrange correct sentences. 
Barbara is a good girl. She always helps others. She is also friendly. She 
likes to smile to her neighbors or her friends. Her friends always love her 
because she is patient and clumsy. She never offends her poor friends although 
she is rich. She is really a kind girl. 
 
Write your paragraph below. 
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Recount Text 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 
2 
In this section you will learn how to: 
 read and identify a recount text; 
 identify the structure of a recount text. 
Learn this section well so you will be able to: 
 read and understand a recount text correctly; 
 read and identify a recount text 
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A. Building Knowledge of the Field 
I remember my experiences 
Do you remember your experiences or past events? 
• Study tour 
• Camping 
• Childhood 
• Holiday in grandfather’s village 
• Trip or excursion 
When ? 
Where? 
What did you do there?  
How did you feel? 
• Glad 
• Funny 
• Sad 
• tired 
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These are Panji’s experiences in last holiday. He 
spent his holiday in her uncle’s village. He also 
played with some children in the village. He did 
some unforgettable activities there 
 Let’s study Panji’s activities. Your 
teacher will guide you. 
Task 
1 
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My father likes fishing very much. He has a 
fishing club. Some of his friends in the club 
have a great experience of fishing in Nile River. 
Let’s know the experiences by looking at the 
pictures. 
Ronald’s fishhook stroked a very big fish in the river. 
He could not hold the fish by himself because the 
fish was so big. Hence, he held it with Bryan, his 
friend. 
The other lucky men were caught a large 
Arwana. They brought it together so they could 
hold it well. They looked so happy. 
 
Mr. Gonzales also got a large fish in the river. He 
began fishing early in the morning and his 
fishhook could strick the great fish after only not 
more than one hour later. That was his 
unforgettable experience. 
Have you ever caught a large fish 
too? 
Read after listen to your teacher. 
Task 
2 
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 Read the text and answer the question. 
1. When did the writer visit grandparents? 
2. Did the writer go alone? 
3. How did the writer go there? 
4. What did he bring? 
5. What was grandfather doing while they arrived there? 
6. What did the writer do with his cousins? 
7. How did he feel there? 
B. Modelling of the Text 
My holiday in Grandparents’ Village 
 Last holiday I visited my grandparents’ village. I 
went there with my older brother by motorcycle. We 
left home in the morning and arrived at half past one in 
the afternoon. My mother gave us some fresh and 
sweet fruits for grandparents.  
 My grandfather was picking coconuts when my 
brother and I stopped the motorcycle in his yard. He 
was glad and asked grandmother to make rujak degan, 
the Javanese term for drink from coconut water and its 
flesh. We drank it together. It was so delicious with ice 
cubes.    
 I played with my cousins in the farmland near 
my grandparents’ house while my brother enjoyed his 
meeting with his friends from the village. My cousins 
showed me nice scenery of Karsts hills surrounding the 
farm. We also caught some grasshoppers there. The day 
was so hot so we took a rest in the farmer hut. I could 
feel fresh air and become sleepy. Then, my cousins and 
I slept just until the time to back home.  
 After three days in the village, my cousin and I 
went home. My grandparents packed some traditional 
food and cassavas to my souvenir. I said good bye to all 
of I love there. I was so happy spending my holiday with 
them.  
Orientation 
events 
Task 
3 
reorientation 
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No V2 V1 Meaning 
1 Went go pergi 
2 Was is (Menjelaskan kata sifat) 
3 Left   
4 Arrived   
5    
6    
7    
8    
9    
10    
11    
12    
13    
14    
15    
16    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
4 
Find the past form from the text and find the meaning. 
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Remember this grammar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Splural/Ssingular+V2/Vd/ed+O/C 
 Splural+were+Adjective 
 Ssingular+was+Adjective 
 Oplural+were+V3+by S 
 Osingular+was+V3+by S 
 S+Modal+V1/be 
 O+Modal+be+V3+by S 
 Modal: could, might, must, should, would. 
 
Characteristics of Recount Text 
 A Recount Text is a text that telling the reader about one 
experience, action or activity. 
 Its goal is to retell the past events 
 The generic structure:  1. Orientation  
Orientation tells who was involved, what 
happened, where the events took place, 
and when it happened. 
2. Event  
Events (event 1 and 2) tell what happened 
and in what sequence. 
3. Reorientation 
Reorientation consists of optional-closure 
of events or ending.  
            
 Tenses : past tense 
The using of V2(Vd/ed), was/were, could/might/would. 
Past time: yesterday, last…, …ago. 
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Arrange the pictures and the paragraphs in correct orders and match 
them. 
Task 
5 
C. Joint Construction of the Text 
Bayu and his friends of grade VIII of junior 
high schools went camping last holiday. The 
camp was near a forest. They brought some 
equipment. They left school at half past seven 
in the morning. 
That afternoon after they arrived in the camp site was 
noisy and happy. First the students put up the tents 
and then arranged their tools. Then, they cooked and 
ate ate together. They worked together cooperatively. 
The students did some activities in the camping. They 
explored the forest in groups of finding clues. They 
walked along the small path surrounding the forest. 
They could enjoy nice nature there. 
The students took their pictures in the nice nature of 
the forest. They gathered and smiled or laughed while 
one of them took the pictures. They did not want to 
leave the moment. They saw and took the nice 
landscape there gladly. 
They had a flag ceremony to close the camping. 
Some students sang Indonesian song of 
Independence to arise red-white flag. They did the 
ceremony well. Finally they left the camp site. They 
were so tired but happy too. 
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Task 
6 Read the paragraph and find the meaning. 
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Complete the text using the correct words from the brackets! 
     My Camping 
 Last holiday, my friends and I (be) having a camping in Bunder forest. There  (be) a rest 
area for camping. We (bring) some equipment for camping. They (consist) of ropes, tents, 
kitchen utensils, flashlights, sticks, first aid kit, mats, and clothes. We (leave) at half past seven 
on Sunday morning. We (go) by truck. At twenty past eight, we (arrive) at the camping site. 
 After we (find) our locations, we (clean) them first before we (set) up the tents. We 
(work) together happily so it (not spend) too long time although it (be) difficult. We (feel) 
satisfied with our tents. They (look) nice, comfort and strong for sleeping. 
 We always (cooperate) in the camping. We (cook) food together. We (share) the duty 
well. If someone (take) water, the others (prepare) the fire, materials of cooking or timbers.   
 In the night, we (make) camp fire and (sing) songs together. We also (find) a clue in 
the forest. Because the forest (be) dark, each group (use) a torch. Some of us (be) very afraid 
but we (walk) carefully and (keep) each other so we (can) pass the route well. 
 On Wednesday afternoon, we (leave) the camp site. I (be) very tired but happy too 
because I (get) good experiences. I will never forget it. 
Find the meaning. 
 
1. Equipment : 
2. Cooperate  : 
3. Share : 
4. Find a clue : 
5. Although : 
 
C. Joint Construction of the Text 
Task 
7 
Task 
8 
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Write true or false for each statement below based on the text. 
1. The writer and his friends brought spoons, plates, knives and pans in the camp site.        
[     ] 
2. They spent more than an hour to reach the forest. [     ] 
3. The word “They” in paragraph 1 line2 refers to the word “some equipment”. [        ] 
4. The camp site had been clean so they did not clean them. [      ] 
5. They use a torch in the night, not a lamp for lightening. [     ] 
6. The word “they” in paragraph 2 line 7 refers to the word ‘the students”. [     ] 
7. They slept in their tents with a mattress. [     ] 
8. They had 5 days for the camping. [     ] 
9. Te writer was so tired and sad in the camping. [       ] 
10. The writer forgot the activities of the camping when he went home. [      ] 
 
 
 
 
  Remember   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
9 
 Always write new words . 
 Find the meaning with your 
friends. 
 Open the dictionary and discuss 
them together. 
Do with fun. 
Enrich vocabulary through reading Recount texts 
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MY EXPERIENCE OF “BLEG-BLEG THING” 
When I was a 1…………, I sometimes heard frightened voice at 
night. I did not know exactly what the voice was, but I just 2……….very 
afraid because I thought that it might be a ghost’s voice. In addition, 
people in my village were used to talk about ghosts with their particular 
characteristics, includes some scared voices. Hence I realized that I might 
hear the ghosts’ voice. My grandfather said that I only had ability to hear 
the ghosts’ voice but not their appearances. Although I never saw the 
appearance of the ghost, the experiences encouraged me to be an easily 
frightened person.  
Actually, in my childhood, my 3………..was still dense of trees, 
especially bamboo trees and some old trees. It caused the village’s 
atmosphere very scary, moreover in the night. Besides that, my village 
was also 4………in the East of the cemetery. Therefore, people had the 
belief of the existence of ghosts in my village.  
One of my experiences about hearing the ghosts’ voice was when I 
could not sleep in the night in one day. At the time there was no electricity 
in my village. People only used a 5………….or simple lamps with 
petroleum for their fuel and so did my family. In my bedroom, I slept on 
my bed with my older sister in the night. Unfortunately, it might also 
because I had drunk coffee so I could not sleep easily in the night. 
However my sister had slept deeply. Then, I just tried to study but I could 
also not concentrate due to my confusion, just alone until the midnight. 
Suddenly, I heard the strange voice that made me bristled. The 
6………….was like from the long distance in the North of my house but I 
could really hear it. It sounded as a person who hit a bed with the broom 
of palm leaf ribs and then also the voice of ring bell. The voice sounded 
continuously made me sweat a lot. I felt very afraid because I recognized 
that it was ghost’s voice. Hence I woke up my older sister and asked her to 
Independent of the Text 
Task 
5 Fill the correct words in the blanks. Read and understand the meaning. 
torch 
told 
experience 
interested 
situated 
voice 
child 
blankets 
felt 
village 
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hear the voice “bleg-bleg thing” but she just became confused because she 
did not hear anything. Although she could not hear like me, she also 
became very afraid. Finally we both became very afraid so we covered our 
body with  7…………. 
Next morning, I 8......... my experience in the night to my 
grandfather. He said that not every person could hear the ghost’s voice, 
especially such as my experience in the night. He also said that it was 
Keblak’s voice, a voice of a ghost that Javanese people called as Wewe 
Gombel.  I did not understand why the voice was like that but my 
grandfather just explained to me that Wewe Gombel always bring beruk, a 
magic coconut shell that can just be seen by particular people. My 
grandfather also added that whoever who can take and have the beruk, the 
person will become very rich. I listened to my grandfather carefully. 
Hearing my grandfather’s explanation, I was very  9…………………. and 
did not know why I became not afraid anymore. I just thought that it was 
my great 10……………..  
 
 
 
 
 
No  Past present Meaning  
1.  heard hear mendengar 
2.  ghost  hantu 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Task 
6 
Find the new words and write the meaning 
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1. Find other Recount Text related to your experiences.  
2. Identify the generic structure of the text. You can do it with your friends. 
3. Identify the tenses and the using of the past forms 
4. Find the difficult vocabulary and understand the meaning 
5. Understand the text well. 
6. Present them in front the class for discussion. You can do it in groups.  
Task 
7 
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UNIT 
4 
Narrative text: 
 Legend 
 Myth 
 Folktale 
 Fable  
In this section you will learn how to: 
 Read and identify Narrative Text 
 Understand and identify the structure of Narrative 
Text 
Learn the section well so you will be able to: 
 Read and understand Narrative correctly 
 Read and understand the structure of Narrative Text. 
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A. Building Knowledge of the Field 
Do you know the story? 
Study the pictures and listen to your teacher 
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The Fox and The Grapes 
Long long ago there lived a fox who loved to eat. He lived 
close to a vineyard and he used to stare at the lovely grapes 
that hung there. 
 
"How juice they look. Oh I am sure these are stuff that 
melts in the mouth when you have them. If only I could 
reach them".  
 
One sunny day, the fox woke up 
and saw the grapes glistening by the sunlight. The vineyard 
looked heavenly and the grapes looked so luscious that the 
famished fox could no longer control itself. He jumped to 
reach them but fell down. He jumped again. No, they were 
much higher. He jumped even more. But they were still out 
of reach. 
 
He jumped and stretched and hopped but to no avail. Those 
yummy grapes hung higher than the fox could reach. No 
matter how hard he tried, the fox could not reach the 
grapes. He panted and began to sweat out of exhaustion.  
 
Giving up finally, he looked up in contempt and said as he 
walked away, "Those grapes surely must be sour. I 
wouldn't eat them even if they were served to me on a 
golden dish." 
 
B. Modelling of the Text 
orientation 
resolution 
complication 
http://www.kidsgen.com/fables_and_fairytales/fox_and_grapes.htm#kcBRdDBxe7FdiGBB.9
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Task 
1 Read the text and answer the questions. 
1. Where did the fox live? 
a. far from the vineyard c. in the long distance of the vineyard 
b. near the vineyard  
2. The word “they” in paragraph 2 line refers to the word…….. 
a. the fox   c. the vineyard 
b. Lovely grapes 
3. Why could the fox no longer control itself? 
a. because the  vineyard looked heavenly and the grapes looked so 
luscious. 
b. because the grapes could be picked by him 
c. because the grapes could talk. 
4. Ho did the fox try to pick the grapes? 
a. He jumped and stretched and hopped and finally got them. 
b. He jumped and stretched and hoped but to no avail 
c. He just stared at them and they could be eaten by him 
5. What did the fox think finally about the grapes? 
a. The grapes always became his favourite fruit 
b. Those grapes surely must be sour so he wouldn't eat them even if 
they were served to him on a golden dish. 
c. The grapes was so delicious but hard to be picked 
6. After reading the story, we can learn theat…….. 
a. We have to behave like the fox 
b. We have to find a way to save ourselves from danger 
c. It's easy to despise what you cannot have. 
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The Hare was once boasting of his speed before the 
other animals. "I have never yet been beaten," said he, 
"when I put forth my full speed. I challenge any one here to 
race with me."  
  
The Tortoise said quietly, "I accept your challenge."  
  
"That is a good joke," said the Hare; "I could dance round 
you all the way."  
  
"Keep your boasting till you've won," answered the 
Tortoise. "Shall we race?"  
  
So a course was fixed and a start was made. The Hare 
darted almost out of sight at once, but soon stopped and, to 
show his contempt for the Tortoise, lay down to have a nap. 
The Tortoise plodded on and plodded on, and when the 
Hare awoke from his nap, he saw the Tortoise just near the 
winning-post and could not run up in time to save the race.  
  
Then the Tortoise said: "Slow but steady progress wins the 
race." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The moral value of 
the text is 
Task 2. Read and understand the text. 
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Remember . 
Characteristics of Narrative Text 
Social function  : to amuse, entertain the reader with the story. 
Generic structure :  
 Orientation : Introduces the character 
 Complication : Problems or conflicts that happened 
 Resolution  : the end of the story, the problems or the conflicts    
can be resolved 
Grammar  : Past Tense 
The using simple past tense: V2/d,ed, did not V1, was/were, modal past. 
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The Ant and the Grasshopper 
On one fine summer's day in a field a Grasshopper was hopping about in a 
musical mood. An ant passed by bearing along with great toil an ear of corn he 
was taking to the nest. 
 
The grasshopper invited the ant to sit for a chat with him. But the ant refused 
saying that "I’m storing up food for winter". " Why don’t you do the same?" 
asked the ant to the grasshopper. 
 
"Pooh! Why bother about winter?" said the Grasshopper; we have got enough 
food at present." But the Ant went on its way and continued its toil. 
 
Finally, when winter came, the Grasshopper found itself dying of hunger, while it 
saw the ants distributing corn and grain from their storage. 
 
Then the Grasshopper understood that…”It is best to prepare for the days of 
necessity”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. Joint Construction of the Text  
Task 4. Read and understand the text. Find the moral value of the text 
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Author: Aesop  
 
 
There was once a baby show among the Animals in the forest. Jupiter provided the prize. Of 
course all the proud mammas from far and near brought their babies. But none got there earlier 
than Mother Monkey. Proudly she presented her baby among the other contestants. 
 
As you can imagine, there was quite a laugh when the Animals saw the ugly flat-nosed, hairless, 
pop-eyed little creature. 
 
"Laugh if you will," said the Mother Monkey. "Though Jupiter may not give him the prize, I 
know that he is the prettiest, the sweetest, and the dearest darling in the world." 
 
Mother love is blind. 
 
 
 
 
Task 5. Find the difficult words from the text and discuss the meaning with your friends 
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TIMUN MAS AND THE EVIL GIANT 
Once upon a time there was an evil giant who found a baby in the middle of a 
farm. The farm was full of cucumber plants. The baby looked shiny like gold. 
Therefore, the baby was named by the giant as Timun Mas. In Javanese, the name 
meant cucumber and golden. The evil giant thought that Timun Mas was too small to 
be eaten by him. Because of that, he gave her to an old widow which named Mbok 
Rondho Dadapan. He said to Mbok Rondho that he would come back when Timun 
Mas became an adult. 
 
 
 
 
  
Mbok Rondho took care of Timun Mas well. She loved her very much as her 
own daughter. Every day, she taught Timun Mas about kindness, honesty, 
knowledge, and goodness. Therefore, Timun mas grew as a beautiful and clever girl. 
She was also diligent and worked hard. They were very happy in Mbok Rondho’s 
house though it was very small and modest.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Read and understand the text 
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Many years later, Timun Mas had become adult. Hence, Mbok Rondho gave 
Timun Mas a magic bundle. She warned Timun Mas to use the content of the bundle 
to avoid the giant.  
Suddenly the evil giant came to her house. The earth shook with a ground 
breaking sound. With that kind of sign, Mbok Rondo asked Timun Mas to run away 
quickly from the back door with the magic bundle.  
Timun Mas ran away fast so the evil giant chased her angrily. Timun Mas 
took the seeds from the bundle and threw it to the giant. The seeds suddenly 
changed into a farm of bamboo and thorny trees.  
 
 
 
 
The giant struggled to pass the farm hardly. He  was almost free from the 
obstacles. Then, Timun Mas threw salt from the bundle. Suddenly, the salt turned 
into abundant water as sea. The Giant continued to chase Timun Mas but he could 
not pass the sea easily. Moreover after Timun Mas threw the last content of the 
magic bundle, shrimp paste. It turned into very deep swamp. Finally, the giant sunk 
and died into the swamp after felt very tired in the sea. Fortunately, Timun Mas 
saved. 
 Task 6. Answer the questions based on the text above! 
1. Where did the giant find a baby?  
2. How was the baby?  
3. What did the giant do to the baby? 
4. What was the name of the woman who took care of Timun Mas?   
5. What did Mbok Rondo give to Timun Mas?  
6. Mention the contents of the magic bundle!  
7. How did Mbok Rondho know that the giant came? 
8. How could Timun Mas escape from the giant?  
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Task 7. Let’s find the meaning together! 
1. evil : 
2. giant : 
3. found ( find ): 
4. meant (mean ): 
5. kindness : 
6. knowledge : 
7. honesty : 
8. taught ( teach ): 
9. though: 
10. adult : 
11. magic bundle : 
12. content: 
13. avoid : 
14. suddenly: 
15. shook (shake): 
16. chased ( chase ): 
17. struggled ( struggle ): 
18. pass : 
19. swamp : 
20. sunk (sink ) : 
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Be fun 
Task 8. Read and comprehend the story well. 
 A poor boy sold goods from door to door to pay his school fee. One day he 
had only a little money left and very hungry. He decided to ask for some food at 
the next house he visited. However he was so nervous when a rich girl opened 
the door. He only asked for a glass of water. The girl thought that the boy was 
hungry so she gave him a large glass of milk. He drank it slowly, and then asked. 
“How much do I owe you?“You don’t owe me anything,” she replied, mother has 
taught us never to accept pay for a kindness.” He said, “Then I thank you from 
my heart.” As the poor boy left that house, he felt stronger. His faith in God was 
getting stronger too. He had been ready to stop his study but now he got a spirit 
to continue it until he became a doctor. 
 Some years later that rich girl became critically ill. She was sent to the big 
city to cure his disease. The poor boy was the doctor. When he knew the name of 
the town she came from. He went to meet her. He recognized her at once. He 
tried hard to save the girl’s life. After a long struggle, the girl could be cured. The 
poor boy paid the entire bill. He wrote “Paid in full with one glass of milk” under 
the bill. When the girl opened the bill, tears of joy flooded her eyes as her happy 
heart prayed,” Thank you, God that you love had spread abroad through human 
hearts and hands. 
Task 9. Answer these questions based on the text. 
1. Why did the poor boy decide to ask for some food at the next house he 
visited? 
a. because he sold goods from door to door. 
b. because he was very hungry but did not enough money for food. 
c. because he had no money to pay his school fee. 
2. How did he feel when a rich girl opened the door? 
a. He felt nervous 
b. He was angry 
c. He felt embarrassed 
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3. What did the poor boy ask when he met the girl? 
a. a large glass of milk 
b. a little money 
c. a glass of water 
4. What did the girl give to the poor boy? 
a. a large glass of milk 
b. a little money 
c. a glass of water 
 
5. Did the poor boy pay for the drink? 
a. yes he did 
b. no, he did not 
c. no, he was not 
6. Did the poor boy stop his study because of his poverty? 
a. yes, he did 
b. no, he was not 
c. no, he did not 
7. What is the main idea of paragraph two? 
a. The poor boy was hungry and sold some goods. 
b. The poor boy cured the girl and repaid her kindness.  
8. What can we learn from the story? 
a. Kindness won’t be forgotten. 
b. Poverty is the source of misery. 
c. Health is important in life. 
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Task 10. Comprehend the story and tell with short paragraphs. 
Find the suitable words to complete the short paragraph! 
 There  1……. a poor boy in a small town. He  2……… goods from door to 
door to 3……. his school fee. One day he felt 4….. but did not have enough money. 
Hence, he 5…………. to ask some food to his neighbor. 
 The neighbor was a 6……… girl. When the girl 7……… the door, the boy 
became 8………… so he just asked a glass of water. The girl 9………. that the boy 
was hungry so she 10…………. him a large glass of 11………. The girl was very kind, 
she did not want the boy 12…… for the drink. The boy thanked very much. 
 Some years later the boy 13………….. his study until became a doctor. 
Nevertheless the girl was 14……. The boy knew and 15……….. her hardly. Finally, 
the girl could be better and free from her 16……………… The boy was relieved 
because he could help the girl who had helped him in his childhood.   
a. rich 
b. paid 
c. opened 
d. continued 
e. cured 
f. was 
g. nervous 
h. milk 
i. nervous 
j. knew 
k. milk 
l. gave 
m. pay 
n. sold 
o. decided 
p. hungry 
q. sick 
r. disease 
s. knew 
t. gave 
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  Remember   
 
 
 
 
 Always write new words . 
 Find the meaning with your 
friends. 
 Open the dictionary and discuss 
them together. 
Do with fun. 
Enrich vocabulary through reading Recount texts 
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                                           FUN WITH FABLE 
 
 
Have you ever heard the story about a 
lion and a mouse? 
Can you tell your friends about it? 
What can you learn from the story? 
Let’s read together the story?  
 THE LION AND THE MOUSE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
D. Independent Construction of the Text 
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Therefore, the lion woke up.  
The lion grabbed the mouse and, holding 
him in his large claws, roared in anger. 
'How dare you wake me up? Don't you 
know that I am King of the Beasts? 
Anyone who disturbs my rest deserves 
to die! I shall kill you and eat you!' 
The terrified mouse, shaking and 
trembling, begged the lion to let him go. 
'Please don't eat me Your Majesty! I did 
not mean to wake you, it was a mistake. I was only playing. Please let me go - and 
I promise I will be your friend forever. Who knows but one day I could save your 
life?' 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The lion looked at the tiny mouse and laughed. 'You save my life? What an 
absurd idea!' he said scornfully. 'But you have made me laugh, and put me into a 
good mood again, so I shall let you go.' And the lion opened his claws and let the 
mouse go free. 'Oh thank you, your majesty,' squeaked the mouse, and scurried 
away as fast as he could.  
A few days later the lion was caught in a hunter's snare. Struggle as he might, he 
couldn't break free and became even more entangled in the net of ropes. He let 
out a roar of anger that shook the forest. Every animal heard it, including the 
tiny mouse. 
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'My friend the lion is in trouble,' cried the mouse. He ran as fast as he could in 
the direction of the lion's roar, and soon found the lion trapped in the hunter's 
snare. 'Hold still, Your Majesty,' squeaked the mouse. 'I'll have you out of there in 
a jiffy!' And without further delay, the mouse began nibbling through the ropes 
with his sharp little teeth. Very soon the 
lion was free. 
'I did not believe that you could be of use 
to me, little mouse, but today you saved 
my life,' said the lion humbly. 
'It was my turn to help you, Sir,' answered 
the mouse. Even the weak and small may 
be of help to those much mightier than 
themselves. 
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Task 11 
 
Answer the questions based on the text! 
1. What was the lion doing when the mouse run over the lion’s head and slid 
down the lion’s nose? 
a. The lion was eating  c. The lion was laughing 
b. The lion was roaring  d. The lion was sleeping 
2. Was the lion angry after the mouse woke him up unintentionally? 
a. yes, he did c. no, he did not 
b. yes, he was d. no, he did not  
3. What would the lion do to the mouse that had disturbed his rest? 
a. The lion would catch the mouse     c. The lion would kill and catch the   mouse 
b. The lion would kill and eat the mouse d. The lion would forgive the mouse
 
4.What did the mouse promise to the lion so the lion escaped him? 
a. The mouse would become his friend and save his life one day. 
b. The mouse would run and live forever with him. 
c. The mouse would be his friend and his prey. 
d. The mouse would give him reward. 
5. Can the mouse help the lion when the lion was trapped by the hunter’s snare? 
a. yes, the mouse do.  c. no, the mouse cannot. 
b. yes, the mouse can.  d. no, the mouse do not. 
6. What can we learn from the story? 
a. Don’t be naughty as the mouse. 
b. Don’t be lazy like the lion. 
c. Don’t underestimate those who are smaller. 
d. Don’t forget to be friendly to the lion. 
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e.     Task  12 
      Find verbs of past tense and change into verb 1 
Example:  
V2 ( past form ) 
 
V1 ( present form ) Meaning  
1. thought  think Berpikir 
2. ran run Berlari 
3. slid slide Meluncur 
   
   
V2 ( past form ) 
 
V1 ( present form ) Meaning  
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Appendix E 
The License Letters 
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Appendix F 
The Photographs 
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Photos the Writer in Conducting the Needs Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mrs. Widayati Hijanah, S.Pd is 
giving information about the 
syllabus   
SMP N 1 Tanjungsari  
Giving explanation about the 
students’ achievement, mark,etc. Showing and giving the data from 
her laptop 
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Interview with students 
